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x ' ' " '  - .4 ' H fR POSES AND: P LA N - # 7 7  : ! B I8  7 : 8 9 W ' 7 7 . 7 : : 7

The object' of this thesis j.a to investigate, the^pattezms of, hehaviour of the . 
producers and the eohsimers : of mea^^.in ,Greece ̂ :(md. to; suggest policy measures . 
for future expansion of meat Production;; /. The problèm of meat production in/ 
this country characterised by difficultioa in.' its rate of .development,to 
meet the .rapidly expanding demand» :w the imports of meat have
begun to constitute-an important Vêlement , in total ièpofts and therefore in the 

. rapidly, expahdirig déficit of •.current Inte^ational transactions, Consequently»
, inefficient or̂  slowly effective ;poiicieâ for expansion of this, industry may: ./, 
entail a relatively high burden’on the balance of .payments ; constraint of economic 
development of this ; country^, V.

: The statistical data- available is the prirnary limitation ;on. the method used in 
■ this study in both the:supply and the demand for meat in;Greece, For instance,
. these permit the use of regression analysis in .the case of demand for meat but 
r not in : the case of sdnnly, Similarly, the data describe the level of aggregation 
used throiĴ hout, this study* rd^us, the coinmodity disaggregation goes as far as 
eight meat varieties in both'the supply and the. demand for me,at. There, is also 
a regional;, disaggre^tioh of the supply of meàt by division, of the country into 
nine geographic regions,

Most of the data refers to.the period since 1950 until the latest information . 
available .at the time of .this study (in most cases I966-68) . ; It is not supposed 

.. that.all the data used is. equally, reliable and,..since not ■enough; direct infer-, 
mation is available about ■ the;;degree. of reliabilitŷ ,., some ..rejTerence is; madeon ’ 
the way, to the methods and the sources of data collection* Certain evident 
limitations;upon t̂heVconclusions.'dràwn,; related;to possible; bias of .the data, 
are 'also noticed. oCoasionally/. ■ ' ̂ : -7̂ ' • . :-7;'x7 ' ' .7■ ' :V'\ ;̂7-V ' ' -,7

Part,One-is' deyoted to;finaf ■demand for meat in Greece,; particularly the problems 
.' involved in isolating the; various factors influéhcing this demand and the. attempts 
made to measure the, partioular, effects» . . ' . ’ . :

Chapter I deals .with the level and‘the post-War trends in final demand for meat. 
Also an Internatiorial. :comparisQn is imde .of the per capita demand for meat and

1, Supposing,, of course.that the imports of meat cannotTbe reduced 
: in favour of imports of ’durable’ goods, : since meat ;:is considered 

. . by policy maker8:^a8:a;neqe88ityx :.;:V...̂̂^̂ ,77:,/;



; - " \ ' 77:; 'X :■ ' ■ ' ' V : ' . . '
per bapita Gross Domestic , Product in various selected countries,*

The main economic, social and psychdogical factors are referred to in Chapter U, 
allowing for possible changes in their effeotsVthrough time as the tastes and 
preferences of consumerŝ  change. In this Chapter the problems of isolating and 
measuring the effect of.the, different variables used:aré faced# i.e, the speci
fication of thé; model of the demand for meat in Greece and mainly at what level 
the demand of meat function will be estimated, given that between stock-farmer 
sand final consumer many; agents intervene (wholesaler, processors of meat, etc*)* 
As a .second problem, the Identifiability of the relationships and the necessary 
and sufficient, conditions for identifiability of demarid equation for meat in 
Greece are'examined there. Furthermore, the'tested formé of the, demand for meat 
function are presented and thé data used as well. Attempts to find the substi
tution possibilities arnong the different meat species are analysed by two alter
native empirical methods.

Chapter III discusses the obtained results; of ihdeimhdly. On the'basis of the 
three .criteria prescribing at tha beginning of this Chapter*. . A comparison of 
these results with the results of other studies carried-out in different 
countries is given, -

In Qhapter IV an attempt is made to give a picture of the internal and external 
trade of meat and the likely behaviour of the intermediate agents* The main 
problems which refer to the organisation of marketing of meat in Greece are 
briefly discussed in this context»

Part Two deals with the, expansion of meat production in recent years, the 
methods of meat, production and the main factors, which; have been most probably 
attributed to the 1 i.pos;siblèt technological progress in recent years*

Chapter V discusses first how the realised increase in final demand since 1950 
was satisfied by.expansion of domestic production and by,imports (section l).
Then It examines the relative position of meat production in the Greek agricul
tural sector (Section 2) and the interindustry relationships of the livestock 
sector and meat production (Section 3) on the basis of an input-output table 
constructed by the.Centre of Plahning and Economic Research of Athens, for the 
year i960• ;

Chapters VI-'VIII examine the various factors which have attributed to expansion
.of/ .. ' ■■■ ■■■■;; . • -



/ m

of meat production in Greece :in the last two deCades, while the livestock 
population was held fairly steady* This phenomenon is investigated in terms of 
three major groups of factors, i*e* physical impediments of meat production - 
(Qhapter VI) institutional factors (Chapter VIX): and government Intervention 
(Qhapter VIII)* Under the heading, of piTysicai ; impediments (Qhapter VI ) the 
nature of land and of anmal feeds are considered as constraints, to the realised 
size and .form of expansion of meat production: in the last two deoades,

The institutional factors (Chapter VII) include here the traditions and the 
education status of the Creek farmers, the size of livestock holdings, the land 
tenure system and the hiring of. labour, in this sector*. The government inter
vention in the field of meat production (Qlmpter YII.l).. refers restrictively to 
those•measures which have seemingly important direct or indirect effects on the 
expansion of meat production and ,the form it took place* Such.measures include 
subsidies to the factors of meat production, support measures for producer prices, 
efforts to orientate production and measures of teclinical character (health 
control and advice). Finally, the projections* of the national economic develop
ment plan 1968-1972 on meat production are presented.

Chapter IX examines the expansion of meat production by type of meat and region 
of country and the differential'rates of change: of livestock population by 
animal and geographic region* The growth and the changes in composition of 
meat production and population is attempted to be interpreted in terms of the ^
discussed constraints in Ohapters VI-VIII» '

Qhapter X makes à preliminary attempt to specify the form of technological 
progress associated with stability of livestock population arid expansion of meat 
production in terms of capital-output ratio, average weight of slaughtered 
animals and other factors of quality changes iri livestock breeds. .No attempt 
is made with statistical experimentation, to attribute technological change as 
a residual factor to main causes because : of data limitations'r *

Chapter XI carries out projections of final demand and domestic production of 
meat for the periods 1970-1975 arid 1975*1980 on the basic of the empirical 
results of this study. More specifically, foreoasting.of future final demand 
is made (Section l) on the assumption of certain alternative average rates of 
growth of per capita income by use of certain values of income elasticities 
estiinated (Chapter III). This f orecast is considered as production targets for 
1975 oud 1980 and -iscompared with the subsequently carried out independent .. .
forecast of the potentialities of domestic production ,by type of meat in 1975
and I98O; the latter are based on certain assumptions about irrigation works

and/



IV

and production-of animal,foods■in, aocOrdanco with the ten year, sectoral plan • , 
of the Ministry of ..•Agriculture: from which'the future production of fodder with .: 
hq rise in marginai cost is derived,. :i. •-''- - \ ...

.Finally,1 Section : (2). presents, é, series of policy measures -for the aiohievement ; - 
of the. f ixed produotion/ targeté7 : Thesè-moasùrés ' have . institutional ;and noh-.,:/"7 
institutional nature. . These are referred to as measures for factors and 
methods ;of meat production, measures for expansion particularly of cattle 
sector, : measures ■ for productiOn of, animal; feeds and moadure8;.;for marketing; of 
meat in' Greece. . - / r ; : ; ; '77' v- ' • -7'•-/:/. ' •;,. ' ' •-.

The. mainVoondiusiphs ;-pf - this s tudÿ are summarised as follows; There lias been ■ 
in the last two decades a relatively rapid average; annual rate of increase of 
final demand for meat with differential .rates by type of meat

Production has grown to.a somewhat lower rate with•parallel expansion:of imports, 
of ; me at# ..;. The main feature of the domestic production of 'meat. is that .its 
Increase was realised ; with relatively low/rate : of change:.) or;: fairly stable size 
of livestook-'populatioh .w/i'n;' /most'r animals. This, as well as the differential 
rates of expansion, of population and.meat production by; region seem to be attri
buted; largely to. relativoly; low rate of ...expansion of production; of ani;maT.:;. feeds a 
which is associatod with:the differential protection of other crops (i.e. • 
mainly wheat, and in phrt cotton;;and tobacco), by the government. Under un- = 
favourable conditions-in the produotion and trade of animal feeds the realised 
expansion in production of meat was due largely to gradual rise, of the weight . 
of animals of the. existing small' holdings and to a much lesser; extent;to 
establishment of new big holdings which/had to rely .on a continuing and hot :

There seem :,to be. poseibiJ-ities->for. an .expansion- of the domestic production of 
meat of about 6 percent ; annually fin. the period I970VI98O,:. Wether this t8,rget 
will be achieved depends likely heavily on reorientation,of.government policy 
mainlyHn the'field of the production and, marketing of animal feeds..
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F I H A L- ■ B E M A B D  VP 0 R M E A T

This,: part consists of an empirical investigation of the final, demand for meat 
in Greece with emphasis on forecasting future demands of particular meat iterns'- 
and of ■ substlthtability among them, . . This is done at thé beginning of
this study and-afterwards the section dealing with the problems of expansion of 
the domestic production of those types of meat which are mainly demanded, followsf

This part includos four chapters. The first one argue.s brtefly the level of • 
per capita consumption in!Greece,.itS)post-war trends and its relative position 
to other countries, of various levels of:per capita incomes (average 196$-65),
The second chapter makes a.short reference to the multivariety of factors that . 
probably affect the demand for meat and deals with the problems, which were ; 
faced in an attempt to isolate the net effect of each of the main, factors in -. 
the demand for 6 méat itoms in Greece during the period 19$0"lg66# The third 
chapter:presents- and makes an assessment of the statistical results in terms, of 
comparison with studies in other countries. Finally, the fourth chapter, refers 
to problems of marketing and trade of meat in Greece,

Special attention is given to the factors determining the demand for meat at 
the stage of final consumer, ’ In fact, the final deciand is, realised not ex
clusively in households, but also in restaurants, hotels, public institutions, 
ships, self-consumption, etc. Consequently, the analysis would be more complete 
if explicit consideration was given to possible differential factors of all these 
typos of demand for meat. Separate models of démæid should be more accurately ' 
tested for each of these sources of final demand, if the demand analysis is 
going to claim reflection of all the structural relationships in the economy 
concerned* Testing these models might shed particular light on the relative , 
price elasticity and the,role of changes in the stocks of ships and restaurants. 
Data limitations do not permit this claim to arise in Greece,; as in many other 
countries of the world. However, the involved aggregation of the final demand 
is not likely to have, significant bias, in so fair as, given the social structure 
of Greece, the consumption of restaurants rises correspondingly with household 
demand, while Greek owned ships are; Usually supplied with meat abroad. More
over, thé consumption of meat in the 'agricultural sector in Greece does hot . 
seem to indicate that self consumption follows very different patterns from thé 
consumption in.the rest of the country* À ,



CHAPTER I , V  ' j \
LEVEL AHB - P08T-WAR GROWH . IM FÏHAL . »IAHB ; FOR MEAT

The total quantity of.:;deniand' for meat in annual terms has. increased over, four. 
timeS' ■between-1956' and- I967 as Table I.l'shows, i*e* from 86*1 thousand tons 
in 1950 to-555*2 thousand tons in I967. This,represents an average annual 
rate of Increase of 8,7 pdroent during the period 1950"1967* This average 
annual rate :does not vary between the fifties and the -ppuiod since .i960 up to 
date. Thus, the consumption of meat has .. increased by 8* 5 percent annually 
during the period I951^60 and 9*1 percent during the period 1961-67, .

The annual percentage increase in per.capitu consumption of m e a t 7*8 percent 
during the period 1950-67,‘.keeps/with the rate of increase in the total con
sumption in view of. the relatively low raté of population growth ( ,8 percent 
between 1950 and 1967)* In particular^Buring the period.1961-67* per capita 
méat .consumption rose by :an average annual rate of 8*4 percent, which is higher 
than that of thé period I95I-6O, 7.#pe^o^)^t/ while the rate of growth of 
population has-been slightly lower, in;the sixties (,67) than in the fifties

As Table 1.2 shows, the kind of meat with the. highest per capita consumption in 
recent years is veal (7*18 kgs. in 1967)j. and; is followed by lamb-kidgoat 
(7.10 kgs. in 1967), poultry (6,75,kgs,' in 1967), pork (4*55 kgs* in 1967), 
mutton-goat (5.69 kgs, in 196?)* etc, A comparison with 1950 shows a more or 
less systematic; change in.the relative order of the above per capita consumption 
of various kinds of, meat, particularly againOt the'mutton and. goat and pork and 
in favour of tender carcass (lamb-kidgoat, veal and poultry), . The same con
clusions come from a comparison of the percentage shares of the various, kinds 
of meat to the total consumption presented in Table 1,5*. ' '

The above change in the absolute per capita consumption of meat in Greece during 
the period under review, as well as the indicated change in the structura of 
meat consumption among the various meat.items, are going to be investigated in 
this part .of the study, ; To. what extent these changes were initiated by changes 
in supply - which as concluded from Bart two, seems to have happened in the case 
of poultry and secondarily of pork - or*by changes in demand and public prefer-: 
enoes, satisfied to some extent through imports, which seems to be the case with 
beef, veal and entirely in the case of frozen meat, is obviously of great , 
importance for policy makers. Whether the contribution of various factors to 
these changes can be isolated through the following analysis is not indeed an 
easy job, nor can it be carried out yery satisfactorily 'for various reasons.
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' T A B L E  , , :
PER . CAPITA ; COHSÜ̂ ïPTXÔR OF VARIOUS KINDS

OF MEAT (In feii

Kim OF MEAT . : 1950 //;■'/ 1%.: V : : i960 1965 1966 1967(1)

' VEAL : ' ■ ' .45 1.22 2.57 ■ 4.84 5,41
■ i ’
7.18

Bksp iI/22. 1,23 1.47 5.39 3.05 a 5,35-. ■
L LAMB AID KXDGQAT . ■ 2,6 5.55 5,99., ■ 7.75 7,28 7,10
î®TTOI AID GOAT 5>10 5.69 4.72 4.25 . . 4,22 '//5f69 :
PORK ' 2,55 2.69 3.01 4.32. 4.40 \4.55
POULTRY . . 1.20 /%2.27'^ 5.26 5.50 6,73
FROZm DEEP : .̂•57:, - :\̂ 45 . ' : : .95 : 1*75 2.45 2.14
PROZEI imTON . ..08.' : 5.46 5.71 5.76
RABBITS: .i5r 1̂2 t b  '.i5'; ' ■ ,24 .24 .25
GAME .08 , /: :.15 ' il2 . .09 , .11 _

. SALAMIy SAUSAGES :, 
m m  PRODUCED. \08f .22 : ■ .68 .81 .80
SALAMI^ SAUSAGES
IMPORTED \ ' : .01 . i  ..-oi: :., : ' .02, ' .05 .05 .05
CAIIED imT / : ^17 .76 - J5""
OTHER, , ; ; , - .06 ;/ y . ^ 06'.'.y.: .01 .21 .22 ; :.27': X

TOTAL : i « T 11.58 //\:lY^08y. . 25.10 ; 37.29 38.19 40.52 ;

(l) Provisional,, data' ; -

Source : /Ministry of Co-ordination,- National Accounts Division
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What can be said now ‘is that these.relatively rapid rates of expansion in the 
per capita consumption of meat were partly due to relatively low original 
levels, associated with the fact that 1950 was the first year after the resto
ration of normal .bonditions in the country and, therefore # there were still many 
unsatisfied needs among the mass of population* .This is apparent by the fact 
that the per,capita consumption has been increased all over the country between 
1951 bhd 1961 /̂as Tablé; 1*4 shows* However, the increase ih Athens area, has 
been twice as; much as in provincial, towns and villages. The per capita con- 
suraptioh in Athens in I96I (57*2 kgs*) continued to be, as in 1951, nearly twice 
a,s much hs in other towns (I8.9 kgs.) and-almost 50 percent higher than that in 
villages (25.3 kgs.);, although their consumption levels in 1951 were equal with 
Athens* ,'It may, indicate, .that in so far as Athens consists of an area leading ■ 
thé country’s habits and preferences, one can expect relatively rapid rates of 
increase in meat ooneumption in the rest of the country in the future.

Despite'the mentioned improvements in the level of per capita consumption,
Greece is still somewhat half-way behind the United Kingdom and one-third of 
that of the main meat producing countries of the World (Argentina, .Australia, 
lew Zealand, U.S.A.), as Table I.5 shows (average I963-65). The per capita 
consumption of meat in Greece approaches that of Italy and is almost twice as ’ 
much;as that qf Portugal, and even higher than other countries of the World 
included; in Table 1*5, which, for religious reasons, do not represent comparative 
oases* '

The relative position of the per capita consumption of meat in Greece seems 
roughly to, correspond.to its relative position in terras of per capita income. 
Actually, as the diagram 1,1;shows, the per capita consumption of meat in Greece 
lies within the area of the scatter cloud.



TABLE 1.4

PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF MIM II 
' mJOR REGIONS (in kgs.)

: . .ATimS AREA- OTTO TOWNS VILIAGE8 V/HOLE COniTRY

1951 ‘ 13.54 7.83 13.77 11.16

1961 37.19 18.86 25 .50  25.70

1961 With 1951 -  100 274.66 240.87 185.73 230.26

Sources; Ministry of Go-ordination* Rational Accounts 
Service* Rational Statistical Service, 
'Statistical Year iBook 1967? tables II 7,
III 9, pp.18, 21, 25.



TABIiB 1.5

' PER CAPITA GROSS : DOMESTIC / PRODUCT AID PER
CAPITA 0QN8MPTI0R OF TOT ÏR SELECTED COITRTRIES .

: (1965-65)

COUNTRIES'.
V  V -  PER CAPITA GNP AT ; 
FACTOR COSTS. (iN DOLLARS).

PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION . 
OF MEAT (GRAMS PER DAY)

m v  ZmiAND 1 , 7 6 9 : .
/  5 1 1  :

AUSTRALIA , y  :294  : : : y  .
■ ARGEKTINA / y / ' : - . y -'2 5 6 : ; -  - y '

UNITED STATES 3 ^0 2 6 : : : :  :278  :% : y

i OAmDA / : y ' 2 , p i 6L / : -  :  \ / ' ' ' / /  y  : 2 3 o  . \ y

UHITRDmGDOM; 1 , 4 7 6 . : v ,  2 0 3  : ; ; ,

FRANCE ■ ■ ■249  ■.

G»IANY (FED. REP.) - 1 , 5 3 7  ■■
DENMARK i \  1 , 8 4 8 :  ̂ \ : i 5 5 ,

AUSTRIA: ■ v . , : ; / : \ y ' i , 0 5 0 / , : / : ' ; - / , :  / - , /  .
: /  :

NETHERLANDS ', . y  1 , 2 4 8 ■; : 1 4 5

ITALY , \ X / '  . 9 0 9 . / : :  . : : : ■' 9 8  y .

GREECE ' - / \ . ^ 5 3 4  y ' .  ' : ' , • y  - , -,

PORTUGAL / ' - ' - y  ' ' - y : .  ‘ \ ' ' ' y . y y .

• PANAMA ; y y : ' y ' -  4 5 4 y ; :  : . y y y , . y \

: , JAPAN ■■■ ’ -  7 5 0  ,  ' ;  2 8  ■ ' v ;  - y / y

PHILIPPINES : , , ' y -  2 5 0 y ' - x j e y , ;  :

, CHINA (TAIWAN) a ; - y  : 1 8 4  ; " ' y r y  y :  : , 5 1  . x y ;  , .

Source: U.H*, Statiatioal Yearbook 1967, Table I64,
PP*498’"502, U.K., Yearbook of National Acoounts 
Statistics 1966, Part B, 7AV pp>725-»29. //
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Xt is blear that different countries have different '•population**, in the 
sense of . their hehaviour patternsf and there may he no heed that Greece, should 
follow the international pattern of meat consumption, as its per capita income 
increases in the near, future* . It seems obvious from the above dia^am that 
income is not thé only factor of, meat oonsUmption .àmôngy countries,but it ; is. 
likely the main'common factor with available data in many.countries of the - 
world.' : - :: ' '•■■’ ' . y : '..-.t/ - :

Assuming the relevance'of the theory of "demonstration effect" on-an inter
national/ ...v-'y-'̂ y'-'.
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international level , one can justify oneself iii regressing the per capita 
meat consumption with the, per capita incbme internationally, on the expectation 
that the state of .preferences may have a tendency: in the long-run to coincide 
rather thaii to'diverse among'the nations* Such'a line, was estimated : oh the 
basis of the data of Table 1*5 and has explained.in ;double.log form 77*2 per 
cent of the variation of the per capita consumption: of meat with an income 
elasticity of ,.721̂ * , This elasticity with various reservations might.be used ■ 
as a complementary means of long-run forecasting of.the demand for meat in 
Greece* . It; doe's not seem, however, to be a too effective tool for. inter mediate 
forecasting for; plahning in a five year period, where we may have changes in :, 
relative price structure to affect the demand for meat# while the tastes or 
preferences cannot be expected to vary appreciablyf even if they differ from 
any international pattern*.

1. R* Nurkse,. "Problems.of Capital .Formation in Underdeveloped Countries", 
Oxford, I # *

2. !This relationship, is y i027 + .721 InCV»)! I® - .772
, v;.:; "yx ; : ::(:.o97)' ' ; aw - 1.582

where, « :yxx:/.per capita consumption pf meat in the country
i (in grams peri day)

>i « per; capita income in pountry i . in U.S./



CHAPTER II

PROBLEMS OF TOSUÈë#T = ÔF MAIN FAGTORS OF DEMAND FOR 
MEAT IN GTOOE.-

1. Various Possible. Faotors-Variables

The starting point fo# statistical analysis' of demand for meat should be, 
in accordance with the theory, the individual "spending unit"* Briefly^speaking, 
each spending unit enters a time period with a certain set of attributes, which 
are or seem to be important in relation to its consuaption of meat. These 
attributes are its basic habits and propensities and measurable attributes such 
as income, assets, financial commitments and thé initial pattern of expenditures, 
the kind of.occupation and the total number of persons in.the spending unit, 
their ages, sex, etc.-y

Strictly economic attributes change during a given time period. The income of 
each working member may changé in his job .through changes in basic wager rates or 
average hours worked per week. His .salary, professional, entrepreneurial, 
interest or rental incomes may clgange* He may change his occupation in a way 
which influences his food consumption pattern# including pattern of nieat. Or he 
may shift to retirement status with changes both in income and in way of life, 
which influence his own food consumption pattern and that of the larger spending 
unit to which he belongs. :/

Among the other economic factors, the Spending unit may take on new financial 
obligations or liquidate old ones, given capital market imperfections. New 
obligations tend to decrease current expenditures for total food, including 
meat. The decision to take on new obligations is probably affected by strictly 
economic considerations (i.e. anticipated increases in personal income)* In a 
free econdmy,; the expenditure and consumption pattern of each unit will be 
influenced to some, extent by changes In relative prices, apart from anticipations 
as to the future price movements of durable commodities, whatever defined*

Under these conditions, the demand function of a spending unit for a, particular 
meat commodity seems to include roughly the following variables: (a) price of
this commodity, (b) prices of a limited number of closely competing meat: /; 
commodities, (c) retail prices of other consumer goods and services, (d) income 
of the spending unit, (e) fixed commitments of the spending unit and (f) various 
other attributes of the spending unit such as number, age, sex, occupations of 
working member and so on. . « '

V



A demaiid; fimption 00^̂ all the. above variable's may.ïstlll be subject to ::
minor random . disturbances (errors) in normal times (due to more remote, variables) 
and to irregular major :qr episodic disturbances in times of unrest# , But even th 
inclusion of these main .̂ variables is usually.- con strained by data limitations and 
statistical reasons# . ... , ' ' ./y ■ x:;" ' y'/,''. xy;--

Most of these factors have frequently available data orily in terms of national 
totals and avei^es/ and therefore. aÿe. ihevitab.ly‘used as such by iesearohers.#
An "aggregation" problem is present therefore from ythe pse, of totals Or 
averages, which -supreSs...some inforniation possibly, obtained from daté for indi
vidual spending units #‘ yConseqUehtlyV'whatever, information exists on.the 
distribution of income, consumption etc., and other variables is going to be 
used along with ; the aggregates / ^Thûs, the aggregation here/applies only to 
individuals, since commodities and prices are investigated separately for each 
of = 8.: main;kinds of 'meat̂  besides the total mhat .oohsWption* /y; ,: , "

Along.jwith the consumption and prioO data for.oachykind the whole .
country, there are also available. corresponding meat consumption data for. the 
Athens area,, other towns ifithxbver 10,000 residents : andf or villages ( see above 
Table 1.4). But lack of income data and price data on a regional basis have 
; impeded us in regressing cohsumption .for meat for;these three groups of regions*

As is known,.the partial equilibrium theory/of demand relates changes in . 
quantities of meat .taken by oohsùmezs to chàn^s In prices* yassübü consume:
incomes, -tastes and.preferences, prices .and .substitute goods.or services and all
.other'factors ;are-.heldyconstant #y;4/y'; :-/ _x.''y;.v;y ■ y '.iyy'' ,i,x;:

Most economists :hew. rely on the cardinal utility theory , assuming that : the 
consumer can; rank alternative conmiodities .in relation to his preferences #.
^ing, rational, he will.' select from all /.possible, alternatives within his budget, 
constraint,- the combination of goods and services which will provide the . 
greatest total utility, by equating marginal'utilities /per unit of income spent

1#\ R.H* Stfotz, "The Empirical Impiicatidhs of Utility tree"v/Boonometrica, 
V©1.25, April 1957, PP.27O-8O -/H.S./Eouthakker, "The %esent ;State of 
OonsumptiCn Theory"y; Econometrica, Vol* 2$̂  October:I96I, pp.700-715 - 
P.A.‘ Samuelson, "Poundatiohs of Economic Analysis" >■ Cambrid^, Harvard 
University j^ess, , 1947̂  ̂ K* Uzawa, "Preference and Rational Choice in 
the theory of Consumption", i^thematical Methods. in the Social Science .

'./ 1959$ Proceedings Of : the Pirst Stanford Symposium,, ed. ‘K./, Arrow and others, 
Stanford University Press* I96O, .Oh*9.* x , ; / /x-./ v /
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The above theoretical;èxplahatiohd^ when applied in practice, tend usually to 
ignoré the prooeduie» supposed by the theory of forming and clmnging of con- 
■simier'tastes, and proferances* S6cio«eoon,offlic factors other than .income and ;
price are included principally throu^ a ceteris paribus assumption* In the 
post-war period empirical researchers have paid an increasing attention to 
this assumption*̂ * They have clarified between stocks of goods and flows into
distribution and consumption as a step towards dynamic planning and have
considered the effects of expérience and habit formation bn oonsumerls choice .

In yieW’of the'variety of the factors, possibly influencing the demand for meat 
it iSj needless to say, that its simple association with income alone,might 
have limited predicting ability , depending on whether all the multiyariety of :. 
the briefly mentioned factors are hold constant, and the income distribution . 
as well.' Not that statistical research can easily isolate the net effects of
these faotorsy/ëVen if all were measured and data were available* The minor
target of the, following attempts is to ,indicate and separate the effects of 
ihoonie and prices .on demand for meat in Greece, with certain reference to: the 
type of possible influences of other .demographic and social factors* : .

,The evolution of the annual per capita consumption of :meat (in kgs;) during the 
period■1958-67 and the-per capita disposable income in 1958 prices and'of the 
average price of méetrin: drs* deflated . by the price index. of . the total con- 
sumption, is given in the diagram 1*2# Two observations on the relative over^ 
all trends of the . main factors of demand for meat may be made? one is that / 
meat consumption is ’steadily'increaBing/at relatively higher ratio than the per 
capita income , .. Thus, the average/annual rate of increase of per capita meat 
consumption in 1950^67 was 7*B percent, against 5*2 peroent, a corresponding 
rate of increase of per capita income* The other thing is that meat prices/ 
increase as well with the increase of the meat oonsumptibh over time.* A 
similar time pattern/prevails for the .consumption of individual meat; varie ties * '

However* income and substitution effects in demand for.méat make difficult the 
simple Gomparisbn of the percentage changes to, any conclusion about elasticities 
of demand for meat in/Greece. Not that we cun preclude, the/possible influence 
of other factors on thé demand; for meat* .Fpioe elaaticity con be /actually 
negative/ . ■/■ ■ ■ , : , ; /- '
2* ' M*0* Burk, "Survey of Interpretations of Oonsumer Behaviour by Social 

Scientists in the BOstWaf Period", J*F*E.,Vol*49i Feb* 1967* *
5* H.s. ;Houtha&e? and L*B. Taylor, "Gonsimer Denmnd in the U.S* 1929'#70# 

Analyses; ahd/Prooections", Gambridge, Harvard tJhlversity .Press* 1966.
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negative, as theory suggests despite the fact that the effect of meat prices 
on meat consumption can be thought from the diagram 1.2 to be positive. The 
net effect of income and prices; and the possible influence of supply factors ' 
cannot be Isolated or at least refined without resort to some statistical testing* 
However, given the various pitfalls in this type of analysis* one has/proceed ■
with caution in order to avoid misleading conclusions and have a net benefit from 
this experimentatibn. Thus, we make a preliminary investigation of the main 
problems that arise in the statistical testing of demand for méat and afterwards 
we iJroceed in estimating the relatibnships, .



2. Speolfloatibn of the model of demand for meat.in greeoe ' '

In an empirical'investigation of a coinmodlty in ainy country there, are at least.
. three ;major. problems': to-he- faced S ' . '."hr. -. ^ ; v f .
(1) specifying the mocLélf i.e. the system of the relationships which are .
believed to be responsible for generating the observed data,. : f - .
(2) determining the idehtiflability of the relationships we intend to deal 
withj and, then as à third, stage , ' . ■
(5) calculating statistical estimates of the parameters of the Identifiable .
relationships' and making;assessments of them# . /, i  ̂ . ■■: . V -

Regarding the first problem, an empirical model cohsists of a set of relation
ships of observed variables and a set of assumptions regarding the nature of 
variations in the data* which are explained by systematic relationships, The
relationships between the various variables are often called '.‘structural 
equations'^, These eqitations can be behavioural equatioris* describing ecohomi.c 
decisions by a certain category of econonlic agents# Allowing.for the aggre
gation problem for the time being, we may.say that these,relationships Incliide 
the demand arid supply function, that is. two “structural equations'* for each type 
of meat, i#e. one for ; the demand of meat item 1 (Q%), and .one for .the- supply of
this quantity (Q^)i ^

; qI;"-: f (h, pj, . 'k'. (2)
where: '. T . » per oapita.disposable income, : ; ; .'

; Pi, Pj •« , the prices of : each'type of meat arid, of its close
-y k s u b s t i t u t e s , respectiveiy, :: :

' y : ' '-.Cf » production costs ■ 'v-. , "/■■""'■f':'..'
and hi, Vf = the disturbance terms due to omitted variables,

There is also one equilibrium condition representing 
market-clearance ' k' -'yk.

 ; ; ; : k y

furthermore, some of the structural equations can be identities deriving 
directly/ :

4. .See J. Johnston, "Econometric Methods”, .McGraw.Hill Oo., Inc., 
■' Hew York, igg;* pp,231-252. % ;
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directly from definitioria.of the variables as for; example total supply of meat 
equals domestlo production plus net imports. plus any change in stocks
1.8. (%1 - + mi * DBi). (4)

Inafurtte specification of the: model of demand for meat in Greece there are 
many elements to be cleared tip. ; Thus, there muCt bé a set of two behaviour 
equations of the Dhotedtype, wherever meat is exchan^d between two categories 
of economic agents in the successive stages from production to the, final demand. 
The variables involved in the demand curves of consumers, retailers, whole
salers and processors of meat;; are not generally identical and therefore thé 
structural coefficients relating similar variables are likely numerically 
different. . If all agencies, lying between farmers and consumers, are repre
sented by à single behaviour equation, this equation does not accurately . 
describe the behaviour of any one intermediate, marketing agency. This, is , 
simply one of the several types of aggregation problem involved in specifying 
a model, i .. j -. , .

Time series data, as: usual, exist only for a few of the more important market 
channels and we have to decide how to elaborate on hypotheses concerning the 
behaviour of the. marketing System, which can be tested .with our data. '
Empirical résearchers are seldom able to quantify all the important relation
ships. . /

The problem of. including a multi-system of behavioural models of all stages, can 
find some possibly tolerable solution in Greece on the assumption that the 
limits, of independent action of the intermediate agents in the case of meat are 
not likely to be relatively too high, compared with other commodities^. There
fore, it was decided, in View of the lack of data, to concentrate only on the 
stage of final meat deraarid,,along with the meat supply conditions to.be :investi- 
gâtéd.A/. i v,./ ; ^ ^

A further ; prbblem of ■ specif ication of the meat model is whether in (l) income 
variable.is predetermined or has to be taken as an endogenous one and, therefore 
has to be estimated by an additional,relationship, Disposable personal income

5. T.G. Koopmnns,"Statistical Inference in Dynamic Economic Models",1950, 
.Cow.els. Cbinmission Research Staff Members and Guests, John-Wiley & Sons, 
Inc.vK.Y., pp,54“55» * C.E. Christ,"Econometric Models & Methods"-,.
John.Wiley & Sons, Inc. M.Y,,1966, pp.21-2$.

6. See for a more detailed discussion on this problem in Chapter IV* . .
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ia affected by price a and oonsumptlon of all goods and ' services in the economy - 
directly or indirectly* In a complete model of the entire economic system 
disposable'income should therefore be regarded as an endogenous variable. \ 
However, the immediate question is, to ifhat extent is disposable income
influenced by baok-effeots from the consumption and price, of the commodity in
question - naaiely the various species of meat?

During 1950*66 the retail value of meat consumption in Greece averaged 4*6 
billion dollars equivalent to 5*5 percent of .disposable Income* ihe value of 
consumption of various types of meat as percentage to disposable income appears 
in the following Table 1*6, Thus, it suggests.that variations in meat produc
tion could not account for more than 5*5 percent of the total variation in 
disposable income and in fact this percentage is accounted for much less by theY ■. , . - . - ■ ' -imports of meat *

As far as the variable price is concerned it comes, strictly speaking, from 
(5) solved for which gives

Pj. = f (ô , pj, y, u, v) (5)
However, in a.simple model of demand of the type (l) as applied to conditions
of an "open economy" is talcen as an "exogenous" variable. In particular, 
the relationship (l) is supposed to correspond to the institutional and market 
conditions in Greece as is attempted to be shown in the following.

A lot of ink has been spent of course on the quantity-price demand equations 
to deal with the problems of its estimation* Thus, suppose that (l) takes the 
form of (5)

' Qit - f (Pit, Zt) (6)
where 'Zt all the other variahles of e.g. (1)

The above form of causal relationship assumes that the meat market is highly 
competitive and that meat consumption has to adjust to price already pre
determined rather than the opposite. This functional form seemson the other 
hand, to be close to the behaviour of the Individual consumer because he has 
the prices in front of him and hé adjusts his consumption to these prices. : The 
relationship seems to be justified in the Greek meat market by the fact that 
the prices of meat are not, exclusively determined by the market forcesf but 
partly by the government. An additional factor in the Greek case is that 
domestic/. .

7*. However, we have no exact data on the value of the meat production, in 
order to find how much less this percentage would be*
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TABLE . 1.6

GCmSÜMmON OP D l P W i W i  KINDS / OP MEAT . AS ' 
p m q m T A #  : 0P : THE % A#^AOE. DISPOSABIE INCOME

'■- Veal,, ^ ■ 1" . 0.65;
.Beef .

. ( .. ; q.4Bj : ::
Lamb and Kidgoat i

Mutton and Goat ; 0.84;v:;;,.
- Pork -  ̂ ■ ■;
■ Poultry 0.65̂ : . V ;
Frozen Beef
Frozen Mutton ■■ 0.28 , (1955-66) .
Rabbit.', . ■ 0.04

-, Game /■■I 0.05

Total Meat :. _ ■i y^;55;," %.

Source: National Accounts Service^.National.Aooourits
of :Grecoe 1948-1959 and I96O-66. For 
consumption of particular #eat ty^ * .' 
ITnpublisiied data. -
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domestic •meat prices are largely affected by the interhutional meat marketr/- 
given the imports/of meat and that the import demand Cf; Greece for meat consists 
of a small proportion.of the total international demand.

For/many items-of . coheumer expenditure / there is a, good case fpr re^rding : the : 
price as fixed exogenously and for tlie quantity being the dependent variable^. ■// 
The .coamion case is whore the price is determined by demand and supply conditions 
in the world market and by transport, cobts to the country of'consumption.

The alternative treatment would be that price is an; endogenous variable sud, has 
to adjust to the consumption which is considered 'predetermined,

Function (7). seems more: appropriate for thè whole economy than for the individual 
demand, Ttüs causal relationship may happen ; if the-supply reaching consumer 
is exactly equal to that marketed ̂ by farmers supply except for normal wastes 
and. losses in the; marketing: process (unusual, higii or low temperature, etc, )? 
Structural coefficients that are statistically consistent for/certain agricul
tural , commodities - i.e., those that are independent (hâve no close,substitutes : 
.and no,.close complements) and for which;consumption is essentially predetermined • 
may be obtained directly by fitting a leUst-squares regression equation to’(7) . ;
and by making a direct algebraic transformation to dérive-the coefficients of- '■ : -.\ in - - - ' /' ; ^elasticities*.

On another view^^ tbe. terms "dependent" ■ and "independentwhich are traditional 
in oorrelation analysis with meat are sqmewliat misleading sinoe , they do not have 
generally:speaking any significance as to which variable is causally independent, 
or dependent* - . " ■

8. A.A. Walters, "An Introduction to‘Econometrics", Macmillan and 06, Ltd*, 
London, I9681 p,222, i ,

9, ' K*A*: Fo3^''fE66U6raetrio^^^ for Public Poïioy", Ames, Iowa, State
- nniversity /li'ess, ' 190;,/̂ ^̂ p ' :. -r.U; ■ ■ ' i'.' i-%/

IG, IC.A* Fox "The Analysis of Demand for Farm Products'i h*S.D,A.,
Technical Bulletin lOqi, 1953,,PP.9-12.

11. E. J*. Working "Demand .for, Meat", Institute of Meat Packing, ,
•/The.University of Chicago Press,. Chicago, Illinois, 1954, P*39* /



3> Identifiability of thé relationshipa Involved

The second problem in an empirioal model of demand for meat is the identifia-
12bility of the relationships involved. The identiflability problem is 

inherent in the nature of econoroio data, A set of simultaneous prioe-quantity 
observations describes the points of intersection of a supply curve and a demand 
curve, Unless additional information is available (on the variables causing 
shifts in each curve), we do not know whether a curve fitted to. the observations 
is a demand curve, a supply ourve or some uninterpretable combination, of the two*.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for indentlflability of a given equation 
in a set of i;simultaneous equations is summed up in three propositions: /
(a) A necessary condition is that m*l of. the total number of variables in the 
system (lagged endogenous, variables taken as separate variables) must be absent 
from the given equation,
(b) A second necessary condition is that each of the other m-1 equations in the 
system must contain at least one variable which does not appear in the given 
equation. If another equation contains exactly the same variables, as the given 
equation» neither is.identifiable,
(c) A heoessary and sufficient condition for the identiflability of the j 
equation in the system of m equations is,

' / 'ê v  ' /Ai j Xi — ^4 d “ l»2,,,,*m (8)
' '. ,i - 1

where: Xi » n variables
Aij «■ constant .parameters to be estimated 
Zj « random disturbances,

A matrix A of the coefficients in the other m-1 equations of the variables»
thwhich are absent from the j equation, can be formed. If this matrix is of 

rank m-1 (if it contains at least one set of m-1 columns and rows, which form 
a non-zero determinant) the equation is identifiable. If there is only 
one non-zero determinant of order'm-1, equation j is said to be "just 
identified", /

12. J, Johnston, "Econometric Methods", MoGraw Hill Co, Inc., N.Y. I965* 
pp.231-52 " C.F. Christ, "Econometric Models and Methods", Jolm 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., N.Y, 1966» pp.298-343 - K,A, Fox (1958) op.cit, 
pp.26-29.
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identified", if there/ara two or more such déterminants equation j is said to 
he: Mover identified", ; In thé latter: dase equation j derives hy using maximum" • 
likelihodd estimate of the equation, which reconciles or averages the-two or \ 
more possible; ,individual estimates k.

If the last condition (c) is not satisfied.there, exists another: equation, or / 
some linear combination of two or more equations which is not distinguishable 
from equation j. If one other equation,excludes, exaotly/ the samé variables.aè , : 
equation j, there is a row of zeros, in matrix A and its rank will be m-2 rather: 
than m-1. : V : %'

Fortunately the identification problem does not seem so intensivb in the case 
of meat in Greece. Thus, the demand equation (l) Seems to fulfil the mentioned 
identifiability condition (a), because the produotion cost /variable (pi) of (2) 
is absent from it. It; seems also consistent with the condition (b), because 
the income variable is not present ih the supply of meat function. it can be 
further-£^guQd that,the supply of meat is determined by economic factors . 
existing, at the beginning: of the . farm decision to breed animals and the early 
stages of production (such as prices and non-econoraic factors, like,weather, 
and moreover the increase in productivity). Therefore, equation (2) may take 
the^form, \ - ' /.

 ̂ ŵ  ̂ h ; *• the time; in terms Of periods required for breeding*.

Under these conditions, the;market supply curve is a vertical line as to the 
current, price and therefore it does not affect the identifiabilitybf the demand . 
function. Oohsequently, the relation between quantity and price can be 
expected to approximate the demand function for meat. In this case, the single 
equation method seems to be justified. ,

Of course, there are further objections regarding the use of single equation : in 
demand analysis of meat. While the total supply of live animals may be fully 
predetermined^ the producer has the option as to what proportion of it hè will 
slaughter/ : .

15. ;Simultanobus equation techniques haye so far^ however, rarely led to - 
obnvincing results .in demand analysis. ; This : seems to be due to a ■ .
larger extent to the failure of economic theory to formulate an adequate. 

-■ supply equation. In the absence of such an- equation, simultaneous / 
estirmtion is virtualïy impoasiblc and the use of single-equation 
estimation is thought unavoidable ; in demand analysis, H.Si, Houthakker 
and, L. Taylor "donsumer Demand in U.S. 1929-70"» Harvard Boon. Studies, 
1965, pp.6-7. - ,K.A. Pox "intermediate Economic Statistics", I968,
p.405, K.A. Fox. (1958), 6p.<jit..pp.33-34. ;::;



■■ ;':v. " . - ' -.. ..and' sell. He .can' sell '• :
.slaughter/most of the iivestpok, when the prices of meat are very hi#i on an
inventory management basis* Howeverÿ these objections; seem to consist of
exceptional cases.for abandoning the ;assumption that total supply and-not only 
the production of each.kind of meat is predetermined* In fact, the demand for 
meat seems to satisfy the single equation assuming that total production of this 
is marketed and is not stored in the stage, of trade i.e. it is largely consumed 
within a short period time after slaughtering. In that: case, the total pro
duction of a given period reaches final consumers, so that the problem of 
processor demand and storage does'not 'seem .to arise to the extent of other 
oorniodltie,.: : : /I::;

There is a further problem of course^ since,a portion,.of the total supply of 
meat in .Greece (less than one fifth on average since 1950) is.imports from . 
abroad. The question how imports of meat, have to be incorporated in the demand 
analysis has focussed the attention of researchers so far. One approach to the 
problem-suggests that, to the extent that imports are competing with home 
production, estimation of'an import demand function is necessary, .since it shoulf 
not: be thought of purely in .'terms of consumers choice We have, in that 
case, to treat import demandas a residual -as the difference between a total 
demand curve and a supply curve Of competing meat. Once this approach is \ 
taken, it becomes clear that the import demand function is likely to be highly 
unstable. For, fairly small percentage, shifts in demand (either for Import 
commodity or the domestically produced import substitutes) will get magnified 
into fairly large shifts in the import demand rather than in domestic production,

pie/": • - . : ; ' . . ■

14. .Since the imports of meat are competitive to domestic qupply, the 
import demand function will depend on determinants which influence 
the demand function (income and prices) and the domestic production 
■ of méat," ’■■■ h V ■■ ■Mit - f (T, Pit, Qit)

where » domestic prod-uotiosi of meat item i
This.scheme has been supposed to have more general ; validity. , See 
"The United States bemand for Imports" Discussion, John H* Holler, 
American Economic Reviewj P.P. Vol.43, No.2, 1953 PP*160-161. 
Eventually the changes In stocks in the hands of importers has been 
supported to stand :in the place of \ This view has- been suggested
H.K. Zassehaus and:F.O. Dirks (Recent,Developments in U.S. Balance of 
Payments, I.M.F. Staff Papers, Vol.II p.228) to be applied to raw 
materials, and has been generalised . to all ooimodities after the pro
posal of T.H. Adler, op.cit.
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The relationship'between the demand for imports and the volume and composition 
of domestic production’ seems to he a problem of acute practical significance 
particularly in underdeveloped areas,. There the relative importance of shifts 
in the demand for imports throu^ increased■domestic consumption and of movements 
along.the import-inoome functions resulting from a rise in income, is of vital 
importance for the formulation of economic policy. ■

; .""''.'is’ ' ■■■ : ' ■ . ' ■In Harbergerts exposition of the above approach, imports play a marginal role. . 
They are bailed for assistance in cases where total demand cannot be readily 
satisfied by domestic output, . The starting point is the Pareto principle that 
this demand of imports at any price or.income level is the residual between total 
domestic demand and domestic,supply. . The major reason for shifts in the import- 
price function is taken by him to be shifts of domestic competing supply. These 
shifts.are related to both changes in domestic inpome and the changes: of.the \ . 
level of domestic employment.

The formula.for the price elasticity of import demand, according to Harberger

. era « Ked + (k»l) ea (lO)
where k * the reciprocal of the share of imports in total home demand,

and all elasticities e are in absolute values.
The Equation (10) shows that the price.elasticity of demand of imports (em), .
is a multiple of the price elasticity of domestic demand (ed) augmented by a
smaller multiple of price ‘ elasticity of domestic supply (es), assuming it here
not predetermined. , . This formula refers of course to the price elasticity of

' ' 16import demand from all export countries taken together.

The approach of Harberger, seems not apparently to contradict the Greek conditions 
of import demand for fresh meat, but we have, not estimated supply elasticities so
as to calculate import demand elasticities. On the other hand, frozen meat
(largely beef and mutton) is entirely imported and therefore the demand functions 
to be estimated for these.two species are interpreted as import demand functions*
If/ -. : . ... ■ : ' ■

15. A.G. Harberger, "A structural approach to the problems of import 
demand^, American Eoonomio Review, P.P. May, 3-955.» PP* 146-166.

16, It may be ;extended to cover the price elasticity of import demand from 
a single country/ on the:assumption that there are a number of foreign 
producers competing in thé/import country's market. See O.B. Ferguson 
and M. Pblasek, "The elasticity of import demand for raw apparel wool 
in the U.sy, ■ Econometrica, Vol.JO, October 1962.



If data was available oh changes in stocks of imported'items in the hands of 
distributors,, allowance should be made for.their possible influence on price 
formation ; or more accurately a separate' behavioural model might be formulated 
for these agents as well* /



4* Forma tested and Data used

A number.of mathematical forms of demand for meat function are tested in order 
to find which/form fits.better to Greek data in terms of explained proportion 
of variance.,,'As is known, each formula has its. own. advantages and defects; 
therefore, taking into account different:formulas and comparing the obtained 
results is necessary, in view of the fact that theory is only qualitative.

In particular, we are taking, computing and eva,luating the results, of regres
sions with per capita.oonsumption of various meats, and in addition the relation 
of consumption ratios to.price ratios of two items ath an indifference surface, 
which is. not a very common practice.

Briefly speaking, testing separately the demand function of each kind of meat 
(with dependent variable,the per capita consumption of either item), various 
combinations of the main independent variables, i.e. relative prices Fj/pj 
(where the own price of a kind of meat, and Fj the price of a supposed sub
stitute,) and the personal per capita disposable Income at 1958 prices, as well 
as net income splitting into per capita non-farm and farm income, have been used.

Certain other variables j . aueh as iaggad habit fomation^^ represented by a 5 
years* average of past consumption and the share of meat expenditure to total 
expenditure on food were incorporated, in the purpose of measuring the inter- 
temporal meat consumption pattern, Unfortunately, although we have consumption 
data disaggregated into three groups - the Athens area, Towns with over 10,000 
inhabitants and Villager (See Table 1.4) the lack of data on the corresponding 
per capita;disposable income/and reliable prices has impeded the estimations of ■ 
separate demand functions for meat by region.

The primary purpose Of this study is to specify the substitution possibilities 
of various kinds of meat in Greece/ This might have been by derivation of a 
partial indifference, surface for any pair of meat items using data on quantities, 
prices and income* , By this îàeans the separate effects of the thousands of 
individual/

17. Archibald G. and Lipsey E . G . " An Introduction to a Mathematical Treatment
of Economics,.Weidenfeld and Nicolson Ltd., London 1967.

18. K.W. Meinken, A.S. Pojko and C.A* King, "Measurement of substitution in 
demand from time series data - A Synthesis of three approaches",.; Journal

. of Farm Economics, Aug. 1956, p.711
19. L.H* Klein, J. Ball, A. îîazléwood and P. Vaudome ,"An Econometric Model 

of the UiK.", Oxford, Basil Blackwell, I96I, pp.58.
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individual goods (other than meat)^ that compete for a consumer's income are 
left aside, in accordance with the indifference curves theory, as it has "been 
developed hy J.R. Hiokis . ■ .

Some: experimentation, with thé suhstitiàahility among two corrimOdities, in terras 
of analysis directly referred to indifference curve, has been carried out so 
far. In Greece, the constant increasing trend of income adds difficulties . 
to the attempt to isolate and subtract the "income effect". .On the other hand, 
it has been remarked that,' althougii the ; investigation of thé family of indiffer
ence, curves for every two kinds of meat.gives the substitution possibilities of 
them .it is possible to measure the exact : degree of competitiveness of two meat 
items. The exact degree of substitution of two cojimodities is measured by the 
elasticity of substitution^^, which is not a simple concept, but it depends on 
the direct price and.cross price elasticities of two meat items^^*

We estimate the equation (l) in terms of In for two meat items i and j respect
ively as _ . ' :

ln { q r /H ) t . In a f b In(Fi)^ + c In(pj)^ + d, 1ii(y/n).̂  
,ln(aVN)i - in + b^ In(Fi). + In(Fj). t d^ ln(Y/N).

Now/

20. J,R. Hicks, "Value and Capital'*, Oxford at the Olarendon Press,
Second Edition, 1946, pp.26-35.

21. F. Wauaix, "A partial Indifference curve surface for Beef and Pork", 
Journal of Farm Economics/ Feb. 1956, pp.102-112,

22. The elasticity of substitution relates, the rate of change of ratio
of quantities of two commodities to tho rate of change of the ratio
of their oWh prices as /

as * d(Ql/Qg) / Q1/Q2 - d(Ql/Q2) . Fl/pa
d(Pl/P2) / P1/P2 à(PÎ/P2) .

This consists the "empirical" definition, of eg ag it wag defined by 
|r*i iîorrisett MScae Recent Uses of BlOgtioity of Substitution * A 
.Survey", Bconoraetrica, June 1953 pp.,41-62. This "empirical" definition
is coming from the "basic" definition suggested by Hioks,

a(dQl/dQ2) /  d(dW dq2)

assuming that in cpmpetitive/ equilibrium thé r^io of marginal utilities 
equals the /ratio of prides of two cbmniodities /^/^$2 # Pl/P2
and the slope of the indifférence curve (if movement , is restricted to an 
indifferehqe /curveil/equals the ; ratio of • marginal. utilities. .
T q1/^Q2 4u;4’cil7(?'tI/%2, w  '-PV

23. k*W. /îieinken, A.8. R6jko/.and G,A. King, op.cit*, p.711 and following.

<1
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Now subtracting equation (lb) from (la)/ we have,
ln(Q^/s) - « b In(Pi).̂  - i)| Xn(Fi)^ + 0 In(Pj).̂  - In(Pj)^

+ à ln(f/N)t - f  ln(ïVll)t

or - (t-tr) lü(Pi)^ - (0/-0) +
+ (d-ab (Id)

*1 *1  ̂  ̂■;■
The coefficients b, b , c, c , cl, d are the partial derivatives of the
equations (la) and (lb). The elasticity of substitution of i for j can be 
.derived ass . .

- 3 x n ( % ) t  - - eo,,
5ln(Pi). llnCPi).

j S L i t / o f !  " - eiaetioity^totitution
( i .'V: ) , ( or a for i) a

Similarlyt the elasticity of substitution of j for i can be derived as:

(0 -0) - Fln(QV»)t , % l n ( Q % t  - ed^, r eo,\,
» 5 5 v  . : w m .  : : : Z

(direct price ) (cross price) /.
(elasticity of] -• (elasticity ) , * elasticity, bf substitution

: I - : jY :Y -y);. X.' ./of.;j f o r / t / ^

Another method tested in this study tb find/the elasticity of substitution 
between two kinds of méat/is/'the fbllcwihg/ih linear form or in terras of'logs.%ay-

(^M/pj)/4.;/ : (11) /

The testing of both methods,for estimation of the elasticity of substitution 
between any two meat items if gives acceptable results will mean that the ' 
consumer taking decisions to buy one kind of meat takes into close consideration 
the prices of other meat items.

The data regarding the dependent variable in all forms tested, is the. volume 
of private consumption in tons i.e..demanded'quantities in the market by the 
final consumer, plus the self consumption of meat by producers, the consumption 
of meat by hotels, restaurants, etc.,divided by the mid-year population. 
Unfortunately, there is no brealcdown of consumption of meat into the above 
components, with the consequence of possible excessive aggregation error in the 
estimated/



estimated,function. . / . '/.

Time series data bn prices paid by consumers are almost,invariably retail 
store prices* The prices, of course, paid .by other sources,'of meat, consumption, 
iv©* restaurants and public institutions are probably lower than the retail , 
prices* Also, for the quantitiés of meat, which are consumed by the stook- 
farmers themselves, who do not pay any price,-. ■Ytheyo(';cüin.\v:ôrXac;t.ivig .loose, a - 
part of.potential income. • It is not, bn.the other"hand, a direct consequence 
that because of different prices paid by restaurants, their patterns of meat 
consumption will be different.from the pattern of household demand* The only 
thing is that because of. laok of data. these patterns ,of behaviour are not usually 
■ tested-separately. ..-y-; -b;.  ̂Y;/-

The average retail prices for every kind of meat is taken by the Ministry of 
Co-ordination, Division of National Accounts. It takes the retail meat prices 
from the National Statistical Service of Greece from '.cm for
the consumer price i n d e x . T h e  average-retail price for each kind;of meat 
(Fi) is here deflated bÿ the consumer price; index (CPI), consisting in the ratio- 
of private consumption expenditure at current prices to that at constant prices 
1958. Retail meat prices have been also alternatively deflated by the food 
price index (FPl) and meat price index (MPI). Y The ; purpose. Of these deflations 
.is to examine if. the foodstuffs or other commodities may. be more close substi
tutes to each kind of meat than any other kind of meat, . Thus, we have so far 
three price variablesg Pi/Pqpx, P,i/̂ ppi, .Pi/%px» Ih addition, we use seven ; 
?i/pj ratios of each; kind of meat with the prices of the rest*̂ .̂

The price elasticities, with the variable Pi/pj’An regressions with . .the level of 
per capita consumption of a.meat item.:' as dependent variable, giye something 
more than the direct price elasticity of.each meat item, \ This is approximately 
shown (for. tw^inds of meat i = 1, j « 2} asj t . .
es /

24. This qualificatibn may be .qf some importance, since, we have passed a
period of relatively rapid Inorease of; total meat consumed in restaurants 
or hotels, because of increase in tourism. The error is not changing, 
of course if the restaurant consumption has held its .proportion to the 
total consumption in logarithmic regressions# ,.

25* Nationhl' Statistical Service, Of GreeceOonsUraer ■ Price Index, Athens I960,
26. Also the ratio Pi/CPI and all Pj/OPi by two, i.e. another 7 .coàbinations \

for each kind of meat have been used. _
27. Actually, this treatment, is ; imthematioally wrong, because. dof ivaticfes do :

hot break, but it seems necessary to have a rough idea of the relevance
of our testing in terms of the well known concept of elasticities.
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es (estimated elasticity)' - / Y
= ;dQi • (pi/pg) = ^  . dP2 . PI ^ m i ^  « êd . ̂  : : (

d('Pl/P2) qi ■  ̂ dPl P2».Qr dPl. V QX Pg P2

The part over the direct price elasticity ed (its own iprice elasticity) 
consists.of the rate of ohang© of the. price of the substitute commodity#:://' ■ ' Y A v ,

As a determining variable'the per capita disposable income at 1958 prices is 
taken into account, It expresses the puroliasing power of the consumer after 
the net direct taxes reduction (taxes less transfers) arid it is affected by 
prices and production of all goods and services in the economy, directly or 
indirectly. y

Tl'ie influence of income is exerted on both the volume and the structure of each 
kind of meat, oonsumption. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the role 
of the income distribution in an empirioal study of demand for meat. Broadly 
Speaking, auoh a necessity is ,relatively higher in underdeveloped countries in 
so far as important distributional changes may follow the real income expansion 
by development process. Given that theory is not strict about the functional 
relationship between the process of economic development - or even cyclical 
fluctuations - and inoorae distribution, we liaVe to assume that.these changes 
depend on the particular conditions of the country.

Bata on income distribution, is relatively rare particularly in underdeveloped23 'countries and their reliability, if any, is also seldom very high . As for 
Greece, data on irioome distribution is available by major professional classes 
(farmers - workers - incomes from property and entrepreneurship) since 1950, 
while,: the distribution by income level is still unknownSuch a distribution . 
has been used by Klein and Goldberger (U*S‘,A. )̂  ̂and Klein, Ball and others 
(U*K.).̂ - in their consumption fmictions estimation.

The share of workers income in real terms in Greece follows a slightly upward 
trend/

28. ' budget .:.datak..À:àl.8̂b̂^̂^̂ : necessarily more r e l i a b l e ,
' on the other handf the role of the demographic factors is mixed.up 
' with income in cross-section studies, while budget surveys do not 
either provide the income distribution often in detail,

29. L.R. Klein and A.S, Goldberger, "An econometric model of the U.S. 
1929-52", North Holland Publishing Co., Arasterdajü, .Holland, 1955*

50. L.R. Klein, J. Ball, A. Hazlewood and P. Vaudome, "op.cit" pp.12-14
,' 21-22, 26. , ■■ ■ / V  '  ̂ ■



trsnd and/the farmers income/a/downward trend, while the share of profit arid 
property;income .has rather an upward, trend. The,problem of the influenOe df 
chongea in; income didtribution on meat, ooncùinptidn in Greece is faced in two. 
alternative ways: ■ ,. .
First, we test the meatYoonsumption by the two components, .i.e.* .the agricultural 
income Tt non-farm income .y.-fe bn a per capita basis, '/ .The test, of course, 
reduces by one the degrees of freedom.but it was considered a necessary path* 
Comparison of the relevant .income elasticities may be particularly interesting, 
for the development plan as securing forecasting of meob/consWption consistent 
with the planned class income distribution and consequently on adjusting the 
production plans for eachkind; of/me&t,: Y.'././

Second, the consumption of meat is tested by the ratio of total meat expenditure 
to total food expenditure;(Ef) in real terms, as an indication of the living

standard of the population as/a whole* Y This variable. (^) .has been; inserted in 
the place of Income, to incorporate the effect of changes ih; tastes and preferences 
in the demand for meat: as well* ; We have chosen this variable by the fact that 
the share of meat expenditure/to total food expenditure hap been significantly 
increased between 1956-1966 (from 8*8J .percent in 1950. to 19*02 percent in I966 
at constant 1958 prices). However, the obtained results do not.justify the v 
Incorporation of . this, variable in /tlie place bf income.; as a constraint in expen
diture, (even in.the case where the results have been more satisfactory) rather 
than those, with income variable,.given the capital, market imperfections (no ■ 
possibility, of borrowing tp:buy-foodstuffs). :SO, .the. income variable is the 
major constraint for meat purchase, which is consistent with consumer theory* ;
The using of the variable (En/Ef), however, besides the per capita, disposable 
income to express just; habi'/formation hag absorbed thé;effect of the income; ; 
variable with the result that income variable had a negative significance*
This shows the great degree Of multioollinearity between the two variables, ; 
which:: indicates that méat may be considered in Greece as /a- superior commodity./

"U.



- STATI8TÏ0AI,: œ s m ï g  , W  : ÏÏB ' œ # D  ' #01! ; W ï  MmOTIONS V ; : :j.

;.A brief pinmàry and assessment'of the statistical results of demand, for meat 
fiinotibns is, oaj?ried : out ' in, the f ollpw.irig*. • A more detailed piotux’o of thé .

.;, .../.results for each meat variety and • for total meàt is given at. the end of thisChap-
Y ter/\'.. An;the. form, of• //;:.8epara.te;/[.pec.i#©./;.. The disouséion, here, consists hasi- 
. caily ■ of a■'comparative analysis:/of the results, of total. meat and the Included
:■ meat varieties. . Comparisons are also miode with . the results ;.of similar studies 
.. : in other countries and, \Àth; twô .,stuiiesYiri /GreeGe, which include'demand functions 
for total meat ,and/or for different types of mea,t*

The ."hest"yOstimated. functions o demand fori aieat in Greece .hâve been selected 
on the basis Of the f q.llowing criteria: ; . v ' /.

the 5^ to explain as much part of ; the tota). variai'ioe of the dependent
/Y '/-Y: /Y Y

/ - : the//i)urbin-Watsoh ratio Of residual be /babdveT.i bh^limitri" in any level 
of significance, because then the null hypothesis is ;sustained that there is •

: ' , no : sérial correlation in': the, residuals and :ho. other systematic factors in the Y
/..;̂  aeà^&;/r:raeat^ ; ;;; ./ % /  :/::Y//:-'' ; :. / ;

-. the : standaM errors Of the coefficients of the’particular variables to be as .
small' as possible to and. statistioaliy . accepte!*; Comparison/. of t-rat io of our 
estimates is made with/1-Student because ,the/number of observations' is less/— / 

■Y'. l.Eatïmatéd income an! ’irioe Elasticities - Y ■/. . ; /' / / /; ,/;/// /■ '
An Ovérall/observation un the best'obtained demand for meat functions 1950-66 

: is that : they explained .72*6 .vW.ance/ of consumption of
Y theYG kinds of meat/in/the period 1950-66/ Diagram III.1 presents more clearly
the actual arid the estimated by thése/Aé quantities oonsumèd Of the

' various kinds of méat. //Arithmetic results/ are/ summarised in Table/111*1, / ■
/ .These;results indicate that in most cases the Durbin-Wataon ratio of.residuals 

/ ; - shows not / autocorrélation, ifhioh î eàns tbut : there, may .not be si^if icant 
/ variublOs left/ out, and the.residuals are likely duO-to.random.factors*

.. /; The /estimated income and /priioe elasticitieswhich/are included in . Table III * 1 #
, ' are :not, of/course, easily comparable to one another, since they were not ..all ,
:... e stimated from //the / samO mathematioal formula* /Certain/fhcome elasticities are 
... r. .'weighted / average's of a^icultural and non-agricultural/ income, and price èlas- 

/ / tioities do .not; all come from the same relative: price variables, ;while : the. .'
; ' Y ' i â ë Y p r ^ i â W Y /  ':;YY;YY:/\.Y:////Y;:::,./.Y::Y:: Y/'/;:;,.;:/,-:■ ' Y <:/
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Intercorrelation ‘between income and price variables is not exactly the same in 
all ■uses* : Therefore* the estiKiates presented in Table 111,1 are only indic8.tive 
and aim at a crude comparison of our overall results* , The estimated price and 
income elasticities are, near to unit and in some oases significantly higher than 
unit (in absolute values).

The income elasticity of total meat is 1*53# which is significantly different 
from unit at,the five percent level. The Centré for Planning has estimated in 
a semi-log regression for the period 193^^1965, an income elasticity of demand 
for meat 1,14 * Obviously* a part of the difference from our estimate is due 
to exclusive use of semi log and exclusion of the price level variable in that ' 
estimation.

The results of Table 111,1 seem also comparable in a more broad international
basis* Thus* the income elasticities of the demand for meat (or more accurately
the expenditure elasticity of meat to total expenditure) has been found by L.2 lihe,Soreux to fluctuate among 1*75 in Portugal and *35 in/U.S,A* and *40 in the
U.K. The indicated international pattern of decreasing income.demand elasti
city for meat as the standard of living.is improved# is strengthened by the 
comparison of the elasticities of South Italy (l,04) and Central and North Italy 
(,*68) and of the agricultural sector in W* Germany (^69) and of the urban sector 
of the: same country (*54) t This tends to, suggest that our elasticity of demand 
for meat in Greece has limited predicting ability ih the very long-run.

The fact tliat income elasticity of meat oonsumption is significantly higher 
than unit in Greece ml{d:it be considered as raising doubts to the well^kno™, 
Engel’s law on the reduction of the proportion Of income spent on food, as 
income increases.(i.e. the Income elasticities of food is lower than unit), 
allowing for the fact that Engel’s law is tested with cross-section data,^ Ttie 
per capita consumption of meat is still relatively low in Greece compared with 
the European standards#, a fact which raeatis that the income elasticity of demand 
for meat may be expected to remain over unit in the near future *

The price elasticity of demand for total meat with average wei^ted price of total 
meat (total expenditure over total quantity consumed) deflated by the price index 
of total, consumption is relatively low (-*38), This means that meat as a whole

:  . : ' ' ■ . ■

1, Centre of Planning and Economic Research,"Possibilities of Meat Production 
in Greece'i Athens* 1967.

2, 1̂  fforeux, ''Elasticité̂  de la fdépense alimentaire, par rappiort au revenu", 
F.A,0,, Rome, 1959.

3, The view that cross-section;; income elasticity may approach the long-run 
one obtained from time series îïïàÿ be lèss true in a .developing economy.
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is considered as an item of major importance by the Greek oonsiiraer*

However, it seems likely that this elasticity of total meat gives a misleading 
picture ; of the existing substitutability at̂ ong: the various kinds of meat. Thus, 
only in two out of thei.eight meat varieties:i.e. lamb and veal, the estimated 
régressions, with their own price deflated ^y thé consumer price index, has 
been the "best" selected ones, while in the. six other meat varieties the best 
regression was found with the relative price over some other meat variety. 
Moreover, these latter elasticities were in the five meat items Out of.six 
(except for froaen beef) hi^er than thé corresponding ones in the regressions 
with own,price deflated by the .cohsùiuer:price index. These findings combined , 
seem to suggest the view on à possible: higher substitutability between various 
kinds of meat/then between meat as a whole and other consumer commodities.

Substitutability Among Various Meats.
Tlie indicated shbstitutability among various ; types of méat ; was attempted to 
be further examined by testing ratios of each quantity of meat over all others 
with alternative pficC ratios of each overall' other types of meat;^ Table 111,2 
whloh. summarises the results of this attempt, shows that all kinds. of meat 
except yeal and poultry have common substitutability with mutton-goat, the most 
traditibnally consumed meat* ; This may .be' an indication that, people being, 
accustomed to mutton, oomparè it still .with other meat varieties, a.s their pre
ferences may gradually go • away ’ from mutton * '. This is particularly true in the
case of beef, which.is a.rapidly increasingly demanded meat item (income - 
elasticity 2.8) and has given the best equation for the relative price with 
mutton (substitution elasticity -1*8), Frosen beef seems also to be close 
substitute for imitton'with an elasticity of substitution -1.5* .

Income and Price Elasticities of Yeal and Bèef

In comparative terms^ the income and price elasticities of cattle meat (beef, 
veal, frozen beef) exceed significantly the elasticities of other kinds of moat 
and in absolute terms the unit (Table lïlèl). The explained.part of the 
variance of cattle meat is ranging between 73*95 percent, while the B-W ratio 
of residualb (1.6-1.7) is above the upper limit at the five percent level, wMoh 
.indicates absence of serial correlation of the residuals. .

.■The/ / v'Uv,

4. There were alternatively tested absolute quantities of all meat . .
. varieties with income, own prices and prices of other meat ... 
varieties deflated by the consumer price index.: Due to the ihter-

; correlation Of.meat prices, the results of this experimentation were 
. , not satisfactory in statistical tetms.



The Dependent variables and the price variables, are ratios over, thé corresponding variables 
of the kind of méat referred to in the last column, V  •. I
The denominators in the price ratios .shovrthe'kihd of meat, wliich is a close substitute 
for the kind of meat written on the .left .side*
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The share of three, cattle meats to total meat oonsiimption was increased from 
17.9 percent in 1950 to almost one-third of total meat consumption (31.2 per 
cent in 1967)* , Allowing for errors in,estimates,, particularly favourable seem 
to be the preferences for veal, the demand of , which is increasing at almost 
four times higher rates than the per capita income and/also is increasing in 
percentages almost twice as much as its pride decreases^ if any;:

The elasticities of demand for frozen meat, mostly imported* are. high in
absolute values. , The income elasticity of frozen beef (2.7) 4-s partly due to
the relatively, low level of per. capita consumption at the original period and 
partly to the fact that frozen beef is two meat species, one, frozen beef used 
as such, and the other.used for ground beef; the consumption of the latter has
increased at relatively higher rates in the centre and in provincial towns, partly
because of,the improvement of means of fridge transport* . It seems, therefore, 
that even with the same income, increases in the future, the needs for frozen beef 
imports may be .somewhat smaller than the estimated elasticity of demand would 
give, even with stagnant domestic production of fresh meat. Actuallyi this 
conclusion can be strengthened from the relatively high (in absolute terms) price 
elasticity of frozen beèf and in view of the unlikely.prospect of a fall in the 
world prices, if not the opposite. The relative price of frozen beef, which had 
given satisfactory statistical results, was not;the relative:price of fresh beef 
but thé Consumer price index; this indicates that the substitutability of frozen 
for fresh beef is not expected to be significant. .

Our" obtained results for beef-seotor are olOser to those obtained by X.
Xangemeir .and R#.G. Thompson, who have estimated a simultaneous model for beef 
sector for fed-beef and non-fed beef using the T8X8 (two-stage léast-squares/:. 
method) for the 1947-63 period bn U.S.A., data in. retail and farm level. Their , 
price elasticity has been -#98 and thé income elasticity .2*2 for retail level, 
and for thé farm level -.89 and 2.2 the price and income elasticities raspec- ; 
tively. (in fact the results of the estimates of demand for meat at farm level 
were not significantly different from those of final demand for meat in U.S.A.)

\ ' ' ...  ̂ .The differences are relatively high compared with those of thé study of K. Fox
in U.S.A. ' This study has estimated demand equations for total beef for the
period/ • .'

5. X. Xangemeir and R.G, Thompson, "Demand, Supply and Price relationships 
for the Beef-Sector, Post World War IX Period", Journal of Fa.rm Economies,
7ol*49, FGb*1967, pp.169*183.

). K.A. Fox, "The Analysis of Demand for Farm Products", U.S.D.A*, Technical
Bulletin l o e i ,  Sept., 1 9 5 3 .

K.A. Fox (1958) op.cit», p;ll6.



period 1922-41 by least-squares method in terme of logé. The price elasti
city has been -*79 and the income; elanticity * 73* These elastioitiee are 
significantly lower than the above of Xangemeir: and Thompson in U.S.A* and ours 
in Greece* . The main difference seems to be attributed to the elimination of 
any: trend factor in the method used, whi%-of course might be attributed to Incom 
variable* . , ... ■.

. .. Y/. , : , ■ ■ . ' . ' - . ' \J, Working in; his demand estimates for total beef consumption.per capita for 
the 1922-41 period in U.S.A* data has found, using linear . in terms of logs 
regression forms, price elasticity -1*035 and income elasticity .67* The price 
elasticity in this study as well as in other American studies has been closer
to our estimates. .. : i

The ABG , of Greece in her estimates of demand functions for,beef (including veal), 
for 1953-1964 period has found income elasticity 2.61 and.price elasticity,■̂ 1*30. 
These estimates are: lower than our estimates for veal but closer to beef èlasti-
o i t i è s ^ - ; : - y . . . : : ' : .  'a':''-y y ' .-y;' vy:

Center of Planning and Economic Research^ using semilo^rithmic forms in estim
ation of demand functions for beef as a whole (including.veal) for the period 
1952-65 has found,income elasticity 1*32 and for the period I96O-65, 1*02*
The only independent variable used was the personal per capita disposable income, 
while the period 1960-1965 does not seem to fulfil the prerequisite of a large 
sample, 30 that to be useful for forecasting purposes* It is recalled that 
the serailogarithmic function of demand for meat with ’income* and ’prices’ as in
dependent variables for the period 1950-1966 has not given to us statistically
acceptable results* ;

H. Stone, in his, estimates of demand functions for home produced beef and veal 
and imported beef and. veal for 1920-1938 period working on U.K. data,: has found 
the following results for home produced beef and veal. Stone had estimated an 
income elasticity from cross-section data (.34) and has used it to find from 
-time-series a price .elasticity of . -*lly ...,ltoen the price of, imported, mutton and

7* ii Working, (1954) op.cit.^ p. 126 i /
8. • Agricultural Bankof Greece^ Analysis of Demand of Agricultural Products

and Projections for 1966-70  ̂Athens, I966,
9. Center of Planning and Economic Research, "Possibilities of Meat 

Production in Greece", Athens, 1967# Table 9, P*12.
10. R* Stone, "The Measurement of Consumers’ Expenditure and Behaviour 

in the U.K., 1920-38'*, Vol.i, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
' 1954/^^322^
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Im# has bean inserted, the own price elasticity of beef increased to -.41 
and thé substitution elasticity for imported mutton and lamb, was *50. TheO *X*0R WÔ8 .43 and R •« .64 in the function with the price of, substitute product 
and the D-W ratio of residuals was 2,21.

On the contrary, in the demand function of (au homo prodùcéd veal with only 
their own price, Income and all other prices taken together as..independent 
variables 
was 1*56.
variables, the R^ was only .03 and was .39* . Tiie 3)-W ratio.of residuals

The sane income elasticity was used for imported beef and veal. Tho own price 
elasticity of about the same size as in the home produced beef and veal was '
obtained but it was not significant. There appeared to be a strong relationship

, . 2 *2 of substitution with home produced beef and veal 1.67 and then both H and R
were significant #56 and ,43- correspondingly*

Income and Price Elasticities for Poultry .
One other meat kind which has hî aer; than unit iïicorae elasticity, is poultry 
(1.33Î)* #10 relatively rapid oxpaneloh of ita production wa%,accompanied by
an Qxpancioft of demand throhî i some fall/in the absolute doWctio price of 
poultry and/a 20-40 percent décrété in the relative, price cf poultry, in terms 
of ratio of its price to prices of other meat varieties* tinder these conditions, 
and given the existence of interaction of inccme and price variables and 
that the effect of the income is relatively strpmier than the effect of the 
price variable, it may. be said that poultry income elasticity is possibly over
stated. This must be kept in mind when it is Aoing to be used for predicting 
purposes.

11Professor R. Stone in his estimates of demand functions for poultry (1920-33 
period for U.K. data) has takçn the Income elasticity from the budget data equal/ 
to 1.17 very close to our estimates for Greece. By Professor Stone’s view, the 
relationship was not satisfactory, given that the poultry consumption included;
rabbits and game. Its own price elasticity was-,9 and the substitution elàsti-

■ ' 2City with respect, to home produced mutton and latiib; was *86. ‘ The R was .05#pbut by Inserting the price of home produced mutton and lamb the R was increased 
to .53. The D-W ratio of residuals was .99•

11. R..Stone (1954) op.cit. pp.322,332.



Ky Fox in M s  study, has estimated demand Junctions for poultry for the period . 
19.22̂ 4̂ ♦ ' working on If .8.A, data. He has used least̂ squares.. method in terms of 
■Aiogs and ionly ; price. as an independent Variable♦ He found that prioè elasti
city for poultry was -t72 and pointed out that this: coefficient probably under
stated the true effect of price ;upon consumption of poultry.

The; A^icultural Bank of Greece,. (AEGphas. estiinated demand functions for poultry 
for the period 1955-64• The best obtained demand fUnetion for,poultry gave , 
income elasticity 1.66 whioh was higher than oiir income elasticity 1.54. The ABG 
has used. only, ihcbme as. an independent ;variable and has failed to combine satis
factorily price Variables into regression. The coefficient of determination was 
,83V i.e; 'lower than the percehtage explained of total variance of poultry 
obnsump.tion by this study (97* 6 percent). The B-W ratio of residuals of the 
ABG*s.function is i.39 similar.to: our estimatés 1*36. '

■The Centre,of Planning.and Economib Hesearch has estimated .demand functions for 
ppultry vin; terras of'semilogs on Greek data with income the .only Independent 
varlabie ̂ : Th^ obtained income elasticity for 1952-63 period was: found l*6l
higher than bUrs for period (1950-66) and for the period 1960-65, 1.20#

Income and Price Elasticities for Lamb and r<!futton

It is to be stressed that the: rautton-goat varieties probably have lower than 
unity elasticity of income, except for/frozen mutton.which has higher than one 
incoEie and. price elasticities for similar feaaons, as in the case of frozen beef. 
This is reflected in,the. fall of their share in the total consumption of meat 
from 47 P.oboont in 1950 to 35 percent in I967. .. Indeed, the share of lamb was 
held fairly constant (1957-61), while the share of mutton was relatively rapidly 
decreasing. : TMs took place at the expense of relatively rapid increase in 
imports of frozen mutton from non appreciable levels in the early fifties to 
aroUnd .7 percent of.total meat :consumption in I967 * On the other hand, the 
relatively high increase in the, proportion of lamb and kid-goats to total demand 
for meat in.the fifties, is attributed to a gradual expansion of the consumption, 
of milked lambs and kid-goats, which are considered by Greek consumers as 
superior 'quality* compared with mutton^ or equivalently as different commodity.

12. K.A.- ]Pox (1958) op.cit, p.116. This price elasticity is referred to'
bhicken and. not in the. poultry as a whole.

13' Agricultural Bank of Greece^ (1966) .op.cit.,'p,62.
14* Center of Plimning and Economic Research, "Possibilities of Meat 
; :. / Production in Greece'^ Athens 1967, p.12, ,



The best regression of lamb consumption was : the one with income and own price 
deflated by the consumer price index and not prices of,any other meat varieties* 
It is repeated here the'same conclusion of a probable lack, of substitutability 
with other méats as-in the case of veal. It must be noted, however, that there 
is.no certainty about the conclusion of no substitutability of lainb for veal or 
vice versa with other meat varieties, in view of the fact that the, ratios of 
quantitieS-'ii regressed'on-ratios of corresponding prices have indicated some 
possible substitutability of lainb for mutton and of veal for pork (Table III.2).

- 15 ,Professor Karl Fox has obtained a price elasticity for. lamb -*9I which is 
close to .our estimate. He has'estimated demand function for lamb; using the ,, 
first: Alogs for the 1922-41 period in H.8.A. His income elasticity .65 was
considered by him as dubious, because it did hot show the total real effect of 
income on the consumption of lamb. Also, for his price elasticity he noticed 
that it probably understated true effect of price upon consumption*

■ ■ ■■■ . ' ' ' I s ' " - ■ '  ' ■■Professor Richard Stone . has estimated separate demand functions for home- 
produced mutton and lamb and for the imported one for the period 1920-38 working 
on the U.K. data* His (estimations on,the effect of income were again from 
budget data (elasticity .JO) and the variables entering the equations connecting 
the time series were the first differences of consumption per equivalent adult to 
reduce the serial correlation in the disturbances, without time being introduced 
explicitly and to satisfy the proportionality condition* ,

The dependent variable of. his .demand functions was not the consumption itself, 
but the Consumption adjusted to changes in time series income raultipiied by the 
cross-section oonsumption-income elasticity* The price elasticity of home- 
produced mutton and lamb was -1.74 and the cross elasticity with rèspect to 
price of home produced beef and veal 
The D-W ratio of residuals was I.63

O'. ’■•K'2price of home produced beef and veal was I.6I, The R *= .55 and R « ,58,

Comparing these results with.ours, they are,close to those,of demand for lamb- 
kidgoats, more close to; our price thah.(income-elasticity, although the relative 
prices used in this study differ from:'the H. Stone ones, and we estimate the , ,; 
income and price elasticities^from time, scries in a multiple regression pro
cedure. .

Regarding/ ;, , , ,: / ,

15. K.A., Fox-(1958), op.citi, pp.115-116*.

16. R. Stone (1954), op.cit., pp.320-321,
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Regarding the estimates of ABĜ *̂  of demand functions for mutton-goats, includin 
lamb-kidgoats, for thé period 1955-64» using singlerequationo in least-squares 
method, the obtained, income elasticity .87 and the price elasticity -.61, The 
B-W ratio of residuals. 1'. 10 and the multiple coefficient of determination was 
91 percent. Of course exact comparisons of our estimations, with those of ABG 
is not easy to make, given that we have separate demand functions for larab- 
kidgoats and mutton-goats. The income elasticity of ABG (.87) seems to have 
been mainly affected by the consumption'of lamb included , in the dependent 
variable. .

The Center of Planning and Economic Research has also estimated one demnd 
function for routtoni-goat including, lamb-kidgoats, in terras of serailogs in Greek 
data for the period.1952-65 and 1960-65» For the first period the estimated 
income elasticity was 1.02 and for the second .84*. The only Independent 
variable inserted in these functions was the per capita disposable income.

Income and Price Elasticities for Pork

Pork per capita Gonsuinption regression has given,a multiple correlation co
efficient 96 percent, i.e. the independent variables used explain almost 
entirely the total variance of the per capita consiunption for pork. The income 
elasticity is .905 and is estimated a.s a weighted average, of non-farm income, 
elasticity of 1*174 and farm elasticity^of #*,516. \ This.means that in towns 
pork is likely considered to be a superior meat item, while in villages, its 
consumption may be decreasing today because it was highly .consumed in the' 19 ■ 'countryside during winter time in the past. ^

The value of price elasticity was : found to be r*69* The relative price in 
this regression was its; own price of .pork deflated by the meat price index*
This seems to indicate that pork may be substitute for all non-pork meats^ 
which compete for the consumer's expenditure, on meat* The D-W ratio of 
residuals was 2.081, which at five percent level of significance, was above the 
upper limit and it meant that null hypothesis was satisfied and so there was no 
serial correlation in the residuals*

Professor/

17* Agricultural Bank of Greece, I966, op.cit., p*6l.
18* Center of Planning and Economic Rcaearch, op.cit., Table 9* p,12.
19. For other meat varieties •#, except for beef and mutton - the use, of 

farm and non-farm incomes in place of the income, variable has given 
insignificant regression coefficients or with opposite significance 

. than was expected.
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- : 20  ̂ . ,\ /'■ \ . . ■ ,' ' ; :Professor Stone in his estimates of the demand functions for pork had found, for
the period 1920-38 in U.K., datav-inoome elastioity (.58) and.own price elasticity
of thé order (-,7p). Mutton and lamb appeared to be a substitute with a c6n-
siderabie but hot significant coefficient for substitution elasticity (.85).
The R^ was .55» R .46, and the B-W ratio of residuals 1.66.

Professor Pox^^ has found, in American data for the period 1922#*41» price 
elasticity for pork (-*81) and income, elasticity (.72) using least-squares method 
in the /110^. Gomparihg these elasticities with ours, we see that his price
ela.stioity is higher than our own price elasticity for pork (-.69) but his.income
elasticity is lower than ours, (.903). ‘

J. Working ,, for the 1922-41 period in U.S.A.,,using single equation least- 
squares method, found price elasticity for pork (-.98) and income elasticity (.57)
i.e. lower income, elastioity than ours but; higher price'elasticity than ours.
He has Used as independent variables besides the deflated price of pork, disposable 
income, deflated by prices of non-pork meats and time. The use of time, in his 
view, as a linear independent variable assumes a gradual change of demand ex
tending over the entire period of .the analysis.

The Agricultural Bank of-Greeqe^^ has found for,the period 1953'*64 income elasti
city for pork .81̂  S^.95 percent and'B-W ratio of residuals 1,88. ABG has not 
used any price;variable in the demand for pork fegfession testings.

' ■ . ‘ ■ '24 ■The Center of Planning and Economic Research has found income demand elasticity
for pork, using semilogarithmic forras, .75 for 1952-65 period and ,65 for I96O-65 ; : ' : ' y /C: . ,  the .. ; . .period with only independent variable/per capita disposable income*

2. Income and Price Elasticities of Demand for Meat:in Greece. 1958-1966
The consumption of meat :wê s, in the early fifties, at abnormally low levels as
hùq/' ;. y '' '

20. R, stone (1954)» op.cit., pp.322,532.
21. K.A. Fox (1958), op.cit., p.ll6 '
22. J .(Working (1954) » op.cit., pp.68-79» 121.
23. Agricultural Bank of Greece, I966, op.cit*,
24. Center of Planning and Economic Research, oppcit., Table 9, p.12,



has been already said*; Under,these ciroumstanoes, there can:he a suspicion ,that , 
the subsequent relatively rapid increase in meat consumption may hot express 
simply the effect of its structural relationship with the Independent variables 
(income, prices, 'etc.) but also the process of satisfaction of basic needs# In 
■ so far as the influence of this factor, was systematic rather than random, it 
could,be attributed to income and prices with result in upward error in' the esti
mated elasticities (in .absolute,values) for : the; period 1950-1966*

Thus, we, have decided to test also our demand for,meat model for period enough 
after this unrest and as such was selected the period 1958*1966V̂ ^̂  ̂ choice was 
of course, arbitrary although it was partly based on the empirical, observation 
that for; moat meat items the year 1958 spems to be. one of change in their time 
path .(aee Chart II,l). 'The shortening of the time period reduced, of course, 
the degrees.of freedom, but it;was-believed to bo; offset by the improvement of 
the results in terms of finding Cut the underlying structural relationships,

As can be seen in Table ÏII.5» the price, vàriabléphas not'given statistically 
significant coefficient in four meat varieties compared with the results of the 
period 1958-1966. Income/elasticities were smaller in most oases than those of 
the entire period 1958/66, the difference not being,statistically significant  ̂
(i.e. income elastioity of total méat fell from.1.55 in the period 1950-66 to 
1.47 in the period 1958-66). Differences in income elasticities however appeared 
significant in the case of particular, meat-.varieties.



/ '; TABIÆ III. 3

INCOME M B  PRICE : BLASTIQITtES BY TYPE OF 
. ';;;. / • ; ,DURiNG 1958 %? 1966

KIND OF MEAT
, Income \ 
Elastioity

Price
Elasticity

Explained 
Part of 
Variance
, ■

Durbin-Watson 
Ratio of 
Residuals

.770 - .645^^^ , 96*2 2.464
-*302 - .42g(b .81.9 1.916

. m o a  : • 3.340 : 94.5 2.264

?EAL 2*300. : -2.642^̂ ' 92.8 1.148
.2*000 87.5: 2.193

FROZEN BEEF ; 3,548 ■ -3.389^^^ 64.4 1.406

PORK^^) 96.3 (2.753

POULTRY^^^. 97.2 1,822

TOTAL MEAT. 1.471 - .552^̂ ^ 99.0 3-094

(1) Including Kid-goats , ,
(2) Including Goats
(3) Their price is deflated by Consuiaer.Price Index
(4) Mutton price is divided by price qf frozen beef.
(5) With price(as indépendant variables, did not give significant results, 

so that we,, take regressions with income only#



3. Cross-Section Expendittire Elasticities - ■V:-.;/,■■■

The Rihlishéd Results,of the Household:Budget Survey carried out in.urban: areas 
of Greece during 1957/58 are'average expenditures of six groups of a relatively' 
wide:range. : Therefore, they were used in derivation of some crude estimates 

, of; the. long-run expenditure, elasticities(.by type of meat. / Under, these cirqum- : 
stances the.role of household compçsition;hy age, sex, etc. in the demand for 
meat are left aside of this experimentation.

Expenditure is, used as an independent variable: in place of income as in most 
:. empirical studies of .this .type ■ . Total ependiture .is, üsUally considered more 
. directly related with paftioular expenditures,; while ; income data(are Ofthn highly
■/iireiiame,.;;/;^ , ;

. The general, form of;, the functions 'estimated .,(is; .

where Ei, total ependituie qf /coimodity i and, :
: total consumption exippdi'̂ ure. v,

., The results of this testing ar.o shown in Tablé III ,4. \ Tho best, statistical 
results were taken in all oases by -linear 'in terms' of logs regressions. \ As , (

: . was expected-the expenditure elasticities/6f total méàt and each type of meat of 
cross-section ;;,wé3E below the corresponding qUantity.:olaoticitiee : of .time . series : 
with respect to; income.; This is due in: part,to definition, of the expenditure,; 
elasticity as the sum, of quantity and;price(elasticities (See footnote 26 below).

; Moreover,.the, ofoss-seotion eiastloitxesvof(domahd for meat represent differences 
; between income and social strata. : (i ;Engel* s Law, the ; higher .
strata spend relatively low, proportion pf their total expenditure for, food and ; 
on extentionvfor meat. ; . ;

25# 8. J. Prais and H*S. . Houthakker, "The Analysis of/Family Bud^^ts,( - , ;
;wlth ân Application to two British Surveys;.Conducted (in ;l937r59 ■: 
and ( their Detailed iRe'suits". , .Uaaibridge ; University,-Press, 1955, .

26. By-definition Bi #». PiQi. : Moreover egi " ' .Similarly, .

See ; s. J.;, Prais. and H, HouthEiMcèr,.;;o%), cit ., p.112 - H. %eil, "Qualities, 
Prices and Mdget Enquiries", Review of.Economic Studies, Vol. XIX,
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TABLE III.4

GROSS-SBCTION EXPmiTORB EM8TI0ITIB8 BY 
TYPE .. OF MEAT IN URBAH ; AREAS 1957/56

KIND OP MEAT
, Expenditure 

Elastioity

Explained 
Part of 
Variance

: :

Durhin-Vfetson 
. Ratio of 
(Residuals

 ̂LAMB and KID-OOAT 1.068; 97.1 ' : .1.044
mTTOR and (X)AT( . ■ i w  /. ' :.. 1.945 ; '

VEAL ■ i;086 . ’■ 99.5 1.959
■BBBPr .586 1.557 /

; 2.221 :

RqULTRY 87.0 : 1.574

FROZEN MEAT . 1.645

OTHER ; ::95,2 ■(( '2.360 .

TOTAL MEAT 99.8 •.';(1,548;'-(■ :(

(l). In case of pork, the explained part of yàriahoe ie inelgnifioant, 
fact which may reveal.that factors.other than total expehditnre 
affect its consumption# :;r. .



CHAPTER IV : :
TRADE , OFMEAT IN- GREECE " :

A brief :Gbnslderation of the mrketing and trade of mqat in Greece is expected to 
shed light ; on the meohanihm through which; final demand is satisfied and supply 
responds to demand changeŝ *, ;/̂ As a connecting :link between producer and consuuiar,.
. the (trader constitutes ah intermediate deoisi on (malcerĵ  who (may liold stocks and 
through their; olmngea/to/(^fo.ot : the, meat price/structure,-not necessarily in res- 

, ponse to/changés in:demand for or production of meàt. / ; , / . ("̂. ./,- .v -

■ The or^nisatioh ;of the meat trade arid the .methods; used will also affect the total 
, charges of the trade sector/ given ' the state (of transport and communication system  ̂

and transport costs. ft seems, therefore, useful to loék a t 'thé'trade of. meat not 
simply (as a matter of transport hut.as a question of a separate decision-making ' 
stage. fn fact, most empirical/rehear oheré bn demand do not/distinguish, the stage 
they refer to, or frequently analyse, s of: final: demand; disregard thé,intermediate ; . 

; 'î tage;ariî prpposé ;pcai/jr̂  r/ /: /;, '/;■ - '//

it is implied that the Investigation of markbtirig (and: trade in Greece have a com- / 
plementary function, Two main quëétioris w focus attention on the following; 

.firstly, whether.ior not : traders; of meat: act/as separate;, décision.: makers and : 
séoondlÿ, what.are the( total posts'of the. intérmédiatiori.';̂ ”̂̂, / .

The trade of meat is carried, out in Greece hy private ..busiriessmen and -there is an - ; 
almost complété, .absence of co-operatives of either consumers or,producers,with 
: trade functions* in the sector of distribution of meat (

; ; regularly only through health regulations anh. price control, for thé benefit of the 
;/ consumer, an we will see later on, ; i This state, of affairs/is; associated/with the :
; : fact that the‘ orgarilging :.of the meat trade, sector is considered by the ; government : 

as a eector performing ; its function more or leas effectively. '

.'The marketing:ohannelsiare/considerably varied. They range from direct sale from 
- the farmer to the; butcher, to the mUoh longer circuits.passing through a ,dealer, .

one or more wholebalers#; sometimes with resale bn two or three' different markets, - 
. the slaughterhouse, and finally the.commission agent(who sells the;meat to the 
butcher, / i&én̂^̂^̂ farm is/at some distancé from'the market and/, transport faoili-

.1, . F.A.O, "Marketing Livestock and Meat'% by E*P,; Burdette and J.C. Abbott,
/;/■:, ' H o , :.,///- / ■
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facilities are lacking, , the -farriier bolls (Ms animals to a dealer who brings 
them to market. Another type of middleman plays the farmer himself, buying 
the animals when the pr iées : are'low and selling them two or three months later 
at .a, profit* Some agents also operate oh a commission basis, selling the 
cattle for the farmer or for another middleman* These middlemen are not pro
fessional businessmen so that their charges are not. included in the invoices of 
the wholesalers, on which/the final price is fixed. As a result, the role of 
middleman is gradually being limited in Greece .

The producer is generally in a weak position vis-a-vis thé:buyer, and may not 
therefore obtain a fair price for his animals: The chief reasons are - the
poor bargaining power.of; ihe,stock farmer who has to play.a lone hand against 
purchasers with larger financial resources than his. own. .■ Moreover, the farmers 
are often forced to bell because their fodder supplies are exhausted and the 
buyer knows it. The remedy lies in co-operation,of stock-farmors which, as is 
referred to above, does not exist.

Another reason is the method of price determination* The price is still often 
fixed without weighing.the animals. This practice is gradually falling into 
disuse, and the tendency is to base the price increasingly on live-weight.
This method is suggested by the Greek Ministry of Agriculture, since it gives 
flexibility in the supply of fresh meat to changing demand conditions. In 
some cases, the animals are eVen valued;at the meat price. The animals aré 
sold by the producer to the above agents on the farm or in the local animal 
market.

There is also lack of standardisation. The animals are usually classified by 
age without reference to quality*. Any indication of quality,supplied is( 
usually inaccurate*. The only quality.variation is coming from the final con
sumers as reflected in the relative prices of meat*,

The lack of information about prices. IS also a reason for the weali position of 
the stock farmer. This is partly due to the.absence of standardsation, and, 
as usual, harms the producer much more than, the dealer, who is generally more . 
conversant with price levels.  ̂ '

2. Thus, given a relatively high degree of competition in retail trade of 
meat, the addition of mediating services are hardly transferred to 
consumer* . This tends also to reduce even the wholesalers' services, 
if possible, because, the additional charges reduce the mark-rup of the. 
butchers.
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There is. a great/'" number of local animal markets,,but they do .not seem/well
organised. . They cover an area near the weekly mobile markets and the number
of animals transacted there is limited. Once a year and for about three to
ten days local livestock auctions are, in addition, organised, where a large
number of animals is gathered for sale.; However, there is little information
about the prices formulated there#

The two greatest wholesale markets for meat are one in Athens with fifty whole
sale shops and one in Salonica with twenty wholesale shops. These markets are
not fully equipped with modern means. The same happens to a larger extent in
the wholesale niarkets of other smaller towns of Greece. The butchers in the big 
cities buy meat from the wholesale market and in smaller towns more frequently 
direct from the producer. The meat is sold by the wholesalers to butchers, 
either as a whole or in grades. Of course, there is price differentiation 
depending on the part of animal the meat is coming from .(differences in prices 
in retail are usually up to 15 percent), :

In each big town and almost in every provincial town there is a slaighterhouse.
The slaughterhouses belong exclusively to municipalities or communes, which 
have the right to build new slaughterhouses* The basic purpose of a municipal 
slaughterhouse is to provide a slaughtering service for a fee/which provides the 
municipality with an income* Municipal slaughterhouses generally are the 
responsibility of a person, who collects the fees and broadly overseès the 
operation but has no direct responsibility for the actual operation* It must 
be said that the cost of;, slaughter is sometimes fairly hi#i and the communes 
regard the slaughterhouses rather as a source of income than as a public service.

The present slaughter facilities are ah adaptation of the old village-type 
slaughterhousei Inedible by-products hre not utilized* There is virtually 
no specialisation in these slaughterhouses, bn̂  the merchandising of the meat* 
Refrigeration facilities are lacking* Sanitation often is questionable. The 
slaughter operation, therefore,,under above conditions lacks the qualified 
continual direction to produce the results needed to meet modern packetIng of 
meat and meat distribution standards. There is lack of interest in the total 
operation of thé meat packing business including thetpurchase of livestock, . 
distribution and sale of méat to trade outlets and recovery of by-products*

The slaughterhouses, even operating under above conditions, are still not a 
generalised practice of slaughtering in Greece. Thus, in I964, the following 
quantities of meat were slaughtered in all slaughterhouses in the country;
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/ up; to 100 ./ :( tons meat : 45 slaughterhousee
"/((from ( 100 - (goo /„(/.":/ (/(, ('■(„•' ■(.''' " •( 13

: ■ 1,000 - 1,500 " . ■ ( 15 ■ '
■i,500;;-'-2̂ P0P "(// 4

more than (; : 2,000 (/' " /' 4
Total ( ,165

In recent years there has been .a tendency (towards a décline of slaughterhouses 
In large towns and an increase in the slaughterhouses in the (Countryside, where 
the animale, are inoreasingly slaughtered// tendency is due to (l) the 
higher transportation cost of live animais than that of meat to large urban 
centres, (2), the higher:cost of slaughtering and removing the skin of animals in 
the .élau^terhouses of 'large towns, and , (3) to the improving fridge-transport . 
facilities at reasonable-costs. (

The five year, economic development Plan 1968-72 suggests the construction of a 
few new small private packing plants .of modern design, properly managed and . 
manned and. located,near the source of livestock; moreover, it suggests the con
strue tion of modern. slaughterhouses, near the livestock centres with modem 
sanitary conditions. '

Another health provision was taken in 1950 hy the obligation of the professional, 
butohërs to acquire a health book to be signed regularly after doctor's 
examination of the health conditions of, the butcher. This rule is not yet 
applicable in a great number.of^ small villages of the Greek countryside for 
obvious reasons. ■
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g. -Treatment of Trading Behaviour

It is clear from-the'above argument that the traders of meat in Greece, are 
more or less at a separate decision making stage and so they should be investi
gated as such in a complete^ analysis of the sector. in.particular, we should 
formulate a "stock adjustment model" for the traders of meat to investigate .( 
their own behavioural' patterns in terms of their reactions to changes /in.y 
stocks in their hands according to changing conditions. This model should . 
have, of course, a number of complications in'addition : to the common stock 
adjustment models (of Stone-Rowe: type)( because holding of livestock or meat is 
associated with a number of problems, such as change in the "quality" of meat 
through age .(livestock) or freezing (slaughtered) etc* Actually,: we have no 
data on stocks of. meat :.in, the ...trade stage, and, therefore,, any confrontation of 
these problems can be only a matter of future research, when data will appear.

It is mentioned anyway here that changes in the stocks of meat held as an. 
inventory for speculative purposes cannot be as high as it is the case with 
other a^icultural products (e.g. wheat) for the following reasons; ,
(1) it involves feeding costs for animals, which may require also labour 

costs more.than the usual ones which the distributors may have in the 
case of: other commodities.

(2) the prices of most meat species are considerably a decreasing function 
of age in Greece. (.

(5) the retention fob a long time of■ the slaughtered animals in fridges
has, besides costs# decreases in price, in the case where the. wholesaler .

. reveals to the butcher that the meat is frozen. Butchers have no 
space, on the other hand, to. keep large amounts of inventories.

Meat can be stocked, of course, in public freezers. ■ Such.freezers .operate in 
Athens, Salonica and most provincial .towns of over 20^000 inhabitants. Even 
in bigger towns, however, the public freezers are mainly used for dairy products 
and for imported frozen meat, the price of which is frequently one-half to one- 
third that of fresh meat. No problem’ then remains for leaving the freezing of 
meat, even home-prodUoed, in the hands of wholesalers, since they cannot easily 
deceive the skilful butchers that-.this meat is not frozen*; , Butchers can keep- 
more easily some amount of meat in their own. fridges for future sale, if they 
have, reason to expect considerable demand, say,.next week. But usually there 
are not often random or irregular variations in the final demand for meat.
(given the lack of fridge facilities for stocking in Greek households), except 
at/ ■ '



at Christmas ' and,Easter periods*. In the latter case, thé retailers and whole
salers of meat respond to these.; changes throngji offsetting serious fluctuations . 
in their, stocks* ( - - :/

We may aalce here certain qualifications without impairing thé whole analysis* , 
Thus, the meat even after thé attained price stability in, tlie mid-fifties, . 
continues to ,be on the. list of the Mnistry of Commerce of commodities of the 
"necessities in scarcity". It. means, that there is. a "legal" n^imum percen
tage mark-up for traders operating as recognised businessmen* These maxima are
6 percent for wholesalers and 15 to 30 percent for retailers and,are varied :- ,. ■ , ■ ■.effective ; ■ also .according to .circumstances* The/a mark-ups are/relatively low.and have small:
variations compared: with those of other perishable farm commodities, (fruits,.
vegetables, etc,)* . It may be due partly to a relatively more .satisfactory
organisation in sector trading in meat (and other livestock products) but.not
entirely: to this factor, "Oius, prolonging the maintenance of animals (and to
some: , extent of dairy; products), if market conditions are currently unfavourable^
does not involve yrîsp} ;!y; ;high//: cost or deterioration as in perishable fam
crops* . It is accompanied, by some cost .due to thé fall in price because of the
age of the animal* . However, if the maintenance is relatively long the female.,
may produce, a-fact which can bvercoràpènsate the loss from the fall in price of
the female-mother* .///\\.\ .'/ '((''/(■ - ( (

The above seems to explain why the .inventories are/largely kept by st'ock-farmers; 
rather/than by traders (acting as purely ihtermediate means) *■' However, the 
laaintonance of animals by the farmers(cannot exceed certain limits in the short- 
run without further expansion of the size of holding. - ■ %'■

In fact, the actual percentage mark-ups exceed frequently the.legal ones, 
especially in retail trade,: given certain inefficiendes of the market, police ; 
and the rapid expansion of the demand for meat. In this way,, there is actually 
U profit,variability,/within.certain limits, which still,attracts the interest 
of traders as a stimulating factor to adjust the supply of meat to changing 
demand conditions. On the other hand, given that all the stock farmers are : 
virtually exempted from ihoome tax , the traders can, without serious difficulty, 
increase the purchase price on the invoice they issue, on which their mark-up- is. ; 
fixed.^ It must be said that iiiis flexibility has declined since 1955, after 
the Imposition of a transaction tax of 2 percent oh the value of slaughtered 
animals/ .: ^- . -'- "

3. k.A. Fox,■"Intermediate Economic Statistics", John Wiley & .Sons, Inc.
1968, p*532* . ' .

4* Center of Planning and Ecohomio Research, "Studies in Greek Taxation",
by G*P, Break and R* Turvey, Athens, I964, Oh.6*

5* By this way they could avoid income tax if the demand was paying theincreased,■ price*.....



animais paid by the prodiiqer and dediiotecl from the price paid by the trader.

Assuming that. the sum of- these ; two percentage mark-ups is oi, then the retail 
price will be,

■ . ^/(1 + ci)Pi| (13) ■
where ci «Moj, the fixed'percentage mark-ups including roughly 

' two stages of tràdè.. ' . '
This simplification‘may eliminate the need for simultaneous determination of 
demand functions at both farm and retail levels., We might, therefore, say 
that dealer demand at the, farm price level is equal to consumer demand curve 
at retail level minus the supply curve for marketing services that is, as if 
traders were not working bn'their own account* So-the domestic demand at farm 
level is strictly a derived demand. Given explicit functions for consumer 
demand'and for supply of marketing services, we can calculate the corresponding 
derived demand function at the farm level. The equation (ij)represents the 
marketing system as, transmitting consumer demand to the farm price level by 
charging: for costs aotuailly; incurred, This means that on an annual average
basis all ..marketing margins : change with, marketing costs# If prices rise
sharply relative’to marketing costs a fixed percentage mark-up will bring 
substantial, profits to farm distributorsi The ■ chances, however, for such an. 
event are not so great because of the freedom of imports.

The imports of meat in Greece have no quantitative restrictions and are carried 
out by thé importers - sometime!-. through intermediate agents* . The importers 
in most cases are themselves wholesalers, supplying meat directly to butchers 
or to wholesalers of,small turnover in provincial towns*

The goveihment to protect the domestic production of meat has imposed import
duties. ' The prevailing.import duties on value oif in 196.0 have been as follows
Duty on the imported live cattle and eheep-̂ goats for breeding or for 
slaughtering ia acoouhted to 15$ on their o.i.f* value; on live pigs, poultry 
20 percent; on. fresh beef, .rautton-goat 25 percent; on frozen or, fresh pork 
25 percent and on, dead, poultry 30; perbeht*

Duty on sausages is accounted to drachmas 12,60 per kg,, on salami drachmas.25.20 
per kg. , and on ham :60 percent., of its value* ■

w  :■ . ' ' / ' ' V  ' ■ '■ : '

6# See for a similar (treatment in K.A. Pox (I958). /



The above duties are "legal". In most cases only a percentage of them is 
imposed or they are abolished, as in the oase of frozen beef and mutton, if 
world prices inorease and bause great burden to. the Greek consumer. , Most of 
the duties are imposed as a percentage on the price of meat. This has, as a 
consoquence that when world prices (Pi) are increasing, the imposed duties raise 
the domestic price of meat more than if they, were imposed as a fixed amount on 
its price, as in the case of sausages and salami.. • , .

It is clear that the above ad/valorem tax .on imported meat has destabilising 
effects upon the meat prices in the domestic market, in the. sense that so much 
percentage of increase in the world price of ■ meat is further inoreased by the 
percentage of the duty, (say dĵ ) and secondly, by a mark-up on both above . 
increases (which is the same as for the.domestically produced meat o-̂) i.,e,

Pit Pub+"8i); (i: + oi) :(#)
where, , # th* piirchàeè prlhe of meat o.i.f. I’irae'Js.

Now, supposing' that there is no quality differential .between.imported meat and 
domestically produced onÇî.JPH can be substituted for in equation (15) and 
take the form

; P A  (1 + di) , ' ' . (15)
where * price paid to farmer

Although the:equation (1$)is not strictly true, because of (quality dlfferen- , 
tiationof the domestic from the foreign meat, it shows the way of transforming 
the changes in the meat world prices on to the farm pricesv which will affect 
future domestic production. It is mentioned here that the quality differen
tiation of imported meat is relatively low in . the case of . if resh;iime.at and is 
virtually reduced to .the imported frozen meati .

The indicated influence of foreign meat prices on post-war expansion of the 
Greek livestock sector is hot, however, left to work beyond certain limits 
because of the government's determination to sdbure domestic price stability and 
to protect the consumer's interests. Th-qs,, in the periods where foreign prices 
were rapidly increasing the Greek Government abolished entirely some.of these . 
duties, with resulting loss of revenue, with the intention to return later on 
gradually to the above levels again. Domestic meat prices Will be i* however# 
more directly connected with the foreign ones by the association of Greece with 
E.E.O* .Up to 1970 the barriers on. the following import, duties a.re expected to 
be dismantled according to the purposes, of thé association..
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The duties on live cattle, ‘beef, mutton and goats, pork and.poultry are. 
expooted,to ho reduced by 20 percent* The same reduction will prevail for 
sausages and: salami,_as. well. The duties bn ham will be reduced by 60 per . 
cent arid duties on sheep. and goats will remain as they are. Of course, the 
above, mentioned duties will be entirely abolished after thé full association 
of Greece With the: B*É,C* Ï-.
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■ s U P P î. Y. O F M E A T  % I N . G R S E. C E .

It, is'. known that, the, demand for meat was expanded by à rolatiyely high rate of 
inoreaee in the last two decades in Greec© without proportional rise in the 
demand for. particular méat items, i.e. it was' relatively rapid for veal, lamb, 
poultry imd beef, .

The question now/arises to what..extent this Increase in the,volume of demand for 
moat was satisfied by expansion of domestio, produotion and by imports* The 
fact is, that it was, met'in part by, imports and this creates>the problem why 
domestic supply was not;expanded/|>roportionaily to^final demand* ■ The first 
thing which wi 11 be. argued in.; this context is under what broad conditions thé 
realised expansipn in domestiq production/of meat took place (Ohapter V)i The 
position of thq livestock and méat production sector in the Greek:economy and 
the teçhhoipgical change;and expansion of meat produotion are also considered . 
in this context* , /:".'/'/•/.■.'■■■ - / -

Subsequently, we.; turn attention to a special feature of the expansion of domestio 
production of meat in Greece in thé last two/decades, that it aocruéd without 
appreciable inorease. in thé 'livestook population* ' / : .

Two main questions arise on this special form of sectoral expansion, why 
Greek stook-farmors have selected this alternative form of- output expansion by . 
keeping almost : stable their animal population and what were the main constraints 
which; liarapered domestic produotion to be in pace with final demand*

Both the way Greek farmers have selected ip the expansion of meat production and 
the size of this expansion wére affected by certain constraints of physical,? 
policy,and institutional nature* "Biere are not, of course, discrete boundaries 
of these constraints because of lack of- an objective criterion to where each 
particular factor belongs* However, this grouping is useful to specify the role 
of the main factors in the realised changes end the future problems for further 
expansion of meat production in Greeoe4 Thus, each of these three sets of :. 
constraints is.examined separately*. /'

Chapter VI deals with the physical Impediments of expansion of the meat sector 
in Greece. More specifically, it includes examination of the land by geo- ; 
graphic region (Section l)* Section 2 is devoted to the conditions of produc
tion of animal:feeds (pastures, fodders, and qoncontrates) and the main factors 
associated/' " / .'
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associated with the relative low rate of their expansion* Section 3 refers to 
partiotilar problems of methods of cattle feeding, the biggest animal and mostly 
demanded in. Greeoe in recent years, as we have seen already*

Examination of thé relevance of institutional factors, in meat production in 
Greece is carried out in, Chapter VII* Section 1 refers briefly to culture, 
traditions,' and education of stook-farmors in Greece as constraints to the 
expansion of meat production* Section 2 discusses the problems associated with 
the relatively small size of the livestock holdings in that country. The 
decision to include this section in this chapter rather than in the previous 
chapter was based on the assumption,that stressing attitudinal factors may help 
to better understanding the problems of the small unit size, without overlooking 
the relevance of land structure* Section 3 refers to the main characteristics 
of land tenure system and the main practices of fixation of rural rent in Greece* 
The main problems associated with hiring labour on a payment basis, namely of 
persons outside the family, are discussed briefly in Section 4* '

Chapter VIII outlines the main forms of government interference in the meat 
production sector, and concentrates on the possible effectiveness of each form 
in the light of the realized evolution in this sector* The next Chapter IX 
attempts to provide an interpretation of the growth of meat production and of 
animal population through time by geographic region* Particular attentlbn is 
given there on the possible relevance of each of the discussed already constraint 
to the change in the level and composition of meat production in Greece in the 
last two decades* \

A brief discussion of the main forms whiph the growth of, meat produotion took 
place (i*e* increase in the average weight, the fertility rate and the improved 
breeds) uhder relative constancy of the livestock population is made in Chapter 
X* The possibilities for both movement along.;with the production function axiàj 

cz shift of it. due to technological change are also examined in this context* 
Finally Ohapter %  contains forecasts on,meat(production and final demand in 
1975 end I960 on the basis of experimentation of this study and certain assump
tions about future rate of income growth, irrigation works, etc* A series of 
policy measures are then presented for the achievement of the, forecasted pro
duction tar^ts* These refer to problems^ of produotion and marketing of . meat 
and of animal feeds in Greece* ...
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mAT AND UVESTOQK SECTOR ' IN W  GREEK 3TOHQMY ' -

1. Domestio Production and Imports/ of Meat

The domestic production of meat covered j/overb two .thirds of the increase in 
the total.aupply of meat during thé period I95O-67 compared with 30 percent- 
attributed to imports of meat* . However, the annual ; average'rate of increase , 
of domestio production during the period 1950*67 was J ,1  percent as against 
17*0 percent 'of imports, The latter was due to the.relatively small size of ' 
imports in 1950# Tlie imports of meat represented 17*6 percent of the total 
supply of méat in 1950, : This share inoreaBèd to 30 percent in I966 and fell;
slightly to 26 percent in 1967, (Table V*l),

There are, of course, certain reservations as to the above pèrcentagesdüe to . 
the definition of supply of meat and of changes in stocks. The definition of 
meat supply differs from/the total volume of production of.meat or the value 
added(concept of national accounting* Specifically, the,meat .supply ie defined 
as produotion by the Ministry of . Agriculture, and-iholuctes animals'Slaughtered 
in their breeding commune and the corresponding weight after removing the skin, 
entrails, eto,, and animals slaughtered or sold for .slaughter;outside their 
breeding commune* , The meat weight of the latter, is estimated on the basis of . 
the average weight of the animle (slaughtered in their .breeding commune. It 
becomes therefore evident that the given, figure for ment .production (is the one 
obtained from the. slaughtering of indigenous animals. this
definition affects the content of the changes in stocks of Table 7.1, in the 
sense that they include (changes in stocks of .meat as a final (commodity in the 
hands of distributors, and not in the hands of stook-farmerb* > The same also 
happens in the imports of meat including only meat as a final commodity*
However, imports,and domestio supply are referred as percentages of total/supply 
and not of final demand to which they are directed, since, as is generally the 
case, there is lack of knowledge as to where, thé. changes in, stocks,come from.^

Apart from this/ kind; .of reservations the increase of imports of meat in , , 
absolute numbers and in their share to the total supply has been quite sharp 
.since I964 due to a relatively :rapid;rate of expansion of demand for meat, 
followed/.;- , _

1/ . O.É.C.Î)., op.oit. (1969). pp.19-20.
2, See W. Leontief, "The Structure ;of,American Economy 1929? Oxford 

( University .Press,, 1951. , : '■' / ( ■ ( ■ '/
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followed by no corresponding adjustment of the domestic produotion* Tiiis has 
made more acute the existing long-run problem of the sector, which can be ex
pressed in.terms of reduction of the share of domestic, supply of meat to the 
total supply from 87*4 percent during the' five year period 1950-54 to 85*3 perce 
in the period 1955-59, furthermore to 78,6 percent during the period. 1 9 and 
74 percent in 1967 (Table 7*1),

Otherwiseÿ. this problem can be.expressed, in the reduction of the average annual 
rate of increase of domestio production of meat from 11,0 percent during the 
period 1950-54 to 5,3.2 percent during the period 1955-59» to 7*4 percent during 
the period I96O-64 and finally to 4,5 percent during the period I965-68,

Greece makes a relatively high proportion of its imports of.meat from the 
countries of Latin America (58. percent in.. I964) end from Hew Zealand, in the fon 
of frozen meat, mostly beef and mhtton*. ' The proportion of imports(of live 
animals in;insignificant and is mainly calves for fattening, animals of improved 
races, or import of. lamb in seasonal peaks of demand in Christmas or Easter.
As to import of calves, they come by about half from Yhgo^lO'Via (48 percent in 
1966)̂  and secondarily from Switzerland and other countries*

3, Greece has been the second best customer of Yugoslavia since I965 
(After Italy) and the development Cf trade between the two countries 
seems likely to. continue. See 0,E,C.D,, (I969)i. p*20*
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2, - Livestook arid Meat Produotion in relation'with the Aprricultural.Sector,

A- brief disoussiori to the;relative poaitiorii of the liveetook in the. Agrioultura] 
Sector and the latter in the Greek ecoribny,;is expected to(be helpful in under
standing the problene of expansion of the.meat produotion in:.that country. ,
Greece is;today a small country with a total area of/I3i.9 thousand square kilo* 
meters of which ,90.. 9 thousand square kilometers! represent agribriltural area. : ' 
Greeoe,: is. also relatively poor iri natural resourceqV purtiquiarly, in land 
resources ; it does not have any special surface Or underground fesource in . .. : ; 
suffioierit abundance to serve as the .basis for development of a.leading modern

Greece ( being pfedominaritly . a .ffiountairipus.., country* has . an intermediate climate 
ranging from the. %ditérrariéan type (iri/̂  South and the Islands, to the tern- ■ 
perate type in thé/North. The soil is poor'in plant food,.especially in phps-, 
phprus and nitrogen.:;; Climatic and boil cbriditioris fàvoUr the Cultivation;of 
tobacoo(;vineyards# ralsinsy olives, êto.#.although large areas in the central 
and Northern regions seem equally.suitable for extensive grain production.

Population -denriî iy amounts in Greece to 67 persons per square kilometer# in 
1966,;.(arid;in' teî s; of arable;land''222*2 persons per square kilometer), compared 
with ;-43 persons in; Turkey( ;65 in Spain# 91 ih France#' 242 in Germany and 227 in 
thé United Mnÿlom*^,; / 5 percent of the total active .population is engaged in
agriculture' (1967) which is still'the dominant activity in Greece, accounting fo] 
22 percerit of Gross Domestio Product (I967)#'compared with 35•8 percent of- GDP 
in Turkey, l6*4/percent of GDP in Spain,;7*4 percent in France '(1966), 4,1 per
cent iri Germany ; and 3 *3 percerit in the : United Kingdom* ' The share of agricul
tural (sector in Greece/was steadily falling iri the last two decades, .(28* 7 per
cent of GDP in 1948) and for the first time fell below the product of the 
secondary sector in 1962 , (see Table 7.2*) '

Manufacturing Industry in Greece'is mainly the result of development iri,the 
inter-wai/;,.//- ' % / (  ̂ /

.4, This does riot mean, that we take the position that; the main factor of thé
'low :level of: development of /the Greek economy compared with other. Western 
•Europehri countries is attributed’to. lack of domestic mineral reso'uroes,

; /in view of /Other .hî  ̂ examples., / ' Irî^̂'f̂ GreeCe (export s, s t il 1 in
/ a rather crude form, much ■ of its. mineral production as many other back
ward Countries do (21^ of exports are.raw, materials (and minemls and ores

5. See O.E.C.D. "The .O^E.G.Dy Observory,;No.44, Febriiary#/!̂ ^
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infer*'wàr period, The, manufàotiiririg industries employ ahout 20. percent. of the

9^e majority of lai)Our force.in manufacturing Industry is employed in relatively 
small scale;establishments,/  ̂More ;than .half , of those engaged in manufaotuning are 
working' in establishments.with loss than 10 persons; only 20 percent work in 
farms employing SOiÿersons or mom . / ■ '  '/;;;' \\'/./ / /' ' /.';/,

Under the ;above : structure, àhd the low level of development of the Greek eoonbmy, 
apiculture contributes abbpt ti&ee-fourths of the total exports of pods (with 
fruits^ : .tobacco, arid cotton rep;resehtihg :on W  . 2j pèroent>; ■ 56,-percent and 10 ,.
percent respectively of total exports during the■. period.■ 195O-66), / This - compo-̂  ,̂ 
: sition of exports is also assooiated!with the domestic orientation of the Greek 
manufacturing industry and ân increasing balance'of .payments deficit, . tPhe ' 
composition of exports:has,not substantially changed since the last World War / 
except for the inclusion, of cotton*. ' Under thèse conditions the expansion,of , 
total exports;has been moderate, and gradual (7 percent' average anhual percentage 
increase rate during the,., period 19b4-"̂8) * us ; against à reiatiVely rapid increase . 
in imports (12 percent average/annual percentage increase .during the, period , .,
1954-68) , / , :  "/r//"///' 0 :;  ■/: ;■';'./. ;/;% '■/: ' -

Greece has, however, escaped from international crisis-up to date, thanks to the 
expansion of ..invisible receipts, .in the, form mainly of remittances of Greek' 
workers.abroad,' of Greek chipping, tourism, /etc*, and the expansion of, foreign 
suppliers credit, which has '/exceeded the foreign exchange reserves of the country.
sinoe:i965/:: V  ' ; y  ' ''//: '.' : -.y ,
The above trade balance problem is associated with the limits of rapid expansion . 
of exports under their present structure; in the :meantime, the expansion of 
imports- comes to meet partly tbe demand for the products, the domestic supply of 
which does-not seem to be properly : adjusted to demand requirements,., at least as / 
rapidly as, it possibly, could be* . Thus,/there is a gradual expansion of inven- 
tories of non^demanded agricultural.products,, such as wheat and tobacco, which
cminov: '/\.^y :::'y:-:/:.:/̂ ./̂ :::/̂  / "  '"/'/

As is, easily shown,. the ratio of the percentage of. output (say Ô.) and of, 
labour. ( say N )y employed in à : sec tor ,: ( i ) . equal s the, ratio of. the average y 
product: per man of. -this sector and the economy at large Ôi/O _ Oi/Nij

. f" i--.- o /s ' )Tlius/ the basis of : the above:numbers the average Output-Labour ratio in 
thé Greek .Manufacturing, sector is about one-and-a-half times as much of 

.. ... the average of the economy, while that of a^icultural sector is . less 
th^ half of it* ...i ' -'-/:- - ■

7* See ;Hational Statistical Service;, of Greece, Statistical Yearbook I969., .
■'..•. ■ - T a b l e .' : . \ .



cannot be/exported at the present world prices .and foreign exchange rate without , 
looses to the government:budget, This is partly diie;to.the:fact that the govern 
.mënt .supports the domestic.prices of'these commodities for the sake 6f the 
government * s incomes policy, ; y- y/:''/'L - '/ '

At the same time,, the expanded domestic production hfycertain, agricultural 
products,' (notably meat), and non-agricultural ones, such as consumer durables 
with relatively rapidly expanding.demand are satisfied at increasing rates 
through imports, This process was accelerated after'the'liberalisation of 
imports and the lack of quantitative' con trois; which liave held since 1955*;. This 
seems that '.t, has, preserved a relative price stability^; which was considered as. 
a main task by policy makers in Greece^ ... ,

The above situation is to some,extent reflected yin the composition.of Greek farm 
production (Table T,3) ' . ' ' / .'

y -, :- ;yy/yy. ™
. C0MP08ITW : b? A<mCd7WW:. OUTPUT V

, (Average of two .yèar periods)
(At constant prices

1949/50 1955/4 1957/8 1959/60 1961/2 1965/4 1965/6 1967/3

Crop Production^^)
Livestock Pro

duction
Forestry and . 

Fisheries:

75.0;

; 19.9?

;.5.1 ;

22V6; 

'■ .f5.0

71'9

25.1

.5+0

. :68.3, . 

6.4:1

/':25V6 

?.: 6.1

; 60.1 

; ;25i9.. 

.? 6»0

68.5

26*2 

/ -Â5.5

66.5 

28,2

TOTAL; AGRIGULTUBAL 
OUTPUT 100.0 100.0 100.0 ioo»q :ldO.O, loo.o loo.o iooio
(l) including anhual crops and trees.

' Sources: Center of Planning and; Economic Researchi Analysis '
; and Assessment of they Sconomio IBffoots- of the. ÏÏ,Si 

PL,480 iTogram in Greece,, Athens 1965,; Table. 45»'. 
p,71f - Lank of Greece, The Greek Economy 1968$

. /y -  :"y -Athens,\l969, Pil7*,.,: :

More .specificallyj : the share '. of livestock production, : although it has been . 
steadily.: increased since 1950» still/remains about half that of crop production 
Which/includes also wheat, and tobacco,. yMore specifically, livestock production 
in Greece accounts for less than, one third of-the final agricultural product, 
which is much lower than that among other couhtrieb listed in Table V,4,
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TABIJj] V.4 . .

LIY.ESTOOK PRQBÏÏCTIOU AS A PROPORTION
OF THE F IH A L  ■ A a R IC U L T m L  PRODUCT .

(Percentages) ■
Average 1956-58/1962-63

NORWAY 89 .2 / ^ ^ 54
IRELAND 88 ITALY 59
NETHERLANDS 77 SPAIN 55
AUSTRIA 74 PORTUGAL 55
FRANCE 67 GREECE 52(1)

TURKEY 29

(1) The higher percentage of livestock sector to total 
agricultural product for 1956-58/1962/65 period . 
compared with that of Table V.5* may be due to the
fact that p.E.G.D. has taken the value of livestock 
sector at current p r i c e s * . -

SOURCE! 0*E,C*D#., The development of the production of
beef and veal, Mediterranean countries of O.E.O.D., 
Dubrovnik 16-20 September, 1968, Paris 1969,
Mo, 25597, Tsble 4»P.15.! /



3, Interindustry Relationships of. Livestock:and lîeat Sector ■

Knowledge; on the intefihduetxy dependence of the livestock and meat production 
with other sectors of thé Greek economy seems useful to understand.the problems 
that the acceleration of meat production in the future has to face, Table V,5 
provides information on the interindustry relationships of the livestock sector. 
The data were taken from thcs'ev published by the Center of Planning and Economic 
Research, ’’Input-OutpUt Tablé of the Greek Economy for I96O". : This Table '
includes a total of 50 sectors among which the livestock sector has.been treated 
as, a separate entity.

The purchases by the livestock : sector from other sectors (inputs) have, been : 
estimated from coefficients, (per animal) based on information of the Ministry of 
Agriculture and information relating to sales of various other sectors and to 
imports (sales of industries producing animal feeds, imports : of animal drugs,

The Wheat and Gereala sector is the first in order of importance among the 23 
other sectors in the:supply‘of total inputs offering something less than one- 
third of the total interindustry demand;, .Evidently, this sector includes 
animal .fodders in the category of Cereals, > This incorporation seems to have 
been made in the Input-Output: Table for purposes of simplification on the one 
hand, and on the other, in view of the recent research to find economic and harm
less methods to feed animals.with ...the surplus of wheat. Total interindustry 
demand of the■livestock sector represents 45*9 percent of the total value of its 
■-supply, / . ■'%' " ' //,' ' ; . /

Another separate input, labour, : contributes about 17 percent to the Total value 
of supply and 33/1 percent of they total value added of the sector. However, 
given that the managerial and business function in this sector, as we shall see 
later on, largely coincides with the labour/ the total contribution of the 
faimers to the livestock'production is probably to be higher than that mentioned 
above. The difficulty here arises in the breaking down of the item ‘’Other 
Value Added" into interest charges, rents and profits (33#5 percent of the total) 
If one assumes, as seems reasonable under the Greek conditions, that the 10-15 
percent/ \ .. - , ''

1, There has previously been published, another Input-Output Table for the 
year 1954 by.the Director of the National Accounts Service, including , 
only 20 sectors with no separation ypf livestock sector from agricultural 

: ; sector as a whole* •' : - . :
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percent corresponds to Interest and rents, then the main problem is. how the 
18-25 percent of the total value of livestock production is allocated between 
thé ; producers arid ;the distributors, -

The remaining items of total supply are taxes (which include indirect taxes 
related.to the volume of production and of trade in particular goods and services 
paid to;the .central goverhmeht or to local authorities) and subsidies, 1,6 per
cent- of the total supply, : , \

: inP'U;tS. .
The share of imports GIF is only 2,4 percent of,; the total value;, of live stçâk/ 
Imports are generally classified in the sector which would show them as a 
principal product in their country of origin. As is. shown in Table; V,l*, the 
share of Imports in tons of meat is much higher than the referred to above in 
the Input-Output Table, as it includes also imports of live animals, a pro
portion of which are slaughtered within the year they are Imported, If the 
value of live animais were included in the imports» the contribution of them to 
the total revised value of supply would account for 5,24 percent with a parallel
reduction in the shares of other, items of total supply, A part of imported
meat is also froaen whioh has also included ,in/.the.Input-Output Table,

Ho attempt has been made in the Input-Output Table to split importe into compe
titive and non-competitive, given that the imports of livestock products are 
mostly compétitive*. ; . . . . . '

The value of imports does not include,, on the other hand, trade and transportation 
margins within the. country, since they are included in the inputs from the 
relevant sectors. Imports, therefore, according to this treatment, are distri
buted to; users; (final or intermediate) along with the domestic supply of the 
same product.

The livestock sector distributes its output to 17/other sectors of the economy* ; 
The total output of the sector ..is so defined to incorporate: (a) production for
sale» (b) production for the sector itself,; and. (c) production for final con- -
sumption. The intermediate demand of other sectors covers 65,9 percent of 
total output of the livestCck sector, . .This' percentage is mainly attributable ., 
to the classification of. slaughtering of animals and milk industry/, as separate 
.entitiesi Specifically, in the case of intermediate demarid, ;the foliowing-sectors 
contribute in order of importance (in terms of percentages to total intermediate 
demand) , VegetableC •pector,.18*3 percent, Wheat and other Cereals 18 percent» . , 
Milk Industry 17*7 pOrcent, Slaughtering of Animals 17*6 percent, etc.
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The intermediate output of the livestock sector# which is used as input to most 
other sectors, includes mainly manure (used in the cultivation of vegetables, 
fruit trees, vineyards, olive trees, etc.) as well as the value of the work of 
animals (mainly ploughing and transportation services). It must be noted here 
that the; working animals which offer ploughing and transport services to the 
livestock sector, are mostly owned by the' individual stock'farmers and constitute 
am ’’imputed': input to the livestock sector (under the. item livestock) * Also for 
the same reasons the output used as manure, ploughing and transport:servicesvby 
the "Vegetables" sector, by other agrioultuzral products and by the farmers them
selves is also "imputed"* , ■

However, it is difficult to separate the, above services of the animals as a 
distinct item of the Value added; therefore, within the "livestock", as a 
separate sector, the value of the work of animals is taken as a part of the. 
sector's output, which is sold as an input to other sectors.

The direct final demand# under the aforementioned classification, consists of 31*9 
percent of the total final demand* This final demand includes also private and 
government consumption* If the slaughtering of animals (which represents 17*6 
percent ;of total, intermediate demand) is included in the direct demand, given 
that the share of transformation by the Slaughtering sector is relatively small 
compared with the total value of meat, the share of consumption to total demand 
for livestock products would increase to percent'. Including also other dairy 
products into final consujnption, this percentage would rise even more. The 
final demand also includes ihvostment, ie. capital assets (new building, vehicles, 
plant, machinery, other equipment) either for replacing or adding to the stock 
of existing capital assets. The share of investment in; livestock.sector, 1*6 
percent of the value.of the total demand, consists of new stalls, cheese dairies 
and repairs.

Lastly, the final demand includes exports of .21 percent of the value of total 
demand* Specifically, these exports include mainly dairy products (90 percent) 
and secondarily live animals not producing meat, i.e. asses, horses, etc,;I 
(10 percent).
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1. Nature ' of land //// -///-:

In' view of: the fact that almost half of Greek territory is mountainous; (.Table ..
?I*l) t column .2») it :he,ems to have been a potential constraint to meat production. 
As we remémbèr,.however, livestock.production represents; today, only.aboiit one- / : 
third, of the total output of the agricultural sector*:. We observe also from 
Table/VI *1 (column A/), that some 36 percent of plain area-.is . cultivated -by 
animhl fodders and the pastures cover almost the total mountainous area (column 
3)* This seems ; to suggest.'that .pastures, are, mpstiy rough grasings and-animal .' 
fodders, production is" impeded liof 'only by; plain areas but also .by some compe- ; v 
tition between fodder crops.and: food crops for human consumption (almost two- 
thirds of plain land is devoted to other than fodder crops)*: ■;/ / /

IBië conclusion; that, the total area of , pasture land is :mountainbuB, where no :
other opportunity exists ..except stock farming/ seems ; to be supported by the fact. ': 
that the order of proportions of pastures to total land by region (column 3) is
closely corresponding with the proportion, o£ mountainous : to total: land by: region .
(column 2);/̂ ../.. ;./ '' /;/'.::./" -r/" -I

Moreover, in itwo: a relatively plain areas., namely Thessaly andMcedonia tho 
proportion of thct plain land which is used for fodder production is relatively . 
low, naJiiely below the'country average of; 55*7 PQ^GQut (oolun^ 4)* ; It means/,
that in places where thé farmer; can have a choice .and the possibilities for 
specialisation are relatively high» , livestock production - seemingly, has not . 
offered yet an attractive alternative*

The regional; land structure seems to:be somewhat related to the proportion of 
. livestock sector to total.agricultural; output of; each region, ; A comparison 
of columns 1 and 2 of Table VIil in ; ternis of order of magnitude seems,to indi-; 
oate that the .percentage shares of the livestock sector in; the total agricul- ;
tural product of each region are on^g^in,part related to:the proportion of : ;
mountainous to total land*.': %us/ out of nine regions, (Storea Hellas, Epirus 
and Aegean Islands) have a correspondence in these perOentages ,; namely both 
percentages higher than, tho country average, : In the relatively fertile 
■ m q e d d n i d / ' . :/: y :: :: : ' .'r"/;/'/:: /:/.
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Macedonia both percentages are below the country averages while the ratio of ; 
livestock to ; total agricultural output in the other plain region, Thessaly, ap- 
proach# the .country average* This seems misleading since it is affected by 
the relatively high share of livestock to. total agricultural output in the 
mountainous west part jof that region. /// The three relatively plain, regions, 
Macedonia, Thessaly 'and T hr a c e. vjith.. proportion of mountainous land well below 
the country avera^ (column 2) - '  ̂have .VioWér . than .'the .country,
.average proportion; of livéatook output (column l), , . . ,

We reach the conclusion that the share of the livestock sector - and likely of 
meat productioniwhich is about half of it to the agricultural sector is .
: relatively ICvr in. the relatively flat regions of Greece, despite/indications.. . '. ' - ./ . . meat : ; - . ' •' ■ .'■ - ' ' ■ ■ ' ; ■■of relatively higl/production,; in-these regions* Tiie question Ltherefore, ■
. .i.aris.éS'/t3, wîiy the relative raté of .expansion of fodder; production was not
higher than it was ■particularly in, these regions is possibly associated; with
various problems of-the-production and trade ;of animal fodders* Consideration
of these conditions of production of feeds consists of the task of the next few
paragraphs*. . .. ■'• ' ''
2;-,.Animal. FeedW : . ■
.Pastures ' . .; : \ A  .
The indicated relatively.low expansion of fodder production in plain'areas still 
gives pastures:a leadlhg- part in the feeding of livestock :although their share 
to total livestock feeds is decreasing through time (Table Vl.2) ‘ ’
. : ?: - \ iA., . . TABLE VI*2  ̂ : _ . ' '

: .:pmOENTAGB DISTRIBUTION : OF ' : LIŸE3TOOK / BIKDS '
- IN 1969. 1966// and/ 1970 . -

.'' '■ ; / : ^  ;:i266 /'■
'/./,■'/msTmEs;/***. ■*.*:',.̂ **, ./*̂  -'67/5 .' ;6i*()̂ 52,7

100.0 lop.0 100*0
(1) 'Provisional Estimates, .See Appendix Bi TablaBl 

;'-/?(2) ; Including Concentrates aod bŷ  ̂ ,
; ; Sources; Ministry of Agriculture » Program of Livestock 
; ; Sector, by A* Karadounia, Athens, 1965*
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The total pasture grassland covers about.55 million stremaias with annual grass 
production, on average ,,250 kgs* and 540 kgs* per streima .from the mountainous 
and plain areas respectively* The relŝ tively high importance of pastures seems 
to be associated with the realised stability of animal population in.recent 
years* Thus, reliance on grass means that an increase in■population may force 
stock farmers to sell their stock under unfavourable ternVs to avoid starvation 
of the.animals in case of unexpeotedly bad weather conditions* This uncortaint; 
could be reduced of course if supply of fodder was increased and the trade of 
them was organised. .

The relatively high proportion of pastures in mountainous areas must have a 
direct positive effect on per unit cost of aieat production^An additional 
factor to cost seems to be the fact that re-seeding of permanent pasture is not 
practised to a large extent* Little fertiliser is on the other hand applied
to pastures except in some: areas in the plains. Pastures suffer moreover, 
from weed infestation, brush-intrusion and erosion from water and wind*
Clipping and other mechanical or chemical controls of weeds and. brush are seldom 
practised* : ' . , -

A great deal has,.therefore, likely to be done, in terms of benefit of grass, 
which will enable'substantial savings to be made on the relatively costly 
.purchases of concentrates* . -

The improvement invthe use of pastures hnd the more extensive use of fertilizer 
is going to increase thé yield per stremmaf . the existing possibilities seem to 
be proved by the fact that a test carried out by the Agricultural Banlc of Greece 
by dividing a pasture-land in three equal, parts of which two were fertilized, 
gave the following results* the fertilized ones yielded 500 kgs* and 400 kgs. 
of grass each against-100 kgs. from the non-fertilized part . Parallel improve
ments would be made by brush intrusion to protect the grass, from dryness and by 
cleaning the pastures from weeds* These improvements might.'also reduce the 
size of seasonal variation In gras's production' and the consequent malnutrition 
of animals during the whole year because of the relatively low purchase and use
of/

1. The opposite seems to happen in the.case of United Kingdom namely 
that .grass is relatively cheap compared with most other feeds.
See Hamilton, K*A*■Horae.Feed Resources for Livestock, Agriculture 
in the British Ecohoriiy,' Proceedings of Conference# ed* by Sir J* 
Scott V/atson, March/ 1957, Table 4»'pag® 3.61*. ; :

2. T.G. Tralcas, "It is necessary and potential the coverage of dairy 
products deficit". Economibos Tahydroraas, 9th February, 1967,
P.13. ■ .
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of fodders* ,

Regarding the management methods of pastures in.Greece, one ney say that there 
is laok of a systematic mahagement in any literary sense. of the te:m* Particu
lar mention might 'be made of the absence of any practice of cutting the grass 

for feeding the'animals which may not he. possible for mountainous areas, 
but not impossible for semi-^mountainous and'plain areas if fertiliser is going 
to be applied*:

There,is also a lack of any system o f periodic fallow of grass land. Over
use of grass land by more than the appropriate number of animals results in 
the consequent underfeeding of animals*

According to some estimates the use of pastures consists in 85 percent of the 
feeding of small animals (sheep-goats), 54 percent of cattle, some 4.0 percent, 
of pigs, hens and rabbits and 58 peroont of the feeding of asses, mules and 
horses , These percentages are, of course, a matter of gradual change and 
to/1 some/., ".extent indicators of the relatively limited amount of stabled 
livestock production and the low average,number of cattle per holding*
Fodder Production
.Domestic Fodder, Production.achieved an increase of 50 percent between 1954 and 
1968 as a result of relatively high increase in the average yield (26 percent)

■ and to a smaller extent in the rise of cultivated by fodder area (20 percent).
Table VI*5» This represents ah average annual rate of increase of fodder 
production of about 4 percent compared with rate of growth of 4*5 percent of 
green production* /

At the same time we had imports of fodders mainiy of . maize, barley and oats 
. from the ' U*S*A* on the -basis of the PL 480, The' imports of these feeds have 
represented an obviously,increasing ratio of the 'domestic production of the 
maizo and barley (Table. VI*4)'. V ■. " ‘ .,

,. It is,. of course » difficult tOsay whether the imports of maize and barley,
which represent almost‘20 percent of total domestic production of feeds, 
through.the PL 4^0 have had. a restraining effect on their domestic production; 
The factors of domestic production of these two end . of other feeds are too 
many to isolate,the net positive, or negative effect.of each on its expansion, 
•First, this was a period of relatively, rapid rise'in thé .average yield per 
stremma/ ■’

5* Ministry of Agriculture, "Program of Livestock Sector", by 
/ A*6* Karadounia, Athens, 19&5* PP*98-99* '
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mODUOTION OF LIVIÈTOGK :FODDm'^/ INDIOES
; " ( Xri Thousand. j Tons) ;

1954 i960 '::Ï965V: 1966 VI967V: 1968 V: ■;
1? m i m  •/■ ■.•/:. ■ ;282\'/VW-' ;.sV:558-' V 147.6 /'2,;BAaW: '• '/::25ÿT'■■ -252':/>V412'-';', 658 ' 859 487 / 209.0 /.

' :"159:/ 149: //i50::'V167V, 153 V: //99 66,0.

■,4i.FODDER LBOÜMBJS 'i/ 55 '" .■.,,69''- "38":'/:V'y7lV.Y 55V ''fv: 151.4,
A*:;in:ik;;(1;-,4). 'Ü //105V W i # : ; ,/177 V lcio if 150:/ - /V '150.0/.-; ;

HAY F W l  LEmmS. ■ \-':l27/ /'.W'V / 479::VV:'416'j V-3q6::': V: 240.9 V
6* BAm#Y,\OATS : : -158:: -:/l50V::'V''1̂7:y;i:i6p-/"'IKV:- -:;V.Vibi$r'.;
T* ALFALFA 596. V 959 : :3i406;' 1480::. V 435*5 ,
8*..HAY,FROM 1602 ' 2075:;V1616V- 1627 V1812 1648 V 1028.7 V
3/.;inm"(5 «' 8) : " \i:■: .loa:::- 140 VV145V: -15f'VV:.i78.' :V 161 V :y; 151,0 .

A, + .B.̂ IÏ̂ DBX̂ (■1 -va),:; 100 152 M : ; : /V160"" - 182 /V 158.0 V;

Souroess .. Center, of Planning and Economie Researoh, 
"Analysis and Asseasment of the Economic Fffeets. of . 
.the.ÇiS* PL 480 Program' in Greece"/ Athens 1965? ; ' 
Table 4*17? National Statistical Service of Greece,; 
Statistical :Xearboofe 1968, Table VIII* 7 » pSG, 
Monthly : Statistical Bulletin, April 19,69 / Table 27, ' 
Bank of Greece, : The Greek: Economy I968, Athens I969?
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TABLE V
■ M m o m r BL 480, 1955-68.

AND, TIME RATIO ' : TO Dotffisrac .PKODÜCTIOS/;/.,■' :(in .Thousand Tong)

.YEAR . ■
./V/' .: M.A / ' "B A  R i. É T : ; , ; t  A T s ;

,. . . .Ratio.to 
Domestic 

Imports Production ./Imports
Ratio to 
bomestio 
Production Imports

Ratio to
. . Domestic/; 
Production / •

. 9/4 ■ ■/■VV 16*6 10/6
, 1956 ^ ... / o u  ;;; r. 8;7':;. :? 21i4 ; / 7.8 5/3 :  ̂̂ v:
, 1957 V . ':9n . 2.5.: ■\ V-l/oV: : ' 6*1 /'""'. .3/2 V-,
: 1958 . 27.8 i,?OU : - 7/6 12*4 ::. ';7Vl
1959: : : : - 57,5 19 ,'6 :16.'7 ' .7.7//,:.: : 6,0 '// - 4/3.
i960 73.3 . 26V0 . :/34,5v;' '\i4/8v::_ /.; ■■

, 1961 94*3;.; 34.-9 ; 29,6 ■ :'12/6 ■
1962 /■■..120;6' :; : 45.3 :: ..48.8g ■/■•■ 19.4 Y y'.

".1965V. / . V. 130^4 ..: 40,4 ::: ,21.9 ;, 9.0
1964 V 145.0: '50.0 : : 62.5- 22.5 . .
1965 161.1 ., 55,6; .: 9.4 .. 22»8 V ■ .,'V.-.* ;
1966 Y '270,Q./V, 83,6 58,2 V 9.1 \ .
1967 274.9 V 81,4 . 1.6 . : ,,2,.;'V-
i960, , 153.1 : 40.8 .: ,02 . -

Sources: Oentér of Planning and Eûoùomie Research*""Analysis
and. Assessment: of the Economic, Effects of .the U.S.; PL480 Program 
in Greece"/; by G. Goutsoumarié* R.M. Wostebbe and-others, Athens* 
1965* Table 4/l8, p*98* Ministry of Agriculture, "Program'of 
Livestock Sector",, by.A.G. Karadounia, Athens, 1965, p.104, 
National Statistical Service of Greece, Monthly Bulletin of 
External Trade Statistics, Decembejp/ 1965’̂68; . . V
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stremma of .most crops inoluding animal feeds* However, r>nly. anlmali: feeds
were subjectod to 'comuétitiont of the PL 480. Y. '

TMs 'competition* does not operate on comparable terms'.as price changes seem 
to indicate* Thus, as Table VI* g, shows,, the price of. PL 280 mise has fallen 
relatively rapidly between 1954 and 19<$2 comparad with the price of domesti- 
oally produced maize* ‘ This .seems that ikYhas buv/i contributed to some fall 
in the market price of domestic maize, and..therefore possibly to the rate.of 
growth of its production * :, ; y : \ -- ' :

The likely sensitivity of domestic production of maiso seems to'be shown in 
partYby the fact that in the period 1956-57 when the'domestic production fell 
due to weather conditions# the imports happened to fall too# : . The resulting . 
increase in prices hag been associated.with relative' rapid:rates of expansion 
of the domestic production in the period 1958*59* In the year I96O, when thé. 
domestic supply fell because of iinfavotirable weather again, the mechanism was 
not left to work since prices were not left to rise because of a sharp rise 
ill imports of maize and barley (Table VI#5)̂  ’ ; > . . v '

The expansion of domestic fodder production m w  bavo been restrained by the 
Imports ttoough PL 480 in view of the relatively higher rate of increase of 
domestic production (1954-1963) of those animal feeds (5 - 8 of TableYVi,5) : 
which have not corresponding imports through PL 480; However, apart from 
PL 430 there are also . other/factors, restraining'the domestic production of 
feeds: and appearing as difficulties in a swing' away:from other agricultural 
crops, notably wheat,/ ' Y ; Y 'Y Y  .

Table VI*.6,gives an,estimate of the incomes realised from cultivation of one 
stremmd by alternative crops,-'i.e., wheat., cottpn, and'animal, fodders - barley, 
oats/ com # given'their .relative goverhment'protection in I962-64 period*
This eatimato of course takes into account the: .existed at the time subsidies, 
the avera^ yield per stremma, and the prices paid to producerg. The compa
rison seems to answer the question why domestic production of feeds has not 
boon increased at :,a/higher rate* , . "

It/ , 'V : "./y y-:..' , .

It seems, therefore, to create doubts on the assertion that PL 480 
fodders are, likely of better quality than the domestic ones which 
have■ contributed : to expansion of stabled livestock in Greece,., See 
G* CoUtsoumaris et al*/op*oit*, p*95# .As we shall see later on 
there are indications that the expansion of. stabled livestock was 
at a particularly low rate. . y -
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_ : , , . TABLE ; ¥1*5 ' ' \
AVERAGE WEIGÈHm ' PBIQES. . FOR DOMESTÏQ AND : IIMPOHTEB 

XÏViÜSTOGK FODDER. ' . (1954-1966)

• (in Dollars per Ton)

/ ..M A I K É ’. B A R L B Y , :: O A T S   ̂ Y
■ .YEAR ' . Domestic. Imported Domestic Imported *Domestic Imported ,

1954 73.0 81*3 69,0 72*0 66*0 ^ '
1955 70*0 76*7 75*0 . ’-/ 67*3
1956 81.7 77/3 82*0 78*0
1957 81.:5-/" .80*3 81*7 78,3 ***
1958 ; 72*0 60*3 66*7 47$ 63*3
1959 ; 68*7- 67*0 : ' 69*0 59*3 Y  64*7
i960 , 68*7 67*3 71,7 .. : 67*3 : 75*7

■ I96I 68*7 /''/70i7%
Y;;6l*G -. . . .  :":7X/P'Y ■/56*7 73.31962 , Y %;:3' .' ' /Y72/7:, / 67*7 69*0

1963 73.6/;/-:'Y:'61,4 ■ / 77*0 ' 71*1 .79*3
1964 ' ' 76*6 ■'/,66*1 / 79-3 66*8 83*7
1965 88*0 66*7 83*0 54*1 83*1
1966' - • ■ '■ Y ,.G4.3 Y YY74^1 / ...76*0 74.1 80*0

Sources; Oenter ofyPlanning Eqpriomic Research, "Analysis and 
Assessment of thé BcohéD&o Bffeots'̂  ̂ the U*S/ PI 480 Program lu 
Greece", Athens, I965* Table 4*19, P*100* Bank of Greece, The/ 
Greek Iiioonony, I968, Athens I969, p,19, National Statistical Service 
of Greece, Monthly Bulletin of Iibcternal Trade Statistics, Decem’ber, "
1963-1966* . y'/'-' ; : ;

' . . ’ ' 'Y /'table ; '¥1,6 //"'/
■:ESTIMATED ':'GRbs8 A/RsmmE p#:. s i m m i  

, OF ' ALTAmTim ' USE "OF'/ ' W  '
. ; (in hraçhraàs) . / ' .. .

. ,Y#R ;. SOFT . . WHEAT COTTON OATS AIAIZB BARLEY

1962 ' 584 ■ "'-4:. - . 481 / /?336 .’. 317.:'/ 402
1963 poo , 424, 363 356 452
1964 650 598 : , 414 429. , 460

Source; ,Center of Planning and Economic Research, "Agricultural 
Subsidies", Athens I966, p,40 (data taken from the Î-Ünistry of 
Agriculture), ■
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It is possible to say with the least tincertainty that the domestic production of 
fodder had more than one obstacle to face'. However, it is not known if one was. 
absent how less-deoisive the other would be. It may be noticed, for instance, 
that the prc^uetion of other non^imported fodders has .risen relatively fast, 
following .a similar pattern of their .prices paid to the producer. This has
happened recently in the case of Alfalfa (Table VI;?).*.' '

A contributory factor to the expansion of fodder production against these 
obstacles may have,been the short and long term credit granted by the Agricul- - 
tural Bank of Greecb for this purpose

Concentrates . .
Concentrates are fed, mainly to cattle, mostly as. simple mixtures rather than as 
complex ones* They are usually prepared by grei-ns of. corn, barley* wheat and 
oats; There are also concentrates made from by-products of flour industry 
(wheoi screenings), of seed-oil industry (linseed calces, cotton̂ -seed calces), and 
of sugar industry (sugar-beet tops and leaves),

The grains of corn, barley, wheat and oats for, making simple concentrated mixtures 
are partly produced by the stock farmers themselves, or are supplied by the free 
market or by the Agricultural Bank of ; Greece* Tho by-products of different
industries are exclusively supplied through the free market.

Some research is carried,out;by the Ministry of Agriculture on the results of 
various grain mixtures, particularly of wheat and barley, containing also protein 
supplements and vitajuln,additives* The number of industries producing complex 
mixtures is limited (ll private, 21 co-operative, small preparatories and 58 
preparatories exclusively for poultry industry).

The annual production of mixture'producing industries has been as follows since 
^9608; / I960 * *.,... *. * 70.»00Q, tons

: I96I . 80,000 "
1962"....;*/..* 100,000' " ' '
1963 130,000 I";

: ; 1964 170,000 "
1965 2X5,000 "

In 1965 the livestock sector had consumed simple concentrated mixtures, maize, 
barley/ -

5. For'the oredit-subsidy scheme applied in that case, see Oh.VIII*4<
6. It is estimated that 9O percent of their production is fed. to the 

Poultry industry.
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barley, wheat, oottoriéseed uà-kes, etc, |:1,500 thousand tons, and in the, form of 
complex concentmtes only; 215 thousand tons, ' . The i%latlvely mpldly'inoreasing 
demand is not easily covered by the existing operating small-scale industries 
without moderhising them or establishing- new ones*'? Y

OattlQ Feeding in Greeoe :Y/ Y. -
A few words need to be said about the cattle feeding in Greece, given that:the .. 
share of veal-beef seems to have an increasing importance in the future, expansio: 
of meat production, . On the other hand,' the feeding of cattle presents higher, ; 
spécialisation compared with that of othor animals# Over half of the total . 
feeding of cattlo rëlieb on pastures wîîich. coyer an aroa; of 15 million: stremmas ; 
of rough grazing which, produce about 5 * 5 million. tons of grass • . %irtheraiore, 
about, 700 thousand stremms are used for pemianent/grazing which produce about 
800, thousand tons of.grass. These proportions are -indicative of high costs ■ 
of,chttlo feoding: in. view of the-observed management of ; pastures .in Greece,*

Tlie relatively high Y use of: pastures indicates furthermore low use of cowsheds ' 
which reduce the rate of rise in weight, includes relatively high labour costs, 
and ; malces cattle vulnérable to diseases. In view of the relatively Mgh cost 
of fodders compared with grass and, the relat.ively small size of the cattle 
holdings in Greece# as we Shall see later on# exclusive promotion of stall-fed . 
cattle does : not appear. a,s a reasonable, suggestion for removing the above situa
tion and hcoelcratIng the expansion of C E i.ttle  production# ..,;'Orgariisation of . 
.semi-stalled livestock ; and coniplementEiry use of pastures'.and fodder in different 
seasons appear as .appropriate .solution* i-.- •. % The; problem of supplying 
additional .amounts of fodders seems to have particular importance for.such 
■improvement, to take, place. / :. v - - v-- , ;YY::-,.

The baby-oalves in Greece after their birth are fed exclusively with natural 
milk by natural hr by artificial ;suokling for about, three, mon the except for: 
dairy industries near big tiilk consumption centres which keep them for only 
three to foua:; weeks# - ,.The = feeding with natu#l ; milk is relatively expensive» 
given the existing structure of'relative prices for meat and milk in/Greece#
As has been shown, about 10 kgs. of hattiral milk are. needed to produce 1 kg*

7* "Economj.kos Tahydramos", (weekly published economic .newspaper) 
: 2nd March/. 1$67, N0V306, :Y. ' 'Y/Y'"

8. See-Ministry of Agriculture "Summary Report on Production and 
OonauBiption of Cattle Heat, in Greece", Athens, I968, pp. I6-I7,
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of livouelght of calf^* Y The feeding of baby-calvos in the moimtainotis regions 
takes place almost excltisivély with natural; niiIk, because,, the'.transportation; 
services there are very poor;-for delivery of the milk to the market. ; The 
utilization of suckling cows in areas distant from consumption .centres is not 
a well br^nized business yet in Greece» This is related to the disproportions! 
expansion of milk production which.seema that hoo led Greece on the verge of 
overproduction of milk. .Therefore» in planning to allot priority to meat 
production this practice may be oonsidered as.a potentiality; It is.borne in
mind that milk production, vdll expand in the future parallel with the expansion•/ - . ' . In '■ ’■ .,■■■, . . , . - ' , . ..of meat sector • •

Of the calves kept for ; fattening, some are fed with skimmed milk by artificial y
suckling. The skiramed .milk: is fed warm to calves about .35-37^0* . By this /
method, which is still not.so widely practised in Greece# the milk is,processing 
into butter and the beef-type .calves are considered as a by-product of dairy 
operation* The quantity of skimmed milk by which the calf is fed, is at the. 
beginning.equal to, 1.0-12■ percent of its;liyeweight» . increasing gradually .to =
15 percent and after# to 20 percent of its liveweight;

The results of feeding the baby-ca3.ves witli .skimmed milk, enriched with vitamin 
additives in the place of fat# have; been considered; very satisfactory* At 
first, two Italian Agriculturaiis.tB .deaiing with animals, Usuelli, and .Piana, 
applied this method of feeding. The; results of their experimental research ; 
(University of l'Élan) have been the following:̂ !̂
(a) A calf fed with natural milk was 1; -sn gaining 850 gT* daily, while the 
other fed with skimmed milk. was..gaining 900 gr, (average weight of first ten 
weeks); : - /
(b) The increase of live weight of calves ..by 1. kg; needed ll kgs* of natural 
milk, while for.the same/weight it needed ,14 kgs; of skimmed milk;;
(c) A wide.range of diseases was fully avoided with.feeding with skhnmed-milk, 
because of the effect o,f, yi-tamin additives in the place of fat* ■ ■
(d) The meat of calves fed-with skimmed milk contained lOss fat and, so it was ' 
preferable* '

9* This was proved in the experimental Station for Livestock, of Mian.
It is expected that about the same happens^ in the Greelc Livestock,
■ given that the climate and soil conditions of two countries are .

. similar. , ' /Y-/". // "Y;:- : Y /, //- : /
10. See O.E.O.D., (1969), p*4Q,
11. .'G. Theophanbus, "Systematic" Feeding/of Animals", Athens# I96I, pp.79-81
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After the v/eaninig time, . xdiich, ranges between four to six months# the improved 
calves are’fed in experimental, stations in Greece,with special ration for. 
fattening# consisting of 4^6 kgs, of concentrated food and 1-2 kgs. of alfalfa.'
A minimum of 1 kg. -per day is the target of these experiments. YJhen the calves 
have fully grown in a year?s time, so that, they do not need foods rich in nitro
genous .matter, their ration for further fattening contains feeds rich in hydro- 
mt© matter# which.causes mainly fat. , ‘ ,

Fattening by stock farmers takes place mainly.in pastures and sometimes# when 
the pastures are poor# is completed'with various concentrated fodder or rarely 
with mixtures. Unfortunately# the stock farmers do not frequently give the 
cattle the necessary ration for fattening so that,the: time for fattening is 
extended and the feeding costs increase Of course, this is mainly due to 
the lack, of pioper fodders in certain regions, on one hand, and on the other to
the lack of information about the proper feeding*

Dairy cows are fed with fodders rich in nitrogenous, matter (alfalfa# clovers# 
cotton seed cakes# linseed cakes, etc.) necessary for increasing milk production, 
The relation between -fodder with nitrogenous matter and without must be one- 
fifth to one-ninth# i.e. in the 9 kg. of ration, the one kg, at least must con
tain nitrogenous substances* Besides,this, the cow.must be fed with green 
fodders # given that Q? percent of cow milk contains water arid she needs a lot of 
water and to eat'fresh’green fodders rich in water as well. .

• The problem of watering of cattle is especially important partioulariy during 
the summer drought whén cattle as well as: other animals are driven for watering 
to.the ‘nearest river or in the private wells, v/hich may be a .long distance from 
the pastures* Given that the latter areusually fragmented in small scattered ■ 
plots# the additional walk for watering reduces further the conversion rate of 
food and increases labour costs * In these terms the watering of animals adds
one more constraint to the expansion of livestock population.

12. G * Theophanous, op.cit.# p.97#
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■IKSTIOTIONAL. FACTORS : /'•

There seem to be a series of/institutional and attitudinal factors which, are .
associated with the, realised expansion of.meat production in Greece and the
form it has taken place Y' by keeping relatively stable, the livestock
population. As is. known# value and institutional factors-have been already ! 1 considered as noticeable impediments of economic development , Their role,for
the development of the livestook sector and meat production has also;preserved
attention in various occasions .

Problems of definition and classification of institutional factors are taken 
here for granted. More specifically, only the seemingly more important factors 
of institutional nature -for meat sector are talcen here* Such factors include 
traditions and education of stock farmers# size of livestock holdings# land 
tenure system and labour Hiring; Reservations might refer mainly to the size 
of holdings in view of the fact that physical,conditions also affect that size* 
HovyeVer, it might be said that given'the physical conditions the livestock 
holdings might have had quite different size uiider different institutional 
settings* .
1. Traditions , and . Education of Stock-Farmers
The livestock sector in, Greece, has a traditional character and as supîi coiiati- . 
tutes a part of the way of life of the Greek farmer* : This factor is related to 
tho conditions of livestock production and its postwar expansion. This is 
alleged to hinder, the growth of rapid structural or marginal improvements to 
,the.extent the relative/price structure might justify. . Therefore, this is a 
ppoblem of psychological inertia,which, however# seems to.; tend gradually to 
recede as production conditions change#

A rather strong' incentive for changing-the *x̂ ay of life* is tlie higher standards 
of living in towns gradually Imown to farmers. The effort to expand the so- 
called non-oommitted expenditure in consumer; durables (demonstration effect) 
inducesfor finding ways of increasing the yields and the income of the stock 
farmers*. This seems to be one of the factors that promote gradually more ratic 
nalisation in the Greek;livestock sector.. . / . ■ <

W  ■ Y  -, ■ ' '

1, C. .Wolf# Jr. "Institutions and Economic Development", B, 01<un and R.W. 
Richardson#: Studies in Economie;pevelopraënt# H.Yi# 1$62

2. É.M. Garpehter, "Abattoirs and. Marketing", O.E.C.D.: (1969)# op.cit.YÿaperYvii, \
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The aearoh'for better, living/has. Initiated the rela.tively..rapid rate of 
urbanisation since the Second World War and emign:ation in the sixties, This 
results,.by itself# in à rise of farm income of the remainders, in so far as 
there was before imder-^employment and no fall in the level of output because of 
the. migration. , The, villagers on the other hand v get .knowledge of the living 
standards in; towns and,abroad from the members of- the family who left the village,

The implied increase in the price, of labour seems not to have ,contributed to an 
approciablo change of production methods and adoption of. relatively more capital 
intensive tebhhiques,: This'is attributed to the relative low level of'education*
of .the qtook farmers# defined broadly : to include knowledge on technical matters; 
ihdepehdentlyV of the way they have obtained it. The low level of knowledge is ' 
in, part\ due:; to priority , given to literal education in sohbols and to govern
ment .measures for. .offering advice to stock, farmers, which shall be discussed ..
,later on, //./' ■/ ■/.. '■ ' • ■ //Y v , '

The relatively low degree of mechanisation and -dissemination of modern feeding 
techniques is in part attributed' to the fact that: many; of .them may not fit well 
to the small size of holdings, , It is'also however, due to lack;of appropriate, 
education ,g.lven/that .there seem: tû be,.available; a number of simple methods of. . 
feeding'and processes of management:which involve small capital expenditure,
; 11. : is : expe 0 ted, that the gradual: change in conditions., of •'employment because of . 
migration and /enhgration: will/press towards wider application of such improvements 
even. in 'casos/Of farmers who consider livestock hs a marginal business*



2, Size : of : Livestook Holdings ■. .///; . /%

Some information on tho, meat production conditions, in Greece as! a whole and in : '
each of the nine regions is-given by the relative;size of .holdings*■ Of: course# 
this relationsMp , ; as presirning'knowledge 'of the/"optimum" sizé of holding and 
the behaviour Of economies of scale in the ' livestock ■ industry, which are not âvài; 
able, is not without objections. However, if thé "size" is fairly low then we■ 
may be .justified, in inferring that, if tho sizewere greater than it is then the 
càpitalMabour ratio might bo higher and à number;, o f économies of scale might

These conclusions depend/whether the meat output or specific inputs is used as a 
measure of,the "size" of the livestock holding. For instance, we. have .no data . 
on meat output per . holding; The output las a measure of the size of holdings is 
not perfect in .so, f8T  as : there is underemployment ; and therefore possible changes 
in the input-output coefficients; Thê  inputs, used on necessity, namely number .
of cattle, sheep and goats per holding, (columns 1-? of Table VII. 1)» pasture ares,
of holding (column 4), ■humber of employees per holding (column 5) are hot also y 
perfect measures. The lattor one■ refers actually to the nuinber of employees in 
agricultural holdinga ,including'both livestock and gceon crops, ;

The results of the, a^i oui tural and livestock census of 196I of tho number of 
animals per holding seem that they have, not changed drastically ■ up to date*
They provide a figure,;of 2.9 cattle per holding, 0,9 goats and 21.2 sheep, 
(average of the whole country) . These sizes of holdings are not. at all satie- 
factory oomparéd .with the standards of other meat producing countries; The : 
following .Tablet VIX il, presents; the,:average number of three types of animals per 
holding #ibh varies among regions# 7̂ / . Z

Intorosting /observations regarding the,size of.holdings with animals come from , 
Table-Viia#''YY\::/''-\Y^^ //.y
First . it; seems that; there exist important régional yariatione# in the average '- 
.number of the anitoals per;hoidlng* A.similar conclusion seems to be derived. ■ 
from the standpoint of the ùverage pasture area of holdings . ( See Column 4) ;
Second, the average number of cattle and, sheep per holding hâve the highest 
values in Athens und Salonioa greater ;areas;. Although, the animals are reared 
mainly for. milk,; production, this seems to indicate .indirectly that there are - 
economies of scale in the- sector:; in - M  that , thé holdings in these areas '
are better organised, ': ; .
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TABLE VII.1

mîBER . OF ANIMLS. ET-IPLOIEES AND PAS'HîHE SIZE 
'-'BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION (196I)

REGIONS',
ANIMALS
CATTLE

PER HOLDING 
SHEEP:, GOATS

AVEHAOE. : , 
EÀSTOHE SIZbY':

ÎTOMBBE
- OP EMPLOÏBES

.......  ■..............
(1) (2) 0) (4) (5)

OOMTRY TOTAL . & & 21.2 I2il
STERPA'helms■ AND 

EH/BOEA'?/. ■ ■ ' 2.8 19,2 % 2 :) ) 'Y':
GREATER ATHENS Y 9.t9 - 31.4 : ; 5.'5' ' ); i04.s;! : 1-5
PELOPOipsOS ?;-2.5 15.0 ' 6.5" W .  / 1,6
IONIAN ISLANDS 1.8 5,9 \ 419 ' /29 ,3 ; 1,6
EPIRUS . 2.1 '■ 27.6 lia :13T,8 , 1.7
THESSALY/.,, ' 3.0 35.4 1215 128.9 , 1.8
MACEDONIA''' : 2.5 34.9 14:2 ) ) Y f  : '■
SALONIGA AREA  ̂ 3.4 33,4 16, ë ) ) ;
THRACE ' 3.3 !, 28.5 21,1' . 23.T 2.2
AEGEAN ISLANDS; -1P.A /■5.4 ■ 60.5 1.1
CROTE ." Y,. - :: ' 1,8 4.3 69.7 ; : 1.5

. ■ I' - Excluding Greater Athens Area 
/2Y Excluding Salonica area :

Source; National Statistical Service of Greece, Statistical 
Yearbook of Greece, 1967, Athens 1968, pp.182-86.
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Third* in five regions of. the oountry, the average number of cattle per holding' , 
is between 1#5 .and 2.3. : This reflects :the fact that many .families hold I -.2. 
.cattle which they use also for ploughing and in some places (Epirus, Islands) for 
transport services as well* Besides Greater Athene and Salonica.V areas, only 
Thessaly, and Tlirace (the two areas with the highest percentage of plain ,land to 
the . total), have , an average number of cattle per holding oyer the averagé of the 
country. ' ./ ' / ^

Fourth, the regional variation in the ayera^ number'of sheep and goats./per 
holding.gives less evidence on the production methods used, and the farm: size. . 
There is no/doubt that/the small average number of both sheep and goats per 
holding in the.Aegean and Ionian Islands and the Islarid of Crete reflect a ; 
relatively small proportion of time spent on tending a few animals (I -10) in 
relation to the rest of their activities. There is however, some difficulty 
in concluding , on. the methods of breeding sheep on the basis of the average, 
number of sheep, per holding in regions which are over the country. average, as in 
Thessaly, Thrace and Epirus.

The .relatively small size of livestock holdings is associated with the land 
tenure system and the land fragmentation in Greece, the relatively high indi
vidualism of Greeks which prevents co-operation of producers, etc. It indicates 
a relatively low degree of specialisation within the livestock sector which was 
an impediment of its rate of growth,. It is also related to the relatively small 
change of'the livestock population* Thus, in view of the,fact that the stock- 
farmers with ; 1.̂ - 2 cattle for instance, consider the caring, of animals as a, com
plementary job, they dp not expand their stock,; a fact which would bè against : 
other business, .to'which wrongly or. rightly they have been attached.

Looking at the distribution of: livestock holdings by size# in' terms, of'number of. 
cattle per holding, gives additional information on the meat production conditions 
arid problems; as.can be seen from Table VII.2 there seems to be a;strong con
centration of . the size of livestock holdings in the range of 2 - 4 cattle in the 
sense that this range has between 48 and 68 percent of holdings (58 percent for
country as a whole) and between 43 and 65 percent of cattle (54 percent average, ' 2 . . : - . - ./' ... and, :for the country),''̂  /; There are, in addition, 27 percent ; of holding^/ 9 percent of 
cattle in holding with one cattle in the country and 13 percent and 26/percent 
correspondingly in the slxe/- 9 <5attle and 2 percent arid/. 10 percent corres
pondingly of over 10 Cattle, holdings, These numbers give evidence of . a rela
tively small degree of specialisation in cattle enterprises,dairy holdings or 
calf/

5. There is one noticeable exception with Greater Athens area with 24 
percent of holding and 6 percent of cattle in the range of 2 - 4  
cattle per holding due to a number of dairy industries there* ; .
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Calf«fattonincî holdings* v -.

%@re seems io 150*-however> exceptionally highjpercentagea"particularly of numher 
of cattle for holding sige of 5 9 Gattle^ : 5?heBê percentages exceed the cotmtry
average of 26 percent In the case of I-Iaoedonia ( )0 percent) and Thrace (54 per-* 
cent) while Thessaly* the ;third relatively plain region*has closely the conntry 
average* On the contrary* Thessaly exceeds somewhat the country averâge (11 
percent, of cattle) hy 1 perdent in the case of holdings with over 10 cattle per 
holding* along with'. Greater Athens area xith an astonishingly hish percentage of 
cattle (82 percent) and rest Central Greece* around Athehs with 25 percent of

Greater Athens and; rest Central Greece have ; of Gourae lesri than 9 percent .of 
cattle of : the country and mainly dairy ooW Tlié same happens to a certain 
extent in Thessaly with dairy-industries nehrhy the two tiilk consumption centres 
of provincial Towns df ôios' and ïiarissa* IPhese two regions and secondarily 
Macedonia*■Thrace, and Peloponnesps have hegnn sincethe mid-sixties a gradual « 
though 1 at a relatively low ®stahlishment of new holdings dealing exclusive
ly with calf fattening. The Ministry of Agriculture of Greece, has the opinion
that only in .exceptional oases this development has reached the stage of creation4 ' ■ ■of poles with expansion tendencies . As.' we have seen already dairy companies 
nearby milk consumption centres sell their baby calves relatively young for 
fattening to the extent new units are established for fattening*

The conclusion is that the expansion of meat production in Greece in recent years 
is not attributed to;any significant extent to establishment of new units for . 
fattening and corresponding speciaHsation in thé field of cattle. It does not 
seem moreover this expansion to, be highly attributed to creation of relatively 
rapid expansion of large cattle units. The latter conclusion is derived on the 
basis of: a comparison of the average size of cattle holdings by regions between 
I9ÔI and 1990 * In regions which* as we have already spen, have relatively 
high proportion of large holdings* i.e. Thessaly* Macedonia and,Greater Athens,
.the change in the average size of holding hds not risen between 1950 and,196l 
at faster rate than the country's average, as..is shown in Table:VII*5 In fact*
: the average eize in the, first two régions has risen .at closely the .same rate with 
the country average* while thé average,size in Greater.Athens was held virtually 

' constant.. ' ' - ,

4, :See"Ministry of Agriculti'ufé V.Summary Report on the Production and 
Oonsumptioh of Oattle Meat in Greece*̂ # Athens, 1968.

5. D^ta on the distribution of holdings and cattle by size, of holding are
as^ilable for the, year 1950*
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' TABIÆl' VIÏ.5 i
AVERAGE! SI2S OP C A m S  HOLDINGS M  . REGIOK

Number of Cattle per Holding? 
Region ' " . y i m / J 1 # '

GRmTER ATHmS:/ 10.0 . 9.9
REST CENTRAL GREECE 2.8 2.8
PELOPOmESOS 1.9 ■ • 2.5. ,
IONIAN ISLANDS 1.7 • 1.8 ..
EPIRUS-;'",  ̂ ■' 2.5 .'2.1 ^
THESSALV; . 2.7 ,, / ' 5,0.:.
MACEDONIA ' 2.9Ç ';. -, ^5.2";
THRACE ■■■;!-,. , . 2,9 ' ' 5*5
AEGEAN ISLANDS 1.9 2.5
CRETE ■ ' , 1.6 . 1.8

Sources; National Statistical Service of Greece,
~  1961/1969.- / :

The conclusion seems .to be that neither establishment of Bpeoialiaed meat 
units nor of new big mixed daiiy^méat units attributed a particularly high part 
to the expansion of the production of cattle meat between 1950 arid 196I# although 
how much is difficult to. estimate# It is therefore now understood better how
this production rise took plaoe while population was held relatively stable, 
namely to à ^eat extent throu#i increase in the average weight of cattle as.we■■ ■ tnem-.
shall see later on. Old stock famers with small number of cattle, considered/
as complementary, business throughout their lives,have found it more convenient
and cheaper to fatten more. of, their cattle which were largely underfed so far
by the gradual increase in the;yield of feeds per .acre. It does not seem on
the other hand that there has been anything to attract them strongly (e.g.,
sharp méat price iricreases, or fall in prices and improvement in the convenience
of purchase fodder) so that change the role they attribute to liyestock in their
total business. : "
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3* Land' Tenure S.vetem

The question now is whether the land tenure'system in Groeoe. constituted one of 
the major constraints of expansion of meat production so far or is it going to 
be so in thé-future. Land ownership, belongs in Greece after the Land Reform of 
1911 to the, farmers as a rule* This was associated. with reduction of average 
size of holdings and increase in the number of plots each farmer got due to the 
spirit of equity, which imposed each farmer to take from all'qualities of land. 
Various other reasons apart from the diversity of the physical environment and 
the land distribution criteria have contributed to further fra^entation?-; of land 
since that time, as Inlieritance laws ' and dowry habit* Oomeiother factors,
like increasing rural population and investment in rural land tend to lose weight 
in recent years,, in view of .an accelerated urbanisation and turning of the invest- 
ment emphasis to urban estate *

The Land Reform had not only à bad aspect namely the fragmentation of land beyond 
probably what, was economically justified, but also d good aspect as a factor 
contributing to progress in tho agrioultur.al sector and the livestock sector, 
particularly by disposing of the læd to its user farméri., ..' The fragmentation 
and the observed .small ,of livestock holdings reduce the importance of
renting lemd fori grazing or for fodder cultivation in Greece. , Larger holdings 
have also larger,size of pastures (See Table VII.l) while there the miimals are : 
mainly stall-fed and; therefore do not, need proportional increase in land, use 
(even if allowance is not made:for possible économies of scale). ,

Nowadays the land, as a rule, belongs to individual farmers as their property*.
Ab is shown in Table VII.4> the 69 percent of, the total, number of livestock , 
holdings include pastures, owned and a'0'used-as a rule by the farmer’s family'
themselves. This percentage (oolmm 8)(TableVII,4) ranges between 65.6 percent .• • . ' ' . and Thracein Thrace to 98.2 percent in Crete. Macedonia a M  The3.saly/haye llpwer percen
tages of holdings, with pastures than Average (Column 8) and a. highe.rr poroontage 
of holdings with animals (column,7). It seems to indicate that particularly 
'thei'.rclhtively jslaih regions of :):Grpeo.é;:.hĥ ^̂  ̂still .wide. .posBibiliti for meat 
.expansion by substitution for food crops without inoréas.e. in marginal, cost of : ;
meat-proc'lwotion..

6. See for on extensive: discussion of the factors of farm fragmentation 
and proposals for land consolidation.in Greece,in,K. Thompson "Farm 
Fragmentation in Greece", Center of Planning and Economic Research, 
Research Monograph, Series Ho*3V, Athens, 1965...
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In abaolute terms,;:Maqedonia has 4,159 holdings with animals only (25*9 percent 
of the total)^ followed by Stersa Hellas and Euboea (5,697 holdings or 25*1 
percent) and by Thessaly (5,024 holdings or 18,9 percent), îfeoedonia on the 
other hand/ is sixth in absolute number of holdings with pastures (8,628 holding 
with pastures or 6,6 percent of the total):, The leading region in the number , 
of holdings with pastures is Crete (25,667 holdings or 19.8 percent), followed , 
by Peloponnesos (24,045 holdings or 18*6 percent) and by Sterea Hellas and 
Euboea (16,718 holdings or 18*9 percent).

The distinction of holdings between those with animls only and those with 
pastures does not mean that the .families, which own pastures do not also rent 
pastures. In other words, the fact that 11 percent of holdings have only 
animals (column 7) does not imply that stock farmers who own pastures do not 
rent in part from other farmers who specialise in other crops or from migrants 
to town or abroad, . , The higher shares, of holdings with animals only to the 
total in Thrace ÿ Macedonia and .‘ Thessaly may be partly an indication tliat the 
livestock sector in these regions is maintained on a more commercial basis* 
given that the tenants, try to maximise, their.net profits after deduction of • 
rents and maybe wages, interest rate charges and depreciation allowances4

The pastures, tenancy agreement; is in Greece either written, or verbal and may 
include provisions'about such; matters ;as rights of cropping, liability for 
repairs and maintenance;in compensation.for tenant’s improvements.. - The pasture, 
are let under a cash rental system* . The prevailing form of tenancy in Greece 
runs from year to year , Gompleméntarily the agreement provides frequently 
that a'definite amount of dairy products* notably cheese, or a number of lambs, 
a,t Christmas or Easter time, will be given to the land-owner for family con-

Apart from the relatively small proportion of,stock farmers who rent land for 
grazinĝ - ̂  '^xM&ing fodder seems even lower. The increased urbanisation 
in repent years has resulted.'in letting land to .the stock farmers' .families 
rémaiping in the .yiliage in terms which involve often emotional, elements rather 
than are based on purely business criteria* Secondly, migrants prefer their, 
own land to be used during their absence* Another reason for relatively low 
rents is that the land-owners who- have been established and work now in the 
towns/ ; '■ ..

7* . Iri Scotland, leases for .terms of 10. to I4 years are more common, 
Agriculture in Britain, London, H.M.S.O,, I967, pp.51-52.
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towns or . abroad’hâve smaller .marginal utility from :■ this rental incomé,: in 
view of . the possibly , relatively Mgh Income earned from their job* , , ;

This system: of cash payment of rent has a risk increasing effect because\ the 
rent must be paid .even if yields, of meat and/or feeds and their prices are. low* 
This risk could be reduced, if not altogether eliminated*' by providing. fo& a 
flexible cash rent ,* The first step would be for tenant and landlord to agree 
upon a base rent* This base rental raté, could be, raised or lowered each yê r: 
depending on weather conditions and yields and on prices of inputs used and k 
prices of,output* The advantage of a.flexible cash rent is that initiative is. 
not hampered, since the farmer receives all % the return. Bisk is reduced 
enabling the tenant to proceed with production plans involving risky products 
which yield the greatest long-run income.

Another kind of rental system is the orop-share when the land is let for fodder 
cultivation. In this case, .rent is paid as some proportion of the production of 
land. Since rent is a share of production risk of poor crops or low prices, it 
is shared by tenant and landlord. The sliarc-orbpping system of rent brings . 
about greater profit for the farm and. individual if the landlord and tenant 
share as many costs .as is feasible (i,e, seed, fertilizer),

The share crop eystem is particularly intense in some other underdeveloped 
countries of .the wOrId (Philippines, India, Pakistan, etc*), where usually the 
tenant bears all the costs of land improyements, although he must share equally 
with the landlord any ;resulting increase in output. While this system has been 
amply justified oh grounds of equity, the stimulus to productivity.would be 
greater if adjustment were confined to the marginal ratio* . It is very likely 

‘ that. any appreciable improvement in crop sharing fatioa-average or marginal -
■ will have a significant influence on a^icultural incentives, investment and 
productivity*^ '

Although quantitative evidence is not available in,this field,, there is infor- . 
mation that some rather small : increase in thé average level of rent of land in 
Greece has been realised in the; last decade* Higher increase of rent has

■ appeared/. ; ' \ i

8, G,]Ei* Bishop .and .W,D*TSussaint, "Introduction to .Agricultural Economic 
AnalyBis'*, John Wiley and. ..Sons,,, Inc. 1958» PP*155“l60*

9* C. Wolf, Jr. "Institutions arid Ecohomio Development", B* Okun and R.V/i
• Richardson,■Studies in Economic Development, N*Y*, 1962, pp.555-55*
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appeared in the main areas, where the land is more grass producing and the hreedi 
of animals relatively easier. On the contrary, the stock-farmera of bare 
mountainous areas have to rent pastures on neighbouring level areas for the 
winter, to avoid losses of livestock from the snow and the lack of grass* Thesï 
winter quarters are sometimes far from their perme,nent residence, with the resuH 
that the stock farmers change residence whether aocoDipanied or not by their fami
lies* The costs of feeding during the winter (three to four months) are higher 
because the purchase of fodders is expensive and not easily available, given the 
still poor transportation services there and because the animals during the 
winter are fed partly in stalls arid partly outdoors*

Also, the renting of scattered pasture plots of relatively small size because of 
land'fragmentation adds to inadequate management of rough grazing.
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4» Labour Hiring " /

The observation from the Input-Output Table is that labour contributes 16*5 
percent,to thé Gross Value of the livestock production. This is associated ■ 
with the stock farm technology in livestock production and the relatively low 
degree/of mechanization of this.sector. ’

There is, of. course, qualitative information about'a gradual.fall in the labour 
oontentyof livestock output, which has likely intensified in the sixties. Till 
then farm; wage rate seemed to be held persistently stable and began rising 
dramatically during this decade, while the cost of capital is held constant, if ; 
hot ; decreasing. However, the relative direct effect of these changes was not 
as much,as might be expected in view of the fact that relatively low .amount of 
labour is hired in Greece from outside the family keeping livestock.

The fact that.labour is only exceptiChally hired seems consistent with the small 
average number of persons per agricultural holding which is la? on average for 
the whole country (see Table Iffl.l). ; On the other hand, according to the 1961 
Agricultural Census, of the 1955 thousands active population in the agricultural 
sector as a'whole, the livestock sector has mainly engaged only 161.2 thousands 
(159.9 thousand for main, livestock works and 1.5:, thousand offering skilled 
labour, i.e* agriculturalists* vets, etc.), or 8,2 percent of the total agricul
tural active, popuiation. The fact that the livestock sector contributes b.v.er 
three times as much proportion to agricultural output (See Table VI*l) does not 
necessarily indicate réi'atiiye high productivity of labour in the livestock sector 
since we do not Imow the number of those who engaged part time in livestock .and 
the time they spend for it,

Briefly speaking, labour is usually hired on a wage basis, mainly in the case 
of stall-fed livestock. In the case of in flock not-nomadio sheep and goats . 
livestock, the herder mostly co-operates with the owner of the stock, sharing a 
definite percehtage of total output. This is fixed on the basis of annual or 
two years contract with the stock farmer, who also provides the land (his own or 
rental). In some oases, the herder may come from a distant village and gets 
also residency, food ;and possibly fixed monthly wage, which* of course, reduce 
correspondingly his share of the output.

The practice of share-cropping tends to disappear in recent years in view of ' 
.the/ -



the migration of labour from rural areas* The increase fn the wage levels
resulting from this sort of population movement raises the claims of herders f

■ f ' , '■lO* ' ’ ‘higher percentage \share ; However, this does not seem to consist of a main
Impediment of meat expansion in the near future, except if the migration rises
abruptly,. It has, not. been one of the:main constraints to expansion of meat
production so far.

Migration .increases : ceteris paribus the need of labour hiring* In ao far as 
family members who helped before the livestock management may bo among the 
migrants. This does not necessarily happen in cases where the. remaindersof 
the. family were: previously underemployed* However, it is more probable that 
further increase in.the size of livestock holdingunder these conditions to 
rely relatively more than ;ih the past ...on hired labour# .How much more'depends 
on the substitution of ’capital* for ’labour' in view of the possible further 
increase in the wage level if migration continues, for. long to oxceed the raté 
of growth of active population in rural areas* :..;

10* ; Data on wage level in agrioulturol .sector does not exist,in
Crreece and; this, .conclusion is based on information, of thé Ministry 
of Agriculture and the Agricultural Dank of Greece.,/
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The government Intervention seems that it hag contributed to the realised 
increase in meat production and the way it took place'as well'As to.the fact 
that its expansionv, was not’in pace with tho rieo in final demand for meat.
The variety of policy measures which exert direct.or indirect influence on 
meat production in different ways and directions seem to justify devotion of 
a separate chapter in this study* ' In fact', full 'éxamiriàtiori of the effect̂  of ' 
government intervention in the sector of .meat production might require a 
separate study itself* rather, than a single chapter* 'Since this chapter cannot 
go.as far as that it can ha' challenged from various points of view, though it 
seems useful for the purpose of this study to look forward to the problems of 
expansion of the meat production in Greècoi. - '

.The forms that government actions have taken in the livestock sector are 
briefly discussed in the. following with partloulæ: reference to the measures 
aimed at I A-the promotion of meat production. Latër on* we shall refer to the 
case for certain modifications of these policy measures as well as certain 
other measures probably required according to thé results of this study. The 
measures introduced-are often of.too recent date for their results to bo fully 
felt as yet.’ However, there seems to bO;some possibility for the assessment 
of particular measures,

Those measures briefly mamraed up as followss
(1) Aid in order to reduce the cost of thé feiotors of production (low 

(interest loans or subsidies)
(2) Support measures for producer prices. . . :
\(5) Various technical measures (health control, technical advice, etc.)
(4) Credit to Stock-Farming.
(5) Plan’s projections and future intervention. ...
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1. Aid' towards the cost of factors of production

Stock famers have been granted sinoe 19&4 a subsidy to purchase bulls of 
improved breeds for natural fertilisation in mountainous areas where artificial , 
insemination is not .yet available-This subsidy corresponds to 50 percent 
of the value of.a/buir to a maximum of .3,000 braOhma§ . An additional subsidy 
of 2,000 ©ràchmasà year'is allotted for their maintenance• The government has 
subsidised since 1964 30 porcont of the.expenditure for purchase of the domes- - , 
tic improved cattle for breeding up to, 2,000 DraOhmaseaoh, which has been 
increased to 2,500 hrà'ehmassince 1965* Tixe aiapunt of this subsidy increased 
to 40 percent of the expenditure for improved foreign cattle with a maximum of 
5,600 ©rachmaseaoh, . This .amount; has increased to 7,000 ©rachmasper head since ,
1965. , ■ ;■ I  , ■ ■

A corresponding subsidy for buying improved domestic sheep, goats and pigs 
represents 30 percent of the expenditure.for the purchase of an animal with a / 
maximum 200©rachmas each. This amount has increased to.JOOD^aqhmas per head . 
since 1965,

The- local producers of .improved animals talœ frequent advantage of a part of ■; 
the subsidy supplying,the animals in higher prices* This seems to be in ; 
part the result of a still limited development of the local markets for supplyihg3 
improved animals, which.makes easier wide margins of profits. However, these 
profits may induce the producers .to expand their production. The government 
has also subsidised since 1964i 50 percent of the cost of purchase of animal drugsOby stock farmers.., ,

The government has taken steps (since I965 to prevent the slaughter of young 
oalvOs; ; young cattle of over 250 kgs, liVeweight attract a subsidy , of 2Drachmas 
per/ ? ' ■;

1. Sea O.E.C.B., 1969, op.oit. p/55.

2, Center of Planning and Economic Research, "Agricultural Subsidies", 
op,cit., Ch.IV, Appendix I,
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per k g *’ Tills subsidy was amended (Pl 139/26-3*69) into payment of 1*50 drs, 
per kgi paid to the producer for cattle marketed which weigh between 300-400 
kg* of liveweight* ‘ Moreover* a subsidy of 1*50 drs*/kg* paid to producers 
for pigs marketed which weigh 90-IOO kg* of liveweight.

The Greek government*. aiming, at the expansion of fodder production has inau
gurated since i960 a, subsidy of 50 ©Moh^s per additional stremma devoted to 
animal feeds, . It . was amended in I96I-62 to a payment of 25 hMohmas per 
stremma on total acreage devoted.to such crops* The latter form of subsidy 
seems to .have contributed to: acreage expansion of f odder:production, as was 
discussed in detail in the section of fodder production (Chapter VI** 2), 
Specifically the government has subsidised since I965 by 100 drs*/stremma 
devoted to clover, and by I40 drs* per additional stremma of irrigated or dry 
land used for alfalfa/, This is probably associated with the rapid expansion 
of production of alfalfa observed already (Table VI*5) Moreover, since i960 
the government has subsidised the cost of purchase of selected seeds of■ ■ ■ ' .-'■■■ ' ' 5 .different fodder varieties by certain amounts per kg. ,

In June 1969* an additional subsidy was granted to promote the achievements of 
the targets of. the Plan 1968-72 (on which there is more later on). This sub
sidy was mainly a fixed amount of .Drachmas per animal up to a certain number 
of animals, per holding and are given on the condition that improvement of 
stables will talce place * ̂ Tliis subsidy which conies along vjith the already , 
mentioned one of 30 percent of the borrowed capital for purchase of improved 
animals and investment in stables., includes*
- Subsidy of up to 1,000 drs,* per head of cattle for model herds of 5 to 20 
head for building,cowsheds and. purchasing equipment or concentrates ,
- Subsidy/ . ,

5, In Spain, to encourage the production of better quality animals a bonus 
of. 3 pocotas per kg, .of carcass is granted.to farmers delivering to the 
slaughterhouse animals of a specified quality, giving a high meat yield.

- A bonus of 6 pesetas per kg, is pi%d to young animals with a carcass 
weight of over.210 kg. In Portugal, grants are provided for early weaning 
of calves of dairy breeds avoiding their slaughter at a very tender age,. 
Other subsidies are. granted to encourage the producers to keep heifers 
until first calving. See O.E.G.D., op.oit,, Paris I969, pp.33-57*

4. "Econoraikos Tahydromos", 5th June, I969*
5# Center of Planning and Economic Research "Agricultural Subsidies",

op,cit., Oh.IV,
6. '̂ Eoonomikos Tahydromos", 5th June, I969*
7* In Spain, the "Concerted Action?' scheme has been introduced aiming at

building up larger and more, up to date stock-farming. The farms must 
have, at :least 30 beads of cattle under 20 months only. These units are 
mainly set up by faixaers co-operatives. The' farmers must undertake to 
use up. to date techniques and above all must observe the bar on the. sale 

. of livestock of less than 350 kg,liveweight.
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- Subsidy of 10*000 Draohmas for model herd of 100 and,over in flock sheep, - 
This subsidy is inainly. granted for improving the holdings* More over ÿ for 
expansion of stabled-fed sheep-goats a subsidy of -3,000 Drachmas is paid to 
farmers for model herd of 20-sheep or goats. In particular, a subsidy of
50 percent of the cost of each selected sheep or goat is paid to stock farmers 
up to 5t)0 Drachmas each, and up to 10 sheep or goats*
- Subsidy of up tO: 1,000 Drddhmas per head of pigs is granted for model herd 
of about 20 pigs, ,
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2* Siipport meaauxes'forproducere p3?icGsf/: : ;, - -

The government haa applied in I965 a programme of intervention in, the niarket 
to amooth out the oeaeonaX fluotuationa in meat prices through minimuiu support, 
prices,® These minimum support prioea were fixed as follows

. Veal ' ' 31 drs# per kg/
'ImW) , 30 drst " • ' -
Pork 29 drs# **
Poultry • ■ 27 drs# “

First of all, those,support prices are not reasonahlo nowadays in view of the 
fact that the wholesale prioes are fixed at much higher level than minimum 
support prices# In thé long-run the' prioee of moat tend to have an upward 
trend.because of the persistently ino3:eaBed demand in Greece and in thé inter
national markets as well#' .Tills increase is expected to ho continued hécauso 
of the additional réèson of deVolopmeht Of backward economies#

The support .pricos'of meat may riot he ahsolutely necessary, in the aenao that 
in the short-run, the production of meat does not. present relatively high 
seasonal fluctuations causing sharp fctlls in pricés* They may be nocossary 
in a case when' in. a. Certaih year the . domestic supply has been, substantially ' 
increased, given the increase in demand. in that case/'thé minimum support 
prices head to smooth out the temporary prico fluctuations,

There Are also difficulties in the application Of a support prices progransmc 
hy/ . .

8# In S^ain, the .GAT..(the Supply and Transport Commissariat) buys meat 
when the average prices in the Madrid* Barcelona, ..Sevilla and Valencia 
slaughterhouses'fall 5 percent below the guide price/ It releases  ̂
chilled and, frozen meat pn the maĵ ket when the .prices in thèse to^ms 
rise more than 10 percent above the guide, price and. s,tops selling when •
these prices fall imder a level 5 percent above the guide price# ’
In Portugal, à minimum price -pOr kilo of' coarçaso, weight guaranteed to 
producers# This allows the _exact moat yield of each ianimal to be recor
ded# TO secure a uniform price the farmers register their livestock 
with the National Livestock Products Board- which .purchdses' all the 
animals offered for sale. , ■ ' 1  , \ \ . .
In. Yugoslavia, guaranteed prices arc fixed by/the State up to;15 percent 
below tho market :price# If,the market.price falls below this level,
the./State undertones to br̂ y all the supplies offered at : the guaranteed 

. .price# . This* of course, applies only to the proportion of output -sold '
under contract. See in O.E.G+B, op.oit*/.Paris I9691 PP#33'-37*

9# The fixed support prices for other livestock products except.for meat ; 
ares. for cow milk 2.7 .drs. per kg, sheep niilk 4.2 drs#-per k'g, eggs . / 
*85 dro# each, Gentor of Planning-and Economic Research* "Agriculnral 
Subsidies", op,oit #,.Gh.IV*



by ' direot government intewention In the, market (cold storage). An alter-,- : ; • 
native method of.application of support/prices could he for the government 
to pay to stock-farmers the difference of price paid to then/hy the merchants 
from the support price* \ ;!Éiia would have a bad result in the sense that the ' 
intermediate agents would take advantage, by asking for lower prices and it . 
v;ould Constitute àii additional financial burden on , the budget,

Thé government ainoe .1963 -has subsidised by. *40 drs/kg* of cow milk delivered 
into dairies (controlled ;by the Agricultural Bank of .Greece or by the Govern-, 
ment): in order that .the.price paid to farmers per kg# pow milk can be 2,20 
drs/per kg. This. subsidy qlianged in the next, year to ,60. drs* per kg.’so
that'.'the price paid tP..:fS'3sners( to; be 2*50 dra, per'kg, ■ .;. V.;-. .
By-PL 139/26-3-69 the goverhment to support the newlŷ  established dairies,: 
.decided to subsidize .by ,70 drs* per kg, cow milk delivered in. dairies operating 
for the first three years,period so that, the price paid to the;producer may • 
reach 2,90 per kg* of oovymllk*^^ .

Against this price support.policy, the Greek government has.left since 1953. 
Imports of meat without, any quantitative restriction ,apart from the noticed 
already. basic Import .duties 15 percent 6n live animals and 25 percent on 
imported frozen meat *\ : In practice * thèse duties changé according to circm- 
stances/holding relatively stable the domestic meat prices and protecting the . : 
consumer, By this ohangeabio duty rate thé stock farmer-is hot fully bené- 
fitted by changes in.théVwOrld pricés of meat(which would be otherwise trans
formed to domestic prices^^*; By this flexible, policy the price, paid to 
farmer.; for. beef and vèàl ̂ for instance is. estimated to.be in Greece .below half 
of .farm.prices prevailing in the coçntries of the European Economic Community*

16* Center of planning and Economic.Research, "Agriculturai Subsidies?',
(' op.oit*, Oh*IV/Appendix, li . :

11, Moreover, the government subsidises by'410 drs* per kilo cow milk .
delivered in dairies for. pasteurisation.and by 1,80 drs* per kg.

. of oow milk used, for production of evaporated milk,. See "EoonoDiikos
(. Tahydromos", No,781/ 10th April 1969, p*19.

12. In .Portugal, thé government reĝ ilates Imports .'according to the internal 
imrket prices. .From the quality aspect, the .General (Directorate.for /

. , Stock-farming caii ba/ Imports of animals belonging to breeds which are
not considered to.further-thé country’s policy of herd improvement,

, .O.E.Q.D*, op.oit.# Paris/ 1969,: .pp.33-34* . - :
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The oônolusion seQms to be tïmt: the ' government..polioy. may have been ,a 
restraining faotor'of domestio production of meat through expansion of. the 
.seotor* . Oil' the ' other hand, the : hope of: the .Greek stock. farrà033S' tb .get : 
benefit from the. pr.pcess of gradual'reduction of import tariffs for' 
commodités of E.E.G*; origin cis: frustrated* This is due to thé "freezihg" ; 
by. the ilk E.G. three-years ago,. of the. integration process, whereby Greece 
woiild become a full, member of the Gomramiity by iqo^* , ■ This "freezing". ; 
resulted in holding up negotiations oh : harmonisation of agricultural.policies<
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3/' Measures of Technical Nature

Measures of technical nature refer to emimal breeds, health of animals 
and advisory work. ,

The Health Service belongs to the Ministry of Agriculture and has/one of 
its tasks to check the health conditions of imported livestock and \moat 
in ports and at borders# Yet Services:are operated in Prefectures,(and 
exceptionally in Oommunee:which deal with common animal diseases# (They . 
offer services at farmers request with a relatively ,small charge* ’|Iowever* 
the, losses through sterility and various ; diseases are still about IGllpercent 
of the herd in Greece, which is not,comparable with other countries'Xhk13 ■ ■ ' ■■■' . I / ■ IEurope# ( This is in, general duo to unsatisfactory housing condition#
and possible underfeeding of animals. However, there seem to be indications 
that investment in stalls to improve,housing conditions was increased at; ; 
relatively hi^i . rates, in , recent years ( see (next, section) and, that the - 
average weight has also undergone rapid increase so that reduced diffi- : ; 
culties from underfeeding/' The,Conclusion is that the Vet. Service'does \ 
not work sVstematlcaily. tbrou#iout the country so that limits further the , \
losses through diseases * : ( : ( . , ,

Artificial insemiîŝ ion asl a'means to, improve, animal breeds has on the 
contrary widely applied in Greece partioularly in cattle since 1945 when it 
,was introducedi Thus, about 60 percent of cow population is today ferti
lized * through art if i oiali.no emination#. : ■

Its success seems'to be: due to;-tv/o .factorŝ  in the main; first the-size 
of the insemination centres and the efficient way they,are run; as there 
are only two centres:for the whole country*'full use can be made of the 
artificial inaemiriation specialists, and the maximum number of cows can be 
inseminated by, each bulli , Second/ the'.fact(that the inséminâtors, although 
specialised are not veterinaries; the latter are few and far between and .■. ■ . V- ' , . : iA ■ - ..  ̂ . . /would ' cost much more ' , ■ . . ; .

The Ministry, of Apiculture,, through the. two artificial insemination centres 
one in Athens and the lothOr in Saloniba* provides the local services
throughout/:./;' ((/V ' ̂ 1, ' ' ' /' '
13# O.E.G.D, (1969), PV28 ' . ■ ,/ .
14# O.E.O.D..(1969) pp.24-25.



thrpù^oui’the oomtry#. Thp; ,àt Àthenq^ in
1945 / séiirèa p6 prefectiirës of thô Country arid has 23 pelactod bulls.; It 
liad réàl Irod 842 Inseminations in 1945 and 101,266 .cows had been iriseEiinated 
in 1966# Trie. other centre at Salonica which m s  .established \iri I946 has 
52 selected hulls 0jnd serves ill khe Northern Grieeoe :(î%éëdonià-Th^ ,
In 1946» 1307.-nows had been inseminated arid in I966,' 199»8/1 Gowa*" The 
(higheri number of artificial inseminations at this(centre than at Athens is 
due , t,p, the highor number of livestock population in Hprth: Greece hnd bo the 
.easier. ooliMimication of this centre;'with the aurronriding areas# I

Hore ,specifioally, the Ministry of Aga?ioul'bitro hae. appointed(insbminators 
: to 55; préfectures of the country. Tho local sorvice invite^ at a fio inito 
date.arid time the stock farmers of the surrounding;yillage^ bo one vrllafje 
haying rolatiyely better communication with the others# , The re&?ponse.of 
farmers is high, even of farmers who have: only one or ( t-̂jo /cows,

: The economi.C;..benefits from artificial insemiriatibn are many/; (Besides the. 
increase in the weight of cattle and milk production (one unimproved cow 
produoba 500 kg# per year, while one improved 1,160 kgs » and one foreign 
. abOrit, 2,960 kgs. por j'̂ oar), another benefit is (triat it .has reduced, the cost, 
of importinp 4*000 selected bulls which would be heeded for (the 3OO *000 cows 
in ; 1966, iWhilo now only 75 bulls of two Centres %fere Used for these cows.

By artificial insemination the storility of cows has been reduced from 20 
percent to 10 percent* Horaover, the infection of cows is avoided today 
because thé "sperm" of selected bulls is carefullyyexmiiined by: Vet, Services 
before using* This, of course, diminishes'largely the .casea of-infection, 
which arise mainly from natural fertilisation ,(i*e*' a bull ouossed.with a

There i é furthermore goyemment assistance;for purchase of improved animais ; 
(to replace uïiimprotf̂ ed oni s. Untilvi9p4s (tho problem of selectiori and 
acquisltioxi of improved breeds had remained (exclusively to be \facrid by (the;, 
initiative and means of the stock farmer* Since thenj for the: purposeb of 
fadilitatIng the subs b * tution of local unimproved animals by selectrid ones, 
the Agrioulturai Bank of Greece has.'undertaken 'fciiis ' task* ; B.;..

. The .Agrio-riltural Bank pf Greece apart from (the meritioned aubsldies for. ■ ((;'
priroiiase of iàiprovqd. animals imports 1, olJ/ in add it ion to the individual, 
.-impprters/'
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importers, improved anipiale from abroad and sells them to the stock farmers 
on favourable terras* The Bank does hot substitute;the trade sector, but . 
carries out.this.business.on a hon-regular basis and on no-profit criteria 
to help introduoe improved, animals*. Their disposal is made through the ; 
noticed; subsidy scheme which applies independently of whether the seller, of 
the animal is the Bank or another trader* '

Typical breeds, in beef cattle in:Greece are "Shorthorn" .and "Steppekos". .
The unimproved domestic cattle of "Shorthorn" is scattered in the; mountainous 
areas of North Greece, Oentral Greece, Peloponnesos and Islands. It is a 
small-bodied animal and;.weighs norinally'about 100-200 kgs. . The anhudl 
milk production of each ;Cow of this breed is about 500 kgs* and can reach 
1,000 kgs. in certain■plain areas A variation of the "Shorthorn" breed is 
found in the Island of Tenos and other Aegean Islands.;- It has a fair colour 
is larger in aise than the typical ;■ "Shorthorn" breed, produces more than ( 
800-1,000 kgs. milk and its mea>t'production is moderate* v

Another, breed called "Stoppekod"'. is spread in the plain areas of Macedonia, \ 
Thrace and Thessaly* It has a larger size, than the "Shorthorn" , breed, and 
weighs about 500 kgs* each. The milk and meat production of this.breed is 
also' small* ' ■ ' '

These predominant breeds of cattle are improved by crossing with the 
"Brown Swiss" breed arid;fewer with the "Black, multicoloured" and "Jersey" 
breedsj-̂  The crossing takes place naturally or by artificial insemination..

Advisory work also applies to promote development of stock farming, though 
ilB success aCems hardly exceeding that.of Health Service* This seems to 
be a.more general phenomenon, ru Mediterranean countries and is attributed ( 
to the relatively low level of technical; knowledge of the farmers# to their 
number which is too high.in proportion;to population - and so requires a - 
very high number of advisers - and to farms which are vary : small' iso that 
the advisers* output is small. The advisory work is carried but within 
the Service of ..Agricuïturaï;: Applioations, This moans that specialised/ 
advisers in livestock.are only exceptional :and there is not special 
organised programme of advice on live.stook matters* ; . ’ (

15. In i'imited niuaber ;Hereford'and Abeidéién Angus breeds have, been 
introduced, but they l.yare({still" .in experimental stage. .

16. 800 O.E.G.B. (1969) p,28 :(



\ 4. Grofllt to Stook-Farming .

The low income level of the otook fsricraera oèoino' to. leave lirnited saving ' , 
potentials; for.self-financing.quantitative ê cpansion- of their, livestock,' 
other fixed.cap!tal;and forking:capital for ourrent production è . There . 
is onl̂ r''one Eiain soiiroe of ’ outsid(5 capital to the Greek famieré à 'i ;-. , 
government sponsored monopolistic financial .institution, the Agrioiiltural . . 
Bank of. Greece, .estahlished .in , 1929# .( This is; not a profit oriented 

' ' institution,'SO'that (the interest oharges' m:e.fixed by the Currency Opmmittee 
on relatively low levels; houever,. the terms. ;qf prp.dit and the collaternlG
of the loans, insurance oĥ ges,••■©to, / are:• fixed • by the.VBanlc on the basis' ■ ■ ■ ' ■■ ’. ■ ■ . ■ ; ...■.■ ■ ; : (."contributed to; m; of criteria often .oritisized'\hy farmers*'( . These ternis havé inoroaserythe. ;

, ; -farmers.! stock of debt to the .Bank, which was eventually .aholishod in 1969* .(

îfh.e ..medimi. ancl loiig'̂ to.rîQ l.ivéstp'pk loans are mostly given- for o-ver a year/ .:. ( 
term ̂and-are granted f037 the .follovjing'reasons8 piiroîîa.se, of improved 
animals ; construe t ion of fami buildings, .stahlos, etc; 'irrigation works : ^
Eùid other improvemehts. of.. land .'• 'The total of: raediiaa'and
long?torm loEms to agricultural sector was by the end of 1968 (almost seven". -;

.. tiraes."a9(rai;ioh: ah: they .-were grmited in 1956# . 'iiie absolute increase was 
■ ;. ; higher for credits :grantedvfoy, oonstmotion, or improvements of ■ stables, ■
. althoUiîd̂  it inoludes; also loans for oonstruotion of stores, and other 
. buildings:,in: the agricultural sector// ..• . ' ' ? ,

.. The oredit of the Agpiciûtuml Bunk of Greece for all the .above purposes ̂ as 
. bean accelerated since; -1956 after, the Central Bank’s : financing of the Agri- ..

.. . oultural(’Baiik : and -the ; relaxation of the terms of loaning of the latter to
the stoCk-fa.]ODGre,;. \ - "( (/> ■

.Tho:rate of increase of loans for purchase of improved, animals and for.oon- 
■ struotion and modernisation of;stables has .considerably increased since .I96O ...: 
after subsidisl%\:thQ 50 percent of tho expenditure for construction of stables 
and , of the oaqiondituro for improved, fm'irnals* Although, the ainount of credit 
does not give dirobt evidence on ;the amount of etableh construction/ it is . : 
believed that this, is somewhat higher than the credit, given that some of 

’ . the memlmrs ,of'the (stock farmer * s family oau participate in the stables. .. •
.. cQnstruotion#-̂ *̂  . > .'Stablos construction- loans havo not (..been grmited for anÿ/

:17* , A part of the. loans, is,paid,(Of. C01U7S0, for wages of the members of 
'. , ' .the faadly,...which have .the .additional advantage of employment, since

, the hmo'imt of ( the loUn Is fixed , on the .basis of thé. total expenditure,
independently by lAiom it was carried out# This factor does not seem 

' .(."to affect widely thq inducement of construction 037 modernisation of
,.. . , ihe stables, , in the sense that the unemployment rate beyond the seasonal
;• one .was reduced in uTodent years* ; : , ’
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m m m  m u : liOHO-TEffll LOAIiS T O .. Ablîl'COLTÙR/LJi SEOTOH(1)

Farm Buildings, 
((stables and,

•(Other. Equipmeht
Improved 
; Animals, ',

■ ' Irri^tion- Works. ■ 
and o'fcher 

: Improverif ■ Land
fetal Medium 
. arid Long- 
Te'im Credit

1956 = .91:.-: - y . ; " '106 ' . 184 .1,048
1957 / " : : W  . ; 155 .'■'/■ - 525 l,57G

,1958 "251. 220- '528-':: 1,90/  -
%9V.:.r 481: , 348 " 668 2,628'
1960/:' ■' I'V/io ; -( .. / W / .  / . 3,269;

 ̂886 : 628 , ••■-■.3814 . 3,884,;.;
- Ï 950 625 : ’:'r I
;■ 1,112/ . 599:- 4,282 ; \ ?

1964 /. .1,467/'/ 524 / 1,018/ 5,021 : ;
;̂l965̂ r.:\'/ 1 , 8 9 6 ' ;■ 599 4,705
: 1966 }%///'.'-2,086 ' : : 665 ' : : 1,076 5,050,
1967 \ 2,623 ; . ; : . 651 -, 1,176 6,028
1968/ 2,980 609 . 1,294 ( / / 6,989

(l) : In Million current Braolpaa#

Bouroe?: (Bank'of Greece, The Greek Econoray j 
1959, i960, 1965 and 1968. ..



any partiçüïâr model, of stable* Thls/mey. b related to the observed relàtively/ 
high peroëntage Improper stables.and of those construotéd with relatively high: *

On the. contrary#, the, increased credit/Witii-subsidy for expenditure on, improved 
animals seems: to have :been: relatively more effeotive since 1960,# as .oan be seen 
from* the rate of change: in the quality structuré of fmimals# ©specially cattle , 
(mbleiX.?), : /  : ' V ■

The loans granted for improvement of land, and irrigation works refer,to the agri
cultural sector as.a whole and only a part of, them is given for improvement of 
land devoted; to fodders.; This type, .of loaning has also ..increased since 19o0,

There’ does.not seem to exist any (sizeable crédit for purchase of .small-seale' ,
machinery for; stock farndng. The Agricultural Bank attributes this situation
to lack,of demand for these types of : equipment because.these are labour having
devices libt required so far by stock farmers because of the. conditions of .. / ,
extensive undereniployment and unemployment . Eowevor# it ; seems that the . sama ; ; :
ooriditions/ throughoUt Y the .fajm sector hâve not impeded the relatively /rapid
expansion of the use of(tractors as indicated during the last two decades. In
fact# if demaiid for complementary :sraail.-soale :macMnQry was expanded# there ..
could be some (expansion'o.f sales through credit, in part# ■ possibly by importers .;■
or retail tradersi It-, seems# therefor©#,'tlmt the lack of usé of this, , . .
possibly cost reducin# small^soale maohinery so far# is in part due to thé ; ...  ̂ T-  ̂ ... , .. % "( : " ' . yabsence of consistent or'(effective; education in this direction* ■:

The Agricultural. Bank of Greece# also grants phort term loans, for cultivation,of : 
fodders#.' which are mainly used for covering the ourfent expenses of stock- .. 
farmers until ; the harvest md selling of ; ;bheir output 1 ; : A part of these,, short* 
terra ioEbis (for •fodders,,as 0 ^̂3 mn in the form* of seeds or fOrtilizersi All 
these, ehort-tem. oredits afO granted/ ou th© basis (of : the : cultlvated area and 
at a fate of interest steadily :held.at 5 percent since.I964# In 1968 the \ ( 
limits, of these loans per btr©ma have ,bé©ï/lnofeased and the Agrioultural Bank
of Gfeeoe ((AiB#Gi) was instructed to .t(#e also in tb© futui^ into: aeooimt ,( ; ,. ,
the prospeoted yield apart fro% the oultivat.ed areâ ; , (The; .annual amount of 
this credit (new credit) :was,’;inbréasefl r©iàtively fast* (. The relative numbers / .:
showV/'""' /' \ :',-('

18. Center of Flanhing and; Économie Hesearoh, "Agrioultural Subsidies"#
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TABLE. TOI. 2

SHORT-TERM LOANS GRANTED- BY A.B.G. FOR CBLTIYAHON
Of FODDERS ' . \/Ŷ ' /;, ■

m -  PREDITS (In milion #a'6mÉ# '' '

'Interest Rates - ' .( Interest Rates

1957 470 ... 1963 : 575 6.5
1958 .. 549. ; 7 1964 ’ 628 r'
1959 ,623 ■ ■ ■ , , ' 7 ■■ , 1965 750 ■. 5
i960 : :7P6 7 ■ . .1966 ■ 760 5
.1961 731 1967: . 885 5
1962 , 594: ... .6*5 1#109 ■ ■ 5

Sources Bank of Greece # The Greek Economy
Years 19 59: ■ant.11 19.68*

shown in Table VIII.2 aboVe.

The Han 1968*72 provides for reorganisation =6f tho Agricultural Bank of Greece 
and extension end(improvement of agricultural c r e d i t T h i s  is an indirect, 
recognition of failure of the A.B.G* to achieve, a satisfactory distribution of 
its credit by purpose and use of it for finanoe fixed investment expenditure* 
There is riot# however# available more direct Information to assess the role of 
stall expansion in the realised rise in 'meat production in recent years throu^ 
improvement of animal housing conditions. The relatively high rate of losses 
from diseases despite the-improvement in artificial, ins.emination and feeding of 
animals in recent years seems to ' indicate not (a . very/' high rate of improvement 
in housing conditions* ( The same .conclusion seems also oomparable with the 
relatively low rate of, .setting up ziew .big-holdings as we shall see later on*

19. Ministry of Co-ordination, Economic Development Plans for 
. Greece 1968-72, Athens# I968, pp*59*'60.



5« Projections of Eoonomio Development Plan for GreeG© 1968-72 '

This SèOtiori roLoro brief lyto thé luo lootionsof/demand and supply ,of ,.meaj: . ■; 
by thé Economic Development-’Plan 19r)3-72, the policy measures ; intended to be 
taken arid thé specific projections ,yfor,the production:of particular meat/.

Most of (the foilowlrig, infoiomation; on 19,68*72 Plana projections is not : ref erred : 
to the context of the Plan/ but to a. preparatory study camud out by the ‘Center 
of Planning/and Economy Research^® upon: which the projections were based# Our 
main attention is 'drawn t o the .forecasting assimiption of ; the Plan#, and à minor 
■‘reference is: made-' to'the/methodology..usc,̂  ̂ .

îdle final demand :for. méat iWs forecast ; by %  Plan through thé use of (a, certain'. 
Income elasticity of demand and the planned rate Of income growth# The Plon* 
seems to have tested only a serailogaritîiràio fo2nA of demand for meat function#; 
which# ' as -1 s known has riecreaBinA (income elasticity .as income rises# ; ' Moreover'# 
the, elasticity ri.sed is based oh the .datâ  for the period I960-65 which might \. 
have been considered as .a relatively .small sampling .period to .measure, the .: 
involved structural,'relationship . .’.There is also .no reference to any price 
■variable used, in the estimations# oxcei)t as (a deflatpf (of: income. Thus# fore* 
casting the average .minual rate of. increàsé in ;,the final: demand for meat the 
plan was virtually based on .the. assumptiori that the income, elasticity of demand ■ 
for meat wiil .be: within the: period 1968-72 / :in( #̂  ̂ ,.of. .*9 Îhia with an
.average- 7#5: percent .rate; .of ,riaé: in (the per céÿita income, and #6 percent, pop'u- 
lation -growth gave- an average annual : rate. Of. final* demand for moat 5 percent so 
that ,to rea'ph. 45,0. : th# tons in 1972, compared with :556 th.. tons in I968* " ,

: The Plan 1968*72 M s  fixed : thé target so that the share of imports; in total 
meat' consumption.will be 5 percent in 1972(as against 5p percent; in I966. This ( 
.( gives :ari.: averse .mmual (rate, (of in trié .dpmestic (production of meat of
9*4.percent# , 30 that :the total domestic production reaches thousand: tons.

: iri 1972 uh: against, 260;in;1968///imports:‘cohsecpioritly;are expected to fall to 
50 thousand. tons : in, 19.72 as against . 88; thoitsand tons: in 1967* . (

.,20* : C cut or of( Planning and : Ecpriomio Re search, "Pos sibilit les of. Rapid 
: incroa.se in; the iWat/Production iri .Gréocé#" Athens I967# ; . .



ït seems-that the. Plan had somewhat imderestiinated the futtire demand for meat 
(hy use I of relatively IbW sise incpme elasticity of demand) and possibly oyerf» 
estimated eoniBwhat the potential raté of expansion of domestlG, production.

Actually,: the ;realisation of the first two yOars of application of the Plan 
1968-69 was not so favourable^ The average = rate of meat production was about 
4. percent compared with the 'corresponding 6 percent annual increase in the final 
demand, and. imports are. estimated at 90 thousand tons in 1969 ,̂̂ .

Horeover,. the: prospects .of domestic meat supply up to 1972 ..were : derived on the. 
basis PÏ the estimated demand' requirements and the assumption that these require
ments Goùld be covered through the polioy:measures which, as -we iiave seen in 
the previous section,: have been introduced In the early, sixties* In addition the 
Plan refers to the following actions for,the\achievement of the above production 
ta%ots(%.. . . / ; : V, , . - , .\ '  ̂ '
(i) Import and distribution to farmers of a considerable, mmber qf animals of 
high quality breed, particularly calves, in Order to improve the quality of. ;
- the country’s livestock'population., '. . . .
, (2) Establishment and. operation in a3:I ..miral areas, particularly in those . 
areas specialising in, livestock breeding,- of artificial insemination stations, 
units for qualitative control and implementation of. animal st00k Improvement ■ 
programmes. ... V - , -k... ' ■

. (5) .Expansion of production and im|>rov©,mGnt of marketing of livestock fodder 
in;order to ihorease and regulate the supply, to livestock breeding units at a
lbW'-̂ 008t*'-f;. -k"'-..'k̂ :k' ''%k "-k/.-k ; -

. (4) ■ .Establisliment of ...organised livestock markets both, for breeding aiîimals 
and slaughter of animals. ;. ,
(5) Establishment of slaughterhouses and dairies; as'well as,-the organisation 
of the marketing of meat and.dairy products, in the most important livestock 
breeding regions. r.-' y-' -kt. -k- ; ' . .y k''.k..rk -
(6) Improvemeh k of .t.he veterinary services - and better organisation of the ;
' livestock breeding .research, training and extension services. . .. .. t .

21. Although, a part of the. relatively low rates of inoreas.e in meat 
production is attributed to bad weather.conditions, (particularly, 
affecting the small animals), the structural problems of develop-̂

' . ment of the;sector are.not overlooked, jDa,nk of Greece, Tîié .Greek . 
■•>. ; Economy, ' 1968',. ÀtKéno 1969. .; '' ; k k ' . " k ■ b : ■ ;
22* Ministry of ; Co-ordinationj Economic Development Plab for Greece,

 ̂ 1968-72, Athens 1968^;pp.58, 61 and 62* k - :'k-



(7) Import .ofr foreign investhfeurfc eapital: and îmov;-hov/ for the establishment
of large ̂modern, llvestook breeding imits. . .,■ - ''k-- . .., . ■ "
(8) Alleviation;, of Iseasonal .uM̂  the. plmihed rapid increase in '
livestook.breediîigi since labour requirements.for breeding are ovently distfi- 
buted thfou#%out .the year. ' k;..; '--k' k.',-'-'' ' k: k ''k'"-: ' / \ ■ k-- k-b. - k

According to ; the Plani,', it would be less costly for the-ooveràge of the deficit of 
domestic meat production inkthe period 1968-1972. to.import raeat instead.of live . 
animals : which have on one hand high; transportation .costs and. secondly require .a 
great deal of fodders, .which■/cannot be produced domestiGatly#; In addition, the ■ 
importation of livë. animals and especially 3P.,000,female oalves yearly for .five. k 
. years and à great number of làmblfcidgoàte is needed for, thé planned e.xpan.sxpn of 
the, livestock population, .•

It vis, thus, expectedthat the foreign.exchange for imports of meat will be. 
reduced - apparently on the assumption of stable import,prices - from 7Q.2 mill.- 
^ in'196è;:toka2.7kmiil.̂ ;:;in 1972.;'̂ - '̂\/.'/''''\-.\\;k̂ :kkkkk

Thé required expenditure (inyestments)' for e.xpansiph: of domestic ..production for J 
the five year, period 1968-7,2 accounts to 10. billion drs; (5 billion drsi for >.• 
increasing of k.T:e livestock population/ ^#9 bill ̂ dr s. for in^foving stables 
mid for puroiiasing' in different .equipment, .i.i 5 billion.kdrsV for increase in. 
fodder inventories) i 70 percent of thé above amount- is■estimated to, be inves- 
ted in the cattle sectors k k -v ' 'k' " k'' •• /■ .kk'k' .k'k ,

Speoifioaily^ the following measitres are to be talieh for the: expansion of each ' , 
kind, of meat; k . Ilègarding. cattle seotof, .the plan, is based : on the prospect of 
an increase of cattle population from 1,096 in 19.68 to 1j600 thousand heads in 
1972,; kDho increase, in beef (including veal) .Is. going to be maintained. not only . 
by the imported yearly female calves but by ah increase in the average wsi^it -. 
of cattle from 120. kgsi :iïî 1969 to 180 kgs.' in 1972, and moreover by = the increase 
in the. share of slaughtered cattle to the total cattle population from 34 per .. ... 
cent in 1965 to 41 percent in 197.2i In these projections of thé Plan no attempt 
has been,made for separate, estimation of.the future production of beef and veal 
or of'any '.r choice towards the promotion of differential expansion of any of : k 
them! " -y :-kk'' /:\:k,.:'kk "t/y ' y/kkk-, -/A. -krk//'' k k.-kk.-}:; 'A

According to the Plan the increase in,cattle production will corns mainly from.Wke:/ k ';:k:k;:k: kk.;://;,;.̂ ;; k:.k:.-kk-.':y'.'k:k''--k'



/' v.k' :/

new cattle holdings because of the structural defioienoies of the existing ones, 
although quality improvements through livestock and stables also are considered 
possible ;by the.Center of Planning and EconomicrBosearohi

The "optim#" sise of a new cattle holding is estimated to be 20 cattle and the . 
expenditure for the req̂ uired-20,000 cattle holdings for’1968-72. is estimated to 
cost 285 thousand drs* each (I50 thousand, drs, for the purchasing of cattle,
100 thousand dfs*. for stables and other equipment and 95 thousand drs* for 
puroîiasing of. fodders)* These new buildings are projected to be largely osta- 
blished in the plain areas of Macedonia, Thrace, and Thessaly where there are 
.possibilities of expansion of fMders tô :̂ : : irrigated land, . ;

The. pig population for breeding is considered capable of expansion from 62 th* 
heads in 1968 to 95 thousand heads in 1972* This is planned to be achieved by 
establishing new piggeries of 10 .swine each* . For the I968-72 period, 9,5,00 such 
,piggeries ar.è required, each costing about 60,000 drs* They can be established in 
areas where there, exist agrioultural industries of processing fruits, vegetables 
for using their by-products, aiid near the- big centres for using the by-products 
of restaurants, hospitals, etc.,

Poultry expansion vis ejçp.écted to : come from the systematic modern: aviaries .near 
the oonsumptipn centres and not from the peasant poultry*

Sheep-goat breeding is, expected to stress attention on Improving the domestic 
sheep and goats in regions where vegetables and garden trees are cultivated for 
using their leaves as .feed* The improvement in flock sheep and goats is going 
to take place .mainly in the mountainous areas (Epirus^ Western Macedonia, Thessaly 
Sterea .Hellas) where, the .sheep-goat roaring adapts best* According to the Plan, 
for increasing the sheep-goat population, the importation and distribution to 
farmers of a, number of 200,000 heads of high quality lambs.and kid-goats per 
year for five years is necessary*
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CIIAPTER IX
GROWTH . OF . : PBQDïïCTIQH BY KIHD .AHD ' GIîDGMPHIG REGION :

■Bie question now arises; in what specific.way the various'constraints ^feoted 
the,relative rates of expansion by kind of meat in; different régions of the ' 
country. The relative.rates of expansion of meat production and of livestock 
and the changes.in their composition by kind.of animal are going to be examined 
here* The particular’development of total meat and each:kind of meat are going, 
to: be associated \-jith .the aforenientioned constraints in order to c.onqlude about 
the possible relevance of each constraint on the realised changes* . ..

The questions are not expected of course to be definitely answered through the 
qualitative: analysis- which will follow* Therefore^ this .Chapter-does not aim 
to quantify the effect of each constraint and : to nialce a complété study .of assass*» 
meht of them on regional level• The purpose here la to get some, knowledge on 
the differential rates Of expansion of various kinds of meat by region and on 
the main factors.which.have probably.affected.it* : - ; . ' v

Section 1 looks at the differentials: change in the livestock population /by. 
region and : kind of animal given the fela.tive small change in the total.livestock 
population. More specifically, these Changes are. associated with the impedi- v; 
ments of the meat production sect or in order, to. ̂ t  an idea which of them had 
relatively more influence, on the changes which, took place*

Section 2 presents the main features of the realised rise in meat production 
by îdLnd of meat and region. : An attempt, is made there to get a' more complete 
idea on thé phenomenon of thé rise . 'of . the, production of meat 3**4. : times : in the ■ 
last two decades.against increase, in livestock population much less than.50 . 
percent except for poultry* X; -..
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1. Liveatock. Population ̂ by. kind of Animqï ,and.:'Region

The relative otability,of the. livestock popuïation 'mëasurèd ln teriio of heads 
is shown in Table ix#,l* ;/ It, isv obvious-that the inorease'ih population dualng . 
the period. 1950-1967, has reaolied 54 perdent in the case of cattle - while it . 
was actually, decreased: in the case of .pigs, by 15 percent - compared with; about 
three times Ihoreàse in the domestxc- production..of meat during the same' period*

Stability of the livestqek population in' GreSca was ; continued after increases 
by a felativoly rapid rate, till laid-f if ties, in the; effort to restore tho pre- • 
war sise of holdings. . then held relatively stable: onwards as it has,
happened : also in the pre-war period or at least .the'years.1934*^958 for which ■ 
information is. available (Table IX*l)i : Therefore, it seems to indicate that 
the. constraints to. a rapid expansion of the livestock population are of à rather-. 
permanent nature ̂, which;have, not overcome by the government intervention in the ' 
last two decades;.. ' •'/.'.v.l ■  ̂ ' '■

Searching,for these, constraints we recall that:the stability .in the livestock 
population is connected with a relative low rate of established big new live
stock holdings, and low rate of ex.pçhsion of the Oxiotihg ones,*' .Then latter ' 
have also relatively .small niui'ibor, of .animals per holding: which are fed iminly, 
on pastures in mountainous areasè "-. Reliance :bn grass implies a series of ; 
problems. and hncertaihties, if one expands'the size of holding at very high :. 
rate,- sayÿ from 2 -to '3 or-4’cattle* .A main problem seems . to be the. lack;.of . 
fodder supply, in the village in tho case of unéxpéctëdly : bad weather*. ;.

Under these' oiroumatances this problem might be reduced by improving trans
portation facilities ..and marketing of fodder; to the village* ■ In fact, marketing 
of fodder'has not attracted attention until lately by either the government or . 
the business. initiateVor.’the: stock'farmers* The reason does not seem to be . 
accidental and it imy be felâtéd̂  ̂ the relatively low rate, of expansion of : 
fodder production compared with ythe;/rate of growth of green production •

This comparison does not show timt the fodder, production was the only constraint 
to;stability of livestock population in Greece* This simply tends to indicate 
that fodder production was one of thé. main impediments of expansion of meat 
.production in,Greecei ; But it canno.t suggest.that expansion of fodder produo-; 
tion is sufficient condition to: achieve expansion of thé meat produotion .sector 
in that country* , Marketing.to proceed.and distribute.thé increased. fodder to .. 
existing and new stock. farmers is .equally necessary, • ■ Aether hew buoiness’



1952,/Table; ÏX*6: (1934-1938 aéid73;947-1949)*:: Stàtistiotà Yearbook I968, 
Athens 1969, Tablé VIII *12 (1950-1966) * National Statistical' Berviloe 
of Greece, Monthly Btotistioal Bnîletin, Apàzil I969# Table 29r (1967)*
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initiative is going to appear even after these two factors are resolved adds 
one more serious impediment to the expansion of meat production sector*

Under these.circumstancefej one cannot, easily say; what is the weight of factors 
like fodder production, marketing, enterpreneurship, etc,, on the relative 
stability of livestock population so far and its expansion in the future*
This is due to the co-existence of -;fche8Q factors which imposés the need for their 
simultaneous removal. . ..

Table IX*2 shows,the indices.of the.development of livestock population, i.e. 
the variations in the livestock population among the regions compared with the 
relative constancy in thé total number of animals. The number of cattle has 
fluctuated between 32*5 percent of increase in Peloponnesos and 11.2 percent 
of reduction.in Epirus* , The number of pigs has fluctuated between 12*7 percent 
increas.e in.Macedonia and 24.B perçant,decrease in Sterea Hellas and Euboea,
The number of.sheep hasan.increase only of 3*6 percent in the country as a whole 
during the period 1956-63, being acoorapahled by a regional variation of between 
17*4 percent increase in the Ionian Islands and 10,4 percent decrease in, Epirus, 
Similarly,.the rates of increase in the number of poultry has fluctuated between 
52,1 percent in Sterea Hellas and Euboea and 2,9 percent in Epirus.

î-îaoedonia and Thrace two of the nipst plain regions of Greece have indices of 
e^ahsion of livestock population, between 1956 and I965 higher than the 
country, average, virtually in all kinds of animals. .Thessaly is below the 
country average mainly in the case of cattle and pigs. .. More mountainous areas 
like Epirus and Islands have indices of increase well below the country avora,ge* 
This differentiation seems to suggest that the animal feeds have been a con
siderable factor which prevented increase in population in less fertile regions.

It seems, on the other hand, more difficult to say whether plain regions could 
have achieved higher rates of livestock population gra;th with.their given 
potential capacity for green production. Hhe stagnation of cattle in Thessaly 
for instance, and the reduction of pigs in the same region between I956 and 
1963 seems to be due to other impediments than, jfe/'capacity to produce animal, 
feeds, ■
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2. Production by kind of Meat and Geo^aphlo Refâon

; In the. fgllowing, the nihih features; of : dlfferentlea rates of ^owth; of production 
%: ktnd of Eieat are exàmined* The evolution of meat production is aesooiated 
with'the regional structure of it and:of livestock population*■ ' : :

Greece has no speoiàlisatlon in any kind of livestock although thé mutton - 
lamb including goat,- kidgbat represent about a third of the total meat production 
(a proportion steadily : failing in recent years - 49 percent,in 1950)*' Moreover, 
the proj>ortion of pork to total meat pixidiibtibn. fell from 24 percent in 1950 to 
18 percQnt iM( 1967 * : These losses in terms of percentages to total meat produc
tion .v/ere due to the increase in the-sharo of beef and veal* wliioh roseifrom 12 

, percent in 1950 to 50 percent in I967* Poultry has also increased its'share by 
almost half of-that in‘l95P (from 12 percent in 1950 to 17 percent in 1967), 
as Table .IXi3 shows*.

: Tho above observations have to be slightly modified in the light of particular 
; development8 between lanib,, veal and muttoh, beef * , Thus, most of the rise in 
: thé share of cattle méat in the total meat production was gained /by veal ( 3.8 - 
■percent'in 1950 to I9 percent/In I966)* On the other hand, the shore of lamb- : 
kidgbat was held virtually;constant between 1950 and I967, at about one-̂ fourth 
of the /Wtai. (it actually /increased during. fifties and fell equally in the 
: sixties), while the share Of mutton-goat/fell constantly particularly in:the, 
sixties *: These relative high rates of IncrGase. in the production of veal mid 

' lamb against beef and rmtton,keep in pace.with.the pattern of Improvemerits of 
meat production along with rejebtion to increase in the sise of livestock 
holdings ,ahd population * Tliis does hot mean : tliat demand factors have not 

. exerted any influence bn this change in structure,between beef and yeal and 
. lamb and lautton, in view of thezrelatiyely high rates pf income, growth and thé ; 
'estimated ihoom© elasticities of veal and, lamb * . '

The reasons for the. aforementioned relative high rate,of increase of young 
• carcass do/not seem quite the/.same; ih the; case of lamb and in the/case'.of veal. 
Thus,' thé 'emphasis bn young milk lambs of weight about 15 pounds seems to be. 
the .result :of . thé following market and production factors; s' (l) the custom: of 
eating young lambs at lister, '(2) the désire to sell young lambs before, the hot 
.summer winds come, (3) the/ desire to use : the mill: for human consumption^ (4)

1* U,.S,ît*A. "A Study.of the Economics of land Use'and Livestock in Greece”,
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the.'laelc of bxperiencg in feeding lambe for. further gains after weaning, (5) : , 
.the belief that the meat of older animals id;tough, and (6) thq.need of additional 
herders in mountain areas for feeding a larger number of ànimàls. The increase 

. in'their nummber .' over Certain/limits requires additional labour costs which, have' 
probably soin.ewhat risen in. recent yeeirs, due. to emigration, and ' the fallin thé " 
birth rate in Greece since the last .World War* ., . .. ;■

The ; increase in the proportion of veal to total'meat production against the 
relatively, stable proportion of beef seems to be particularly associated with '' 
the uneven distribution of rainfall^ which favours thé premature slaughter of. 
calves. - suïïumer fodder and wintox* euppiies béizig inadequate because of drought - 
and. with the fall .-.in .prices which dpcurs in the. ehrly summer. ;when farmers are. ■■' ; 
obliged to sell. ' Rainfall/does' not :seéni .to be an important constraint fabtor .

,/ in fixing the ■ slmre of cattle (beef and veal) in the; .livestock economy of the . • 
various regions-of. the couiitry*/ It is true that Greece hae dry climate - with .
, other Meditexfa,neah countries h 'and this is one of the factors' contributing to 
the relatively low proportion of beef-veal to total meat prSduotion* / 'The rain- 

. fall in Western frebce (Epirus, 'Ionian Islands and Western feloponnesos) exceeds 
1,200 mi, against: well below 1,000 mi. izi other.parts of the country (data taken '
: from the■ Statistical -Yearbook 196,8, Table I.’9, p,12) * The share of beef and veal
taken iàltogo.ther - either in the total veal :o,nd beef production of . the above 
regions. (Table. IX*4) •* is relatively low',, although the Ionian Islands .seem to 
cozistitute an exceptional ease (better quality of cattle population)• Therefore 
the view that these ' regions have a Isĵ ge‘/cattle sector does not seem to be well 
supported ; by the figures since it does not-take into account the production of 
feeds by regibn. /':.',/ ''/'/_. .

I%cedonia, Thrace and Thessaly, the three'most fertile areas of Groece^ hayq 
relatively high proportion,of'beef and véalV although the proportion to total / : 
meat production.'is still y : In Theosalyi 'relatively low compared with the share of 
mutton and. goat* :

.Epirus is,gaining a reputation for its imttph^ a feature which seems also ■
happening in Thessaly, fçlopomiésos and Sterna Hellas and Euboea and also in
another highly mountainous region, the Island of Crete'* Sheep-goat rearing is 
Carried out in tho relatively mountainous part of Western- Thessaly $ while cattle 
farming* has not yet,, extended into the Central-Eastern part, the arable area, of

2, .Q.E.C.B. (1963) pp.SO-Sl.
3. P.E.C;B. .(1969). PPiî9-20.
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wiiich liao been irtoueased. in the , interwar period by the drainage of lake Kopais* 
Under these oonditions, Thessaly may he oonszdered as a relatively promising : , . 
cattle-fasting région for the future, wiTn possibly not nnfavonrahle cost /
conditions,' , , - ' ; '/ ' ?.. . ' ' ' '

Briefly speaking,, it,seems that the hon-nomadip;flock livestock (important in ' 
the case of small sised animals) is evidently located in mountainous regions, // 
On the. contrary*/the production of large-fsiae aniiaals {cattiè), which are to Some'/ 
extent stall fed,' is located ih relatively fertile regions (ï'-iacèdonia, Thrace, - /
Thessaly, Peloponziesos) which produce, large amounts of-fodders,

The above does not seem to prevail for the pig raising industry, which is located 
near dairy industries, fruit processing industries, hospitals, restaurants,, etc* 
whose .by-products, it uses and for poultry industry whiohismlko Ipcated neah %  
consumption centres, .. , . ■ -/ ' /' ■ ' ’Z ■ /Z

The conclusion seems to be that thé location/of meat production , in Greece is 
largely fixed by the inputs (pastures, fodders etc,) and their transportation.. 
costs for cattle anjd/ sheep varieties, and; relatively more by the consumption 
centres in oase./of poultry end pigs, The same, thing also happens for the largely 
improved milk producing, cows :on which Athens area has the highest percentage 
of the region (about 40 percent of Bterea Hellas and IMboea); are mostly fed in 
the,suburbs, where poultry and egg production have also been developed recently*

In brief, there seems to be a fairly close correspondenoe between the percentage 
distributions of veal and beef and the distributions of lamb and mutton-by 
geographic region, This shows indirectly that there is no.differential special
isation between young and old an,it!ia.ls. in the, relative fertile regions of Greece* 
This is compatible with the fact that there Is.no significant differentiation in 
the distribution of cattle .holdings by size in. the.nine, regions of the couhtry*
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GHàPrm X/': ' - - z %:
FORMS OF (m o m  OF m m  /.seotce Aim tbomigal oim cm  ' ;

The question Whether the realised changes in the meat production represent a 
movement on a production function/or shifts of it and teo^ologioal change is Z ; 
difficult to answer.in view of ,the data limitations# There .was. for instance a 
relative stability, in the . livestock population along with its / change . an improved 
breeds by about, two thirds and the lack of indications of changing .labour. * ,
These developments might august . .that there may be technological changes of the ' ; z 
ZBoiowr' rather than of the %^ihcnfZom Z-,. '7r/Z. '

That is hot quits oertaint/of; coursei Zih viéw; of. the fact that the meat output 
expansion took place largely through increase in the average,, weight of : slaughtered 
animals# Thisms, à result of better feeding on one hand and on thé other* of 
possible: .drastic changes in.the conversion food.rate of improved breeds#": The 
second might, be taken as shift while/the first as movement along-with Za- given 
production function.: Z\; //: 7zZ'.;C': Z, . 'Z// - :

Furthenmre# the Zihcrease. in the, proportion of slaughtered animals .- or the 
doore^ae, in the capital- output ratio measured = in terms of animal heads~ls. the 
result of improved breeds*zbetter feeding, and. some improvement in the sanitary ;
conditions#' '''z'Zz'.z zAzz://; -

In the following wo shall ooncentrate> on these main factors through which the:, meal 
output expansion in%Greece was realised, xiithout further attempt to attribute : 
each of them to movement On:the production function and économies of scale or to 
shifts in thé production.function and technological chahgo.. It is expected Z 
that examination of these faotors will help to understand the main impedimehts 
to future development of thézmeat production sector in thiC country*

Section i presents the raté of change in the structure of breeds* Section 2 

examines Jn cornipiiatmeterms; ;the rates of increase in the average weight of ;. . 
slaughtered animals and in: thé percentage of slaughtered animals which may, In ̂ , 
part be attributed to different kinds ofZCactors* ■

1# There seem to be also so far poor results in th^ advisory work to 
improve education and training of the stock farmers.:

s., .H. Solou (1957),.(1959). (19̂ 2),. : -,
5, B.iF, Denison, (1962). , Z ..
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1. Improved Breeds

Data on the structure of the livestock,population has been available since 196I 
for cattle, sheep, goats and hens. Data on the share of improved pigs in the 
total is not available. However, there is inforaation^ that about 90 percent of 
the pigs, are improved breeds and stable-fed and only a 10 percent is unimproved. 
The. improved breeds of pigs ..are mainly Yorkshire, Large Black and Lautrace and are 
bred-domestically* Perhaps thé more ;notioeable features of Table X,1 are the 
relative]^ fast rates of inorease in the proportion of local' improved battle, and 
secondarily of foreign origin against.local.unimproved, cattle and the inorease in 
the proportion:of hens of foreign breed* / ■ ./ ,•

The relatiyély fast rate uf. improvement. of local %oattlej in Greece hag been 
sUppbrtédVtîmt .stands out as va .shining;; example-for Méditerraiiioan countries^,, . 
although the; composition of. cattle population in' that Qouhtry is not still com
parable with that in the United'Kingdom and Northern Continental Countries,
The; improvement in Greece in recent years has taken place largely through 
artifioiai;;!: insemination which, we b a v é discuss^lready/  ̂ ong^other forms of .. 
government intervention.bin ; the livegto^ sector* _

The improvement in hens,;is legs'representative of the total, population of hens 
since it: has been obncentrated oh.the rapidly expanded poultry .industries in 
the Island of Euboea in the: lo.st; décade» : .At the game time* the rest of hen 
population is'only very slowly improved throughout the country*.

Sheep and/goats are olassifiod in the Table. X.l by Z/e method of breeding, in 
domestic, in flock not-nomadio and nomadic flock. It. can be seen that the 
last.two categories (in fipck not-nomadic and noraadio) represent over 90 percent 
of the total number of sheep and goats* These are mostly of low quality, 
small size animals* TMs impedes the • future possible inorease In their average 
weight, without,, changes-in their s true ture and in \ methods of breeding*. It 
is worthy of note that the structure.of sheep by breed (in domestic, in flock 
not-nomadio and .homadio) has not shown any particular trend in the period since
1961* - .■ ; ■■ . .'■/■ : " '

w  : :: ' ■ ■

4* Ministry .of Agricuiture* Program'of Livestock Sector* by A*. Karadounia, 
/ Athens* 1969*.p.41*: .
5. See ,OiB.C.D.,. (1969) pÎ25., ;; '



TABLE X.l
PIURGMTAGE C0Ï4P0S1TI0N OF LIVESTOCK BY BREED

(Country Averages)

KIDD OF ABMAL 1 2 &  12^ 12& 12S 12êi i2êl

GAOiPLE •
Local Unimproved 
Local Improved 
Foreign

71.8 66,5
24.5 29.2,
3.7 4-3

62.4 
32*8 
. 4.8

55.2
39^9
4.9

47.7 40,6
46.8 52.9
5*5 6.5

36.0
57.0
7.0

smp.
Domestic' .
In flock, non-nomadio 
Homadic

9.3 9.8 9.0 8.2 8,6 8,6 8,4
75.4 ; 75.0 76.7 77.9 78.6 78.5 78,8
15*3 15.2 | 14.5 15.9 12.8 , 12.9 12,8

GOATS.
Bomestio
In flock*'nonrnomadlo 
Nomadic z

17.4 18.0 18*9 19*7 20.0 20,7 20.3
69.5 69.7 69.4: 68*9 69.7/ 68,8 69.9
13.1 12.3 ÏI.7 11*4 / 10,3 10.5 9.8

m m
Local Breed . 
Foreign Breed

79*8 80.2 82.7 69.0 57.1 51.8 52.2
20.2 19*8 17,3 31;0 42,9 48.2 47.8.

Sourcea» National Statistical Service of Greece* 
Agricultural Statistioa of Greece*
19G4, 1965, 1966; 1967.



Tlîé picïtnre in the case of goata. la Very similar to that of aheep* with the 
differenoé’ that the percentage of'domestic ip&tB appears an inorèasing trend 
through time (about one percentage point, per year)•

It-oeernQ furtlier useful to look at the regional differences in the breed struc- 
ture# Table X#2 gives; a cross seOtion static picture of improved and unimproved! 
cattle* sheep and gOats for the year., 1965# - There seem to be relatively high 
regional differences in the proportion of local improved /cattle: and domestic and, 
nomadic sheep arid goats* Thus* the proportion of local improved cattle exceeds 
the country average only iri the case of Macedonia - which lias almost half of the 
cattle population - Tĥ raoeî and the Ionian Islands* This indicates tiiat a great 
deal of the. program of artificial insémination by govemmerit services wag carried 
out laainly in areas of hi{^ cattle density which means tiiat the rate of improve- , 
ment in the f/wturo will be lower than it was in the past* ; The. relatively hi^ 
rate of impmvod cuttle/in loriiiUi Islmhié was realised throng private initiative 
wiiich has be#.n from. the. time of. British occupation of̂  the Islands ended in 1864i * 
However, it,.is-of llttXé importance given that the Ionian Islands represent about 
■1*5 percent 'of :'the cattle population'of Greece*, - ■■.-■■,

carried
Sp:t?oading of foreign cattle - usually throuf̂ h purohnae of bulls - was mainly/- 
lu©ut)d in Otorea Hellas, Thessaly and PeloponnesosA with proportions to total 
cattle over twice as much as the country average-of 5*5 percent* In thé first 
of those regions, the siiare represents to .a large extent improved dairy cows in th( 
area of Attica around Athens. Peloponnosos ;/is a relatively plain region with 
relatively. small and scattered holdings 00 that the selling of foreign breed 
bulls was applied/more effective. - The some practice/was also applied in the 
lately expanding cattle/holdings in plain regions of Thessaly* - . ■
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133 ;z ' .

2» Average V/eight and Proportion of Slaughtered Animals*

Th© improvement in animal breeds, in feeding, health conditions, etc*, have 
resulted in (é) an inorease in the percentage of slaughtered animals to those 
left for breeding and (b) in the form of increase in the weight of slaughtered 
animals. It is difficult to say to what extent the relaW^ship between (a) 
and (b) is of purely technical nature /■ v. iBoth are/due to improvement in. 
breeds which brouggit about the fertility rate as well as the weight of animals. 
For instance, in the case of cattle, there is a continuing rise in the fertility 
rate in the sixties, as Table X*3 shows.

' , '■ TAhn3 : X.3. . /

: , imz .

EabyrCalvsa, ' 
' ( in th,.; Heads)

Cattle Population 
(In thi. Heads)

Z- '.M
1 s 29  ̂"

■■/'-'/, 3 / 7:a-.' /Z ;:///;;::? \'/ z  ̂ ■ 3
1961 ' ' ' ,'377 '///■'"■; ;i,.130 ' 33;4z
1962 ■ '/../:59s / ■. / /''/:/:L#z"Z,Z:z. 35;6 .
.1963. ;. / 418 ; . 1*035 . ' '38;5 "
1964 . 1,060 . :39.*3 y.
1965 / 434/. // ; //;/i p̂8A'/zz.. ' y/40;lz\
I966 . . ' : 464 /.. ';,Tai5 ■ ' ' 41*6
1967 469/:. . y z léiaî z41*8 z

> (l) Including buffaloes,
Sources; National Statistical .Service, of. Greece4

Agricultural. Statistics of.Greecei 1961-67* ■

Similar change in the fertility rate may have/happened to a lesser extent in 
other'animais* . Ï3ven so, there CEin; be differences between the (perqentage:;coha- 
hge.s. of slau^tered animals ■ and the increase in weight in so far as improved 
breeds, animal'feedings,: etoi, exert different influence on weight and fertility*

Moreover, changes in weight of slaughtered animals and in the pazoportion of 
slaughtered over livestock population may be due to stock farmer decision for 
Increase in the weight.and /or population*

Table X.4 gives some.idea of the relative changes of these two factors in the 
increase in meat production between 1955/56 and I966/67* As is clearly shown 
■in/ '
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in this Table the faH in the capital output, ratio in heads (or the reverse of 
the rise .ih the percentage of slaughtered ahicials)̂  was higher in cattle (by 
*91) and pigs (by .61)# ; .

Also the percentage increase inZthe weights of slaughtered aniraals was hi#ier j 
in cattle (52 percent between 1955/56 and 1966/67)1 poultry (43 percent), and 
pigs (55 percent ihorease: in wei#it), The conclusion seems to be that Zthe 
fall in the capital output ratio (inorease in the percentage of slaughtered 
ahimls) and the increase’in Z tlio d.verago weight arè in close correspondence *
The decrease in the capital output ratio -* given the relative stability of the 
livestock population - is in part due to inorease in the animal fertility raté ; 
and partly to the inorease in improved braeds* I ti: tends to suggest that both the 
increase. in wei#it and the decrease in the capita/), output ratio are passive 
factors of the expanslon'Zof livestock population*

Average Wei/?ht of. Slaughtered Animals -

The inorease in the average weight of most animals has been more or less a 
continuous process, interrupted by the appeacanoe, of temporary favourable' 
demand conditions which induced the atock-faméts to slaughter their animals

The evidence of Table X.5 combined with that of/fable X*4 illuminates to; some 
extent the question of ‘ the time pattern of average weight of each type of animai* 
Thus, regarding tbe .”large size” animals i.oi: cattle and pigs, concludes that 
the increase in.the .average weight of cattle iias been achieved largely since 
1961, while .the increase in the average weight of pigs has been aohieved in the 
period 1955*60 and slhce y then is only slightly increasing* The change of the 
average weight of poultry has also been appreciable during the péridd 196I-67,

Moreover, Tablé %* 5;gives /ùlso a. disaggregation of animals: by age * 80, wo have
separated the, weight of ZcalVes/zbuffaloes of less thah bhe year of age, lambs 
kidk-goats and piglets#; ; This .'disaggregation allows us to see to what extent the 
increase in the average weight of slaughtered anmais was different by age of yZz; 
animals* : Thus, thé, inorease in the Average might of young animals, (less than Z 
one year of. age) seems relativoly highergthan that of adult ones* .This may 
indicate that Greek stock farmers prefer to fatten small animals to the extent
f o m w  /: "' '- -''ZZ':’Z.Z;ZZZZ:Z:/"Z"''::Z/ ; -x'-z’Z'Z; / ' : -''"Z/’

6. \. For more on the capital-output ratio . so estimated, se.e later on.



: ÏABLB' X.5
z XIELD OF «bat : : AMimi,: . SÏAgQHjMa) (1961-67) in: Kas.

m p  OF BEAT ” ; / ; 1961 : : 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
CALVES , : , 72.4 79,4 89.3 98.9 107.3 137.4 ,14,2.3
EBIMiS ; , 125.9 129.1 \ ̂ 138.6 : 140.1 ' 145.0 , 175.6 176.2
ATEIRAGE CATTLE - 86.2 92.5 104.1 116.5 120.0 144.5 148.1

PEEÀLOES : 88.6 83,3 97.0 113.5 109.5 135.9 118.8
Cthan 1: year), %  i:-;':": .,

^HimLOES, , : i .(more than 1 yoar) . 110.7 146.7 153.0 160.2 174.7 88.7 160.5
ÀVEBAGÈ,pP BUÎTAIOî!S 102.3 108.6 122.6' 133.1 13,^4 111.8 : 138.3

'HOLETS : ; , : 28.1 31.9 32.4 , 33.4 , : ,34,,2 35.9 y 33.8
PIOS :,L,. - : ./, Z- 68.5 71.8 ;73.5‘r ;’74(4 - ;/79*? ■' 79.9 / 78.5
AvimoE PIQ8 : 37(2: 59.5 -' 38.9 ^Zv 53/61, 54.8 Z ; 61.3Z  ̂ 59.0

(Lehs Ihan l  year) 7.1 7.2: \ : - 7.2„ 7.3 ' ’ ' 7.6 Z : 7,9 : ' 8.2
SHEIEP ':-Z„. V  ,■ , 1,:./ ; : ;,,ZZ':'l’Z'(More,than 1 year) 12.3’:::: 12.7 13.1 13.2 . 13,9 14.6 ' 14.0
aVerage,sBbep ■ o.o o.o . Z’a.i 8.3 8(6 : . 9.0 (Z 9.1

KIP'GÔ S,',, , : . . ■
(Leas than 1 year) ' ' ,, 5.91 ,' 6*1 : ' 6.1 1 7.1 6.6 , 6.8 "Il :6.9
COATS \ : 12.5 z 14.8 : 12,7 Z 12.9 ,113.4 ' / 13.Z ::Z"l4.0
(More, than 1 year) - \ ' " • i:' ■ ' , , ;, , '
AVBHAGE,: GOASS ;7l2 ,, 8,3 i ZV.Î Z 8,2 Z 7.8 8.0 8.1

POTJLTRï - 1.1 : :1.1 , l.l.a , ,., 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.4

Soiiroesi National Stàtlstloal Service Of Greece, 
Agrionltural Statistioa of Greece, I96I,
1962, 1963, 1964. 1965, 1966 and 1967.



fpddèr available.increases marginally rather/.than to inorease the liyegtook , 
population* Also keeping calves for longer inyolyes lower .’*fobd .conversion' 
rate" and also lower prices, ,. / " - / . . ■ '• // ': ;■-

A first look at Table X*6- showa higher regional/differences in the average weight 
of cattle and pigs than in Other àniüials* Î îacedbnia and Thessaly hâve an 
average, weight of oalves.below the couritry average;. Thessalyhas an average weight 
of piglets, below the country average and. Thrace has an average weight of pigs .also 
below thé country average*/ / These differences support the// view of relatively high 
importance of animal feeds to the expansion ofaniraàl population than increase in 
avera^ welj^t in fertile areas* ■ /.\-/_

Oauital^^utput Ratio/by kind of Animals*
The following Table' X#7 èiv'es An estimate of the average capital-output ratio of 
cattle, pigs, sheep and,hens between 1961 and 1967*
The capital/output ratio ,was estimated in terms of number of animals irrespective 
of weight of slaughtered.animals and of livestock population*̂ *

As was expected in view of the observed population and output developments* the 
capital-output ratio has fallen/for all animals* The fall of the,capital-output 
ratio is* however, relatively high in the case of cattle and hens, namely the two 
animals with relatively high rate of increase of improved breeds* This means 
that improved; breeds may be relatively more fertile and that the.stock-farmers 
have reasons to avoid ihoréase in the livestock population.

X*7.
CAPITAL-OBTPDT RATIOS IN T»ÎS OF HEAPS OF MAIN TYPFS OF AHIMALS 

(Averages of./ Greece)

Kind of Animal /  1961 Z 1962 / 19é 1964 1965 1966 1967
 ̂z'z/Ga#e)/.\ ■ ‘■3.12;.Z.v2*74;z/ 2-45 ,''2*35/ 2*38 %20 ' .2*16:':/.;;'.
; '’//Pigs ■ ' ■ *76 /;*70; *65.7:/ *64 ' *58.:/H/'

Sheep-Goats . \ 1*59 l*46:̂ :̂ ":li36.//:l*28 1;̂ ^̂  ̂ I.23'. 1*24-
. ::',%ns. .:■-//, .. ;/;;'.;::://';/i*54' ' 1*15:'//■l*2l//'i;i6''' 1*19 l.io *90

Sources 1 National Statistical Service .of/Greec.e*. ,/ / Aigrricultural Statistics of .Grèècé, 1963*
1965* 1966 and 1967*

7* It does hot include the meat output in the numerator since this would 
give in fact the 0 + O/O and not thé C/p ratio*:
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Cl'IàîW, XI
FOHECAB» MPUKH « M B  BY . B'PUDY AW. TARCtim
FOR FjCPANSXOÎI OXî PROmOTION

An assesQGient xb attempted her^ of tlio s^sults of thie stiidy> in orde:̂  to 
derive certain basic policy implicationsj' which may contribute towards accele
ration of the expansion of meat production in Greece^. In the projections of 
meat production possibilities In the future, we consider the.particular 
problems which determine the.demand and supply conditions in Greece,

Our concentration is on the long run problems of the sootor and Indioativoly 
we derive forecasted numbers for final demand^ and put targets for domestic 
supply of moat for 1975 &nd 1^80, so that we leavè aside, problems of a short 
run character,, nmiiely those duo to the relative variation in the rates of : 
adaptation of the domestic 'oiii)pl;y' of : meat/tô itXie bxpandî  ̂ demand#: Some _
reference to other .joint .products of the livestock sector (i*e. milk, 
clieeset eto#) which dre positively associated with meat and .compete
partly with it^ shall be also; made,. ' .Only a minimum attention is given to 
those protUiots since .domostic production l^gely satisfies the final demand 
for dairy products^, so .tliat the main problem of livestock sector Is the promo
tion of meat production# : . *, /

An aspect of piarticn'iar importance for formulation of the .futiuce meat pro
duction targets, is tXm fact of the wp^àdual orientation of the 'Crreek lOconoiry/ 
to the case of evsntual association with i'kHUG*.,(though poscX.bly later than - 
the year 1984 accord:lng to the original agreement)* Dhus# the production 
targets by kind of meat are' put bn the basis of forecasting future production 
limits under the condition of not incroasing direct and opj)ortunity costa* 
ïïndox' those clroumstancos, the feasibility of the. fixed ;limits is posaibly;leaà 
C03?tain than tlmt of : the forecasted final demand for meat, wXiidi, if income : 
rises so much and the elasticities used for the projection are correct, can be 
expectbd:.pçoiishly to be realised* .

1, The projection of disaggregated méat items may result In errors 
bocauso of substitutability between different kinds of meat.
Those errors balance out. for total moat projections, see Ünited 
Rations, (l%$), x̂ p*40-43.

2* It depends only partly on a series of policy measures which are 
proposed in the last section to achieve the formulated here ,
production targets#

iry



y.:,  ̂ ...--v- ;

Tho .above - oriterioii of relative, costs fry determination of the targets for the .y 
future production structure by typ& ' of . meat seome also quite Consistent with thi 
results of this study as to the factors of demand for meat# The. likelihood wai 
Indicated there of a.rather statistically si^ifioant f suhstitutahility* among 
the. ei#it meat varieties. ^is soOms to per-mit the authorities to, give priorii 
to promotion of expWisioh of those types of meat which probably have better oosi 
conditions and relatively high eoohodes of scale* Xncidehtally,, the kind of . 
meat which seems to enjoy most these conditions in the long run is veal, which 
has ■ also a relatively high ino.ome demand elasticity,

Thus, the primary , target is towards expansion of veal production in the long-rpï 
after à likely possible raarg.inal expansion of the cattle population in the 
seventies*. This ordering of, targets is based on cost considerations, as we 
shall see in Section 2. Moreover,, the policy measures proposed (Section 5). 
concentrate on further quality improvement of livestock population, production 
methods and production and marketing of fodders* ■ Ihese measures are expected 
to contribute to target fate of'future expansion'of"moat.production in part 
through technological change and reduction in production costs. .



■ , . . ; V : , : .

1, Fcureoasted Romand for Meat

The considerations that follow, invoivo nurnorioal projections of future demand 
for meat which is toohnioally. simple with the estimated demand fimotions under , 
alternatiye aoeianptions on-the future income and price formation*.

This procédure has to he considered with reservations regarding the elasticities - 
used and the planned rates of change in incbmo and ĵ rioes* Thus®: projection 
on the income growth rate refers-to the disposable income and not to GDP* 
Disposable income projebtions involve values of GDP, taxation and trans
fer payments, which aro uncertain and exogenous to this study* The use of 
the planned rate of Inoroase of GDP of the Plan 1968-72 (7#$ - 8*5 percent) 
differs .from that of a disposable inoomo,;:conoopt and, on the - other handÿ:. those 
rates soem xmroalistie at least for the. reason, tX̂ ai tho average rate of income : .
increase in is not expected to exceed, 4*5 percent,;

Thus, we have used two alternative growth ratés, of real disposable, per capita ’ 
income,il-5*4 percent and 5*4 percent annually for both the periods 1970-1975,' 
and 1975^1980* .These „ rates ,u;ith an âhhuàl rate of population growth *6 percent 
(average of the period 19^0-1970) correspond to about 4*0 anti 6,0 percent 
average annual rates of increase of real disposable income,: which are considered 
to, represent reasonable, limits of growth rates under present conditions* :

Difficult problems ar'lBe.partioularly in the ju’ojèotion of future meat prices in 
Greece, .-sihce they arc5 partly affected ; by the 3:elative expansion of the domestic": 
mes.t production and its speed and partly by the neat prices in the world marketf 
the prices.there vfill be possibly unstable in view of the prospects for 
relatively rapid furthea? increase in world .meat consumption, XTndar these oir- 
oumstances, 'any serious forecasting of the future relative prices of mrious 
■items of. meat-soema a difficult ta-sk* -

Moreover, giveu possible substitutability of demand between .various meat.items, 
changes in their relative prices will affect the proportion.of,each of them 
demanded to the total and rather loss the total volume of demand for meat* :
Bis: total demand for meat is expected to change mainly according to the variations 
in the relative price of meat over other oonatJimption items, and in the personal 
dispopaHo income* ■ . \ .i:.■ -



The simplifying assumption in thé' following estimates is that this relative 
prioe of meat is expected to remain fairly stable* Therefore, in view of the 
likelihood that tho relative prices/of"various meat items will cîmnge.between . 
today and I98O, the pro jection of ; the demand by kind of meat is only indicative 
and in so far as'the, ratio, of theVpriçè of ,fflèat:;tp,̂ bth0r .consltiiiption prices is. 
going to increase,,Ohr projections suffer:from pverostimationd- e r r o r ,

The values of the income élàsticity .used in . the. projections (Table XI.l̂ f,:cols*
1 and 2) were derived from the results of statistical .'experimentation iii Part 
One. É*or thé period 1970^75 the income elasticity for total meat and particu
lar meat.species has taken as the average.of the income .elasticities of the 
selected equations for the period I958-I966 and of.the cross section elasticity 
from thé budget survey'; * For the projection ̂ of the period 1975-80 the average 
of the income eiastioity of total moat of thé period 1958-1966,and the elas
ticity of thé international orçés-sectibn demand for meat function (*72) was 
used*. The average so estimated elasticity for the period 1975-1980 is 1*1, 
which is 8,3 percent lower than the corresponding estimated elasticity of 
demand for meat for the period 1970-75 (1*2) The elasticities of particular 
meat kinds for the period 1975-1980 were, derived by the elasticity of each of 
the period 1970-1975 reduced proportionally to the elasticity of demand for . 
total meat,

;3* .However, giyenv the. absence.of .goyernraent intention .to ; affect the 
demand for meat;through taxatiohii the projections of moat demand 
seem: to ref leot api)roximateiy 'of. what̂ ^̂ !:̂  ̂: be expec#d, to happen 
if the. inopme and prices.,in.. the future are going to .be,;as planned *

4* The latter may,be considered - though with various réservations - 
a:oioser measure of thé long-run élaetloitÿ: of demand,,
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2, Tarmta of Future domestic Prodiiotlon of Meat 
Basio Aesumptiona and yoreoagtinfi: Prooedwe

At attempt is mde in the following for projecting the future meat production 
potentials in the decacie of seventies with declining cost per unit* Dhese 
projections are ^ken ag feagihle targets which are expected to he achieved, 
throu^ a series of policy measures discusaed later on*

The forecasting of meat produetion is subject to Constraints of all the.discasaec 
already i)roduction factors, àhd cannot he carried out correctly without taking 
all of them together and solving the prohlem hy appropriate inatheraatioal te.oh-- 
niquee* In practice* as is Icnown̂  , it is difficult to follow strictly this 
prCoedure and as a result we ■ have taken into consideration here first* the .■ 
expected fodder production potentials and in addition a number of basic quaii-», 
tative improvements in;the.production of various types of meat. « in average • 
wai^it of Slaughtered animals* struoture 'of breeds* and percentage of slaugh^ 
tered animals to total livestock •* and the relationship of the rates of inpreass 
of meat production and the production of-animal feeds for the other kinds of 
animals/ except cattles'

The assumed expansion and qualitative iuîprovements of meat production presume - 
certain rates of capital accumulation* continuation of the process of improving 
the animal breeds* improvement in the production teoîiniques and in health care* 
which result in fall in per unit cost of meat production* More precisely* , 
certain capital accumulation and other improvements wore also assigned to occur . 
in the expansion of % e fodder production and in the rise.'; of yields of other; 
crops * which determine the potential production of fodders4 Thusi the problem 
of meat.production is in psœt a problem of supply of capital and q,uality improve
ments throu^out the whole farm sector*

TI10.above problemsas suoh cannot be considered as a direct object of this thesis; 
it only adopts the; assumption tiiat the authorities* plan for irrigation works . 
and other improvements of land will not be hampered by lack of capital or in
efficiency in the programme of éducation of farmers^ etc* , It is further assumed
tWt their costs* or more precisely the part of costs paid by the farmer^ will
not be a factor raising the marginal cost of animal feeds*

The discussion so far, has indicated a relatively low level of tariff protection 
mia/ , ■ ' '
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and subsidies to: the sector/ relatively, simll ayerage slae of holdings*. ,
and likelihood that tho optimum size of holdings (with maximum average cost 
per imit of outpiit) ig for. :mdst' onimals well above t W  present size* Under 
these oircumstanoes* it is believed * oe.teris. paribus^ that iho,. cost; (or more ■
, precisely thé̂ v̂alrie-^ded^) ̂ per kg*- of meat can bo falling; and likely not 
increasing for the forecasted^expansion of meat .production* The latter/is, 
as8imC& come throu^ quality improvements and some increase in the livestock 
pppuiatioh, ; ;i;-- .

The estimate of the future forecast of meat ; supply also accounts for the • , 
opportunity costs of meat production in.; terms .of other agricultural products* , .. 
This seems important* becauso the; output-of the l is iclpsely ; !
bound.up with the output of other agrioultural products; the, marginal .cost per 
unit of meat production will depend; on; whether its :e%pansi6n will take place, . , 
with replacement of ' other;: farm proaucts .cultivated so far in, fertile irrigated 
land or not. • In the;:latter.:ba#/ possibility, will be more intensive
use of the lend, already èmpibyèd bÿ the; livestpi^ sector/, along with qualitative: 
improvements in this; sec tor*- '. 'I’or̂ iinstahde* the, more .intensive use of land by % 
the livestock sector means, virtiiaily the expansion of cultivation of foddérs in 
semi-mountaihouB areas :ât i:he b of pastures, ^ese areas probably have
increasing marginal 'cost b e r ' ^  Of : fodders, and subsequently per kg of addition
al meat if the difference'is not going to vie subsidised/

Opportunity cost considerations are more specifically taken for making our 
projections of meat prbdiictidn coiiàisten̂^̂  ̂ expansion of the production
of other basic farm; products in-Accordance , with the trends in their, demand foré-;' 
ousted by the 'Han (throu^: a partial substitution of wheat by other crops and , ; 
expected rise;' in yields)* As time passes* fiuîther expansion of irrigations to 
new land is milikely and. the livestock Rector expansion will require to shift 
land.away from other productC or to proceed in irrigations on hillside areas*
The last case will depend on whether the increase in the yields,of otter agri
cultural products' will:/reduce thé u^ by them*. It depends.' on whether the
increase in the yields.of bther agricultural products from.use/of land .saving, 
techniques.does not raise/their output beyond.the rise in.their final demand*

On the basis of these conditions*:a projection of total cultivated land in 1975. 
(38*5 th; atremmas) and I960 (59i5 th. .stremmas) has been made; it is based 
on the prelindnary estimates for/the year th; stremmas) and additional/

i*e. with given the prices of fodders* coat; of capital borrowing, etc.
6*- aasiimihg that the. value ad6 d/whl/not .rise its /share to the total cost,■because of structural changes, in' the production .method.



infojmtion taken from the Plan and the Ministry of Agrloultifee about 
the cohstruotion of hew,-irrigation prb jeots (Appendix A* Table A*l) *We assniDéÿg 
that the rise in thé production: of other farm produots (cotton, vineyards, 
fruits, etc*) will be poSBible by raising their yields and using a land of 
about 400 thousand stremaas swinging away from wheat,i.;#̂ ;' -Izp.vand̂ :̂  '
the new irrigated land can be devoted to fodder production: (see in
Appendix B). '' ' - .

With forecast yields of fc&ders, it;was estimated thatfodder production will 
rise at an average: annual rate of 4  ̂0 percent in the period 1970V75 :hnd , ̂  ;p̂  
cent in thé period 1975*90 (Bee Appendix B/ Tablé Bl).̂  .% . /

A main,assumption here'is.that the expansion in i#igated land will be directed 
to fodder production and more .specifically to the cattle sector^ This;is 
supposed to permit somé d^^ of the cattle population, in this
decade* after which the calves are expected^to be the only : economic means for 
any further expansion of cattle: production.;;: / ; ;;

Production Targets of Veal * Beef and other Varied MeAts *;.
On the assumption that: all khe fodder productions ; from the : newly irriWted land ,, 
will be used :for expansion of beef and veal production* forecast:for these two 
has been estimated separately oh the basis of an average yield pi fodder per kgr 
of beef and veal, namely convertipn rates# The conversion index of beef of 
improved variety has beèn estimated ih Italy with similar conditions with 
Greece to be 799*800 Fodder Units per 100 kg| for cattle of 24 to 36 months of 
age* This can be reduced, to 400*450 Fodder Gnits for up to 12 or 14 months 
old calves', ù-/ r; ; - ^

These relatively low conversion rates of calyes is not the Only reason why 
calves are taken here as the long run target for expansion of the.sector, under 
Greek oircumstances* Other possible reasons which make the veal more economic 
are, the shorter finanpial cycle which lowers, interest charges, and the, possi
bility for more extensive automation than in beef; More automation and more 
intensive production methods seem to be of primary importance in Greece, in 

, view of the indicated important role of the scarcity of land and pastures;
Calves may bé housed in -single boxes, of wood or metal (possibly pro-fabricated 
wi

7, See 0*B*C*D* op.Cit. , Faris 190# :P*7̂# Blnce. these ratios of fodder 
to output are of course likely reduced - as : the proportion of improved : 
cattle to the total (about two-thirds today ,in Greece) rises* Therefore 
use of thp- àboyé ratios, which :pre8ÜKËb% to improved animals/ 
implies an Upward error of .;ove:̂ 'est4%ting' the future doWstic production 

' 'of calves and mainly of a d d l t / c a t t l e . - . r . , ' . : ; f  .
- ; - i  ̂ -i:. \ f



with air oondltlonlng); or .In wàlléd yards with- gpaoe for/five' to ten çalvès 
or even more. ; Apart, from the pOBaible, economies of: scale involved, it seems, 
that calves reared'dn boxes do not : deteriorate in quality, but can, on the.. 
contrary/•give better results,, espeeially from the point of view of the colour 
of meat, which is paler; than tbkt: obtained from: calves raised in yards , ;

More intensive production methods leemi, of course, use of rations made up mainly 
or entirely of concentrâtes or milk powder* Tiiere seems to exist relatively 
high uncertainty about the expansion of production of concentrates in the near 
future, in view, of the observed relatively low mte of expansion of this 
industry in Greece so : far, The relatively slow rate, of adjustment of the 
concentrates industry is one. reason which induced the adoption of the target of 
increasing the livestock population in the short run* Another factor affecting 
this distinction between short and long 3 ^  targets is that the. process of 
further improvement in the fertility of cattle (both beef breeds and dairy 
breeds) as a potential source of supply of calves for fattening does not aeem , 
adequately rapid,/ On thé; other hand, in view of the prospects that other 
Mediterranean countries well may turn to calf breeding too, there may be expeb- 
tedan increase in.the price of calves for import, which creates risks in thé 
rapid overconcehtration in veal^*

The projected beef and veal production for. 1975 and I98O follows twO stages!
(1) estimates of,the increase in beef and veal production from the existing 
'Unita'ahd';battle;population/'and--' ; V ..
(2)' estimates of, the increase in beef and veal ̂ production;:of new units/, which . , 
are to be installed, given the limits from/the expansion of animal feeds*  ̂ ' 
These two projections' to find the total beef and.veal production (old units and 
new ones)'are based on the assumption,, that the ;increase in fodder production 
■from irrigated land is going to feed only cattle;

As we have seen alrea.dy the percental of new born baby-Calves to total càttle 
population;/;/;::;:;,(fortility, rate) had been Increased fe?om 33*4 percent in 
1961 to 41*6 percent in 1966 due to the/success of artificial insemination and 
the improvements of vet; services.. Assuming that they will continue in the 
future, this percentage/is supposed to be 43 percent and 45 percent of cattle 
pOpulatl#;:'.:'Z#%^^^^ . '

8. d*E.O;D./;op;cit*/ 1969,\p.,75, 156* :
9* : It Was: r^ such a possibility may well load to a shortage of

calves and a .crisis.in tho breeding industry,; see O.E.C.P* op#cit*, 
Paris 1969,. P.; Buiatti, "Types of : beef and . veal .production** , p* 72* ,



population for 1975 and. 1980 borréspond'ingly*

The average weight of slaughtered calves, is estimated to be l60. kgV, per head 
in 1970 against 142 kg# in' 1966/, tJupposing that the average annual increase 
in kgs*; of the period 19,66-70 will continue, in tlie fnture, the. average weight 
of slaughtered calves is expected to be I90 kgs* in 1975 and 220 kgs* in 1980* -
Regarding the average weight’ of heifers tind 'oxen, it ' is expected to be 220 kgs
in 1975 and 250 kgs* per head in I960 as ^^inst 200 kgs* per head in 1970*^^

PRQJEOTEa) A V E R A G E ' ' OF CATThS ,

. . '1/ /..■■■;' //'/V
i97oh) . 1975 I98O ,

Oalyes : : :  ̂ IGO y  190 ' 220
' Heifers ana ôxen /' 20(1 ; . / 220 250

Total Cattle^) / , : \ 168 - . ' 196 ! 226 :' .

(1) Provisional .ostimates -
(2) Average•Weight of total cattle is estimated on the basis

■ of average weights of . càlf and average weights of heifers ..
- wei^ited by their shares'to the total slaughtered cattle*

The. of slau^tered calves is supposed to be about 70 percent of
the newborn baby.'c'àlvos':"''i:\/;';ië::̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂ and, the' proportion.of
slaughtered, heifers' and oxen about 10 percent of total cattle population.

On the basis of the above assumptions/ we have estimated the future increase 
in the production of beef and veal from the existing-holdings and,the provision* 
ally estimated cattle population of 1970V

10* The weight of cattle is not going to increase indefinitely given 
that Greek consumer prefers tender non-fat carcass*
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TABLE XI. 3
BM' AND YML PROBÜCTIOK

FROM OLD KOLDIMS MiD EXISTING ■ CATTLE - POPULATION

KIND, OF MEAT

BEEP'. .

VÉAL

(in Thousand Tons)

Average -, -
Annual

: ( 1\  .Change /av
m o } r  i 2 U  (1970-75)

24.0
58.0

26.4
68.6

2.0
3.4

30*0
85.0

Average 
Annual 
Changé ;
( M m m )

2+6
3+9

TOTAL 82:0 95.0 3.0 115.0 3.5

(l) Provisional: Estimates 
, (2) On the basis of 1970 year - . ‘

Assuming tlmt for produoing one kg. of veal heeds about 5 kgs* of starch
equivalents?-;:", and one kg. of beef , J  kgs* of starph equivalent/ the fodders. 
of inoreape of irrigated land between 1970-75 (590 th; tons of starch equi
valent/? Table B.l), can produce an additional 111^320 tons-of beef and veal/ 
The airéady projected increase, in; beef and veal production between 1970-75» .1.
i.e+ 13*000 tons (Table XI*3) ■will feed with only 70 th* tons of starch equi
valents. The remaining 520 th. tons can produce 98*320 th; tons more beef and
veal/ which we assume, to, come from the establishment of new units and the incr
ease of cattle populatidn*

The question now arises how much the cattle population and beef and veal 
production can increase in the period 1970-80. and how many new units are 
required for this increase.

The future increase in cattle population for 1970-75 is estimated by the 
following formula;

0 X + ( ;43)0. X « 98,320 th; tCns /beef and veal# 
where .! 0 »? cattle populatioh . W; * average weight of heifers and oxen

. projected for 1975» VjKw average, weight of calves projected 
for 1975* (;43) * percentage of new born baby calves to total 

' cattle population.projected for 1975# ■

Solving/  ̂ ' ? .?-'- ?; • . ^



Solving tho above equation, wo ootlraated tîiat the inoreâse in cattle population 
betwoon 1970-1975 ia going to be ^23 th. heads i.e/ a cattle populeition of 
1,525 th* heads in 1975 (average annual increase 4+9 percent for the period 
1970-75)/: On the bacie of thisprojectod increaso in cattle population'and'the
average wéî^iia/wo find'the increabe in. beef and veal production of new units 
(Table; XI.4) 'The eaine procédure was followed for estimation of the increase of
beef and veal production 0#  new units ih : 1980 : based bn the ; 1970%) period.

m m  :Xi,4

mOJEGTBD IKCMSASB" IN . / OATTLE POPULATION AND EBÎÜP
. > AND VAh : PIK#OTldN / FROM'- . NEW/- WlTS . '

■ m o m m  m  o m m  \
(in thousand heads) ' ni' :

: Igoô

m

1. 33EW PRODUCTION ; /i,// ' ./ -
(in thousand tons)  ̂ ' 7.2 13.8

2. VmL mODUOTION ■ .;,te
(in thousand tons) ; . ? : , V ./li).6 , 36.6

TOTAL (1 + 2) .... ''/■•;':■/? 25.Q 50.4

(1) On tho baiis of 1970 ,

Tiien combining the projections pf; incroa'se'' of beef amd veal production of old
units (Table XX *3) and/:bi ::(%blb' XI.'4)' we Wve' the total beef and veal
production in 1975 mid in 190 bmd: t^ total cattle population as well (Table
XI.5)' 'te:. V

TAPH’) XI.5
■ PROJEOTID OÀTTLB fOHIUTXOIl AND BBÎ3F ' '

 _________________ momoTioM "
. ' / ;/%y\;./Average' Average-

te;;';&ïùMal . Annual
(1) ( 2 )i s m  : SSmss. j m ' '   ̂Çtoaeai^-'

OA'îïLJi! MmAÎTOH. ' . ' . / , '
(in 'Thouaand Heads) 1,200 1,525 4'9 1,750 5.9 :

(in th.
1. BBISF HmjOCTOH tons): : / ,,'24 ; : 34,;; v:;7;0 : ■ 44 ; , 6.2
2/ vmi,;moDHG@ioH ;v: /te-'/ / - t e ' ' ; 120 7j5 /'
•r o f i / C l t e ) i:;? ,'S;;/’/: "■ ea ?■ tei/:.-t.o//;/: 164/ • 7.2?-

'.'/ ./O ) ' ' / ' :  /■'/;/„... - . (2) Foi* the period, 19)5-60. . _ - '
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Tine forecasting of produOtlOn of other meat?products (except cattle meat) was 
based on the assumption, of a fairly stable relationship of the average annual 
rates of increase in the production of apiraal feeds and of meat production in the 
past and these rates will vary among each other by something like 2-3 percent as 
in the past. (Table in Appoudlx B). This ijrooedure gave us an.average 
annual rate of increase of total meat of about 6.0 percent in between 1970 and 
1980 period. . _ ? -

There seem to be* of course* possibilities for further expansion of the meat , 
production from I; improvement of the existing livestock population and of thé 
production methods* The possibilities for expansion of meat production due to 
further qualitative improvements are not uulimited and are assumed to continue at 
a relatively lower rate than before In the future (Appendix A, Table A*l). 
Therefore* continuation of the trends of the past evolution of average weights, : 
seems unrealistic particularly ■for the: period, after 1975 in view of the achieve
ments already made. ' ,

The forecast rates of growth of the other, meat, varieties are in accomplishment i; 
with the rate of total meat growth and are fixed on the basis of rather crude 
assumptions; related with the special Conditions in the production of each meat, 
and the future prospects of particular factors: like technological: change manU- = 
facturing.byrproducts completion of irrigation works* etc*

. TABLE XI.6::;y:.,.
\ PROJECTED ■ DOmiSTIO PRODUCTION - OP MEAT V

......
Kind: of 
Meat ■ ■ •

Average Annual 
Rate of Growth ;(̂):
iW75':/-i57Èsg''

Volume of .Production.
: (Thousand tons) .
.i3j q O>

Percentage
Composition

1220 i m  1280
VEAL';/ 6.7 ■/'57 87 120 19 ' - 2Ï .22

-BEEF ■ 6i 5 -6+0 :'/ / 24 35 6 8 a
LAMB 5+0 4.5 , 78 99 125 26 .,. 24 24,,
MUTTON ■ : :3 + Q':, 40 45 , .. 712

6.0 , 100 18
POULTRY . 7+5 :: '-^5 :: -.■48.- 70 l6 18 18
OTHER 5+0 : - 4*0'-. 4 5 1 ■ : 1 1 -

( l) provisional : estimâtes *

The/



She of groifth of ; production will contixme relatively high (T.5 per
cent ) an the/first'; half ■ of.- the seventies as. a result ■ of rapid expansion: of the , 
aec'tbr-.by^establlshm^ -new ifirms, so far and Will fall, thereafter/ to 6*5 per
cent *-'//:/On/the; contrary/ the rat© of . growth of pork production will rise slightly 
in the second half of the seventies as a result of acceleration of restaur^mts? 
tourism and by-products of manufaetiirlng industry* The prospects for rise in the 
domestic stalled sheep production do not Seem particularly favourable and this 
will contribute to the fall in th© \ annual rate of growth of lamb and mutton*

On the basis qf? the formulated production targets* and the already projected final 
demand for meat, it is now possible to estimate of the-het difference which is ; 
required, to be satisfied by imports or price Increasos • (Table %1.7 ) # This : Table :
gives also thé differences: ~ ' '''.r.

SABia: XI* 7̂ ; ,/ ^
m u m T E D  mMmjBm ' Ai# m m i c i m  op ktiAt promgtioh.. ; -: '

AMD iMPOiffi

"With Iteite of Income Growth **•**. ê â TT.'--':' ■
Veal 8 ' ■ 28 9

: Beef , 3.2, 17 11 16 :
. / Frozen Beef 32 56 40 45 :
Lamb f 9 1 +19 +ip/-:

te 3 :::. . t e d . ' ^ 6
/#.%#: --

Pork: : .. ,4-12 -
. Poultry : ?r'c . ' ' ' T • ‘  ̂i- ■ ■ ■ ■ 15 # - .7.27 /-
other

. . . .,

■ 145 ".-- '

(1) Surplus (4:) und,; deficits- without/any sigh. ', '
(2) Based oh th< 

inventories
) _WsWptich of not fi 
; in :?the hands of trad<

xtum
ws*'

( chapgp- in '

Bougeas; ' .Sabi#/ # 1 ,  .: IX.2, . , . , ■

between the Ostimated future de\ rd and domestic production wMch oohsiet' of 
surpluses and deficits of each kind of .meat, .which are going to be eliminated 
either throu#i oxternai trade or price adjustments. /



 ......

: Thé /first : obsezvation' isthat/■import requirements, if meat/prioe, Ihorèasés are. ' 
/going'to be avoided, are not going to inoreage againét :tl\o ostimted. voltime- of 
95 thousand tpno in, 1970* ppiy with a rate, of iheoms growth of 4 percent and 
they are golte" to inoroaee only : if the rate of income ? growth exceeds that number* 
Moreover, if tho 4 ;pcroent :mtc of growth is,, going to continue in, the ■ second half 
of the seyentres, théri%)ort requirements are expected to be.reduced to 85 
thousand tons* The : latter :wil% come mainly as a result of tho fall in income 
olastiolty.of demand for/meat and the relatively low fall in the rate of growth 
of domestic production; in the period 1975-8Û (Ooo Tables IK.l, XXi6);

llpfe.specifically# .while most meat varlotios-.are expecled'vto-have .excess-demand 
appearing in ;Tabl© XI;7 as ’’deficit*̂  of domestic prodiîctlon against/final demand, 
mutton r lamb and pork will probably generate a ̂,/oiîr|»lus*' # ■ . However * /the, indi
cated substitutability of demand for the meats in "surplus" for those in 
"deficlt'l' (for; example, Cf lamb for frozen beef and frozen mutton, of pork for 
frozen beef, he I can; he seen in Tablé '111*2) is exiJOoted to offset eventually in 
part by the relative price, .meohahism* In other words, allowing for forecasting 
errors, one can expect that the relative ;price; of .lamb* mutton and pope in terms 
..of: other méats - éill" f«ài aé/' that’,.their /̂ ëxÇéss" i.eupply will be bought by the 
■ .final {.consumers* ? "It seems# however, ; tWt thèse réadjustméntà will /be...**margihal** 

will not create particularly serious social or economic' problems* .;

It must bé pointed but that it̂ is; possible; the .ablative--rates of ;̂ owth;'of - ..- 
domestic pupply; and final deimnd: "in -- particul# ;yéars -, within the two five-year 
periods of our projections to be quite.different, as à result of short-run 
variations in the rates;.;of their relative expansion.. Therefore, it .must, not 
be thou#it that the problems of the. livestock, sector are . . as simple as Table 
XI,7 shows# Uncertain and in part uncontrolled; factoiW,. like weather, animal 
diseases* etc#,, can create various problems in the. adjuetmeht- process ;of the . 
sector to moot the expanding. deiAnd (with probably. ; .changing consumer •
preferences* . -hcte



7; h, , ■  :
3. Proposed Policy Measures for, the Aohlevement of the Fixed Targets

A- series of policy measures probably required for the achievement of the targets 
for future meat production are derived in this Chapter. Many of these policy 
measures could be possibly implemented only after detailed further elaboration 
for each of them separately. '̂̂ reoyer, policy measures are to be taken after 
a continuing process of trial aiid error, and. as such can be modified later on. 
They need to be attended to carefully and to be flexible, i.e. to adjust to 
changing conditions in the expanding; livestock sector in Greece.

Under these conditions, a brief statement of the chief of these measures follows 
under four he^s* measures for the improvement of livestock and production 
methods 5 special measiAes for cattle sector; Hieasùres referring to animal feeds 
and finally measures referring to the marketing of livestock and meat/ There ié 
no distinction in these, policy measures as to their institutional ..or structural 
function, or whether they simply aim at change in the current relative price 
structuref given the practical purposes of this thesis,. There is no distinction 
also of/those measures according to their character and■substance or, to costs and 
ease .of applications ' ■ ./

Measures to affect Factors and Methods of Meat Production
A number of measuicos proposed in the following consist of further modification 
of measures already applied* There ’is ho attempt to specify whether eadh modi**, 
ficatioh is extensive so that to constitute in fact a new measure or not. These 
measures 'are in addition, or some in. place of, those proposed by the Plan I968-*■ IP -72 . There is no discussion about the particular effect of each measure*

A measure of importance for tlac whole livestock sector seems necessary to be 
submitted at the outset/' in view of the variety of the factors associated
with the future development of this sector, there seems üo be needed constant' 
research and proposals to policy makers about investment# finance and techno
logical advance in this sector# : Given this and the present state of operation 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and of the Agricultural Bank, there seems to be. 
necessary the establishmëht of a Corporation# which as an independent advisory 
body will perform this function in Greece# We are not going to discuss the 
particular problems of sotting up such a body# but only some of the problems ■ 
which seem to make necesoary its establishment# namely the main difficulties 
that the Greek iivestock sector fac«e in its expanding process.

The/ . ■ : .
12, See Chapter VIII.5
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The propoaed new institution will have, purely scientific function and as such 
can be attached to the Center , of Planning and Economic Research, which has 
already a section with a small number of persons for this purpose# By this 
way, on the other hand, the possible reactions of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and the Agricultural Bank against the establishment of this advisory body are 
expected to be minimised# Needless to:say, that the results of the research of 
this advisory body should, be published according to its constitutional law, so 
that both farmers are well informed and policy makers take position on the resull 
of the scientific research-, , The first measures which this new body will have ; 
to deal with may be summarised as follows# ,
(1) Closer co-ordination of agriculturalists of the Agricultural Bank of Greece# 
artificial inseminstors and vets# of the Ministry of Agriculture and vets# of 
the Ministry of Health or control all of them by the proposed new Livestock 
Development Corporation# Municipal authorities, and researchers might also serve 
the co-ordinated effort# ' ,
(2) Establishment of regular visits of specialists to main villages at dates . 
known to stock fa,rmers long in advance and preferably at week-ends#

(3) Turning the farmerte. training programme . t'owarda small improvements probably 
suitable to the Greek technical and psyohological environment# Research on 
these particular improvements' and imniediàte introduction of subsidy schemes 
directly tied to the application of each;small-scale imprbyement# Having labour 
in existing holdings is- of special importance in Greece nowadays/?*

(4) Reduction, of the authority of ABG to order arrest of the debtor stock- / . 
farmers xfithout previous juridical decision# Establishment of the right of 
the stock farmers to apply forrcomplaintg to a specially/established service of 
the independent body of/Livestock Beyelopment Corporation#.

(5) More careful determination of decisions which abolish favours to stock- 
farmers (e,#g# reduction of subsidy for inoreasing the weight of cattle from ; ,
2 drs»/kg. of liveweight to 1.5:drb/kg: for cattlO marketed between 3OO-40O kgs# 
in 1969) + This kind of decision niust be impieiïionted with at , least a one year 
lag. Careful research before decision makihg must replace the system of 
frequent changes of policy according to circumstances^^# /

13# Hésitation to establish new units and emigration are two main factors 
contributing to their,importance#

14* Thus, thé subsidy of 30 percent of value of purchase of improved pigs 
was referred to 10 sows until 19&7 and then it was. referred to 500 
sq Ws  (P L  1 3 9 /2 6 - 3 " 6 9 )  and subsequently it went back to the size of 20  
sows for enjoying the subsidy for ’̂model" herd#



gpecxal Meabures for Expansion the Cattle Hector /

A relatively large number of problemg.of the .livestook seotor i^e faced.with 
respect to cattle .produotxoa.* . , Thus, our target-is the .establishment of an 
annual number of nearly 3*5 thousand -ne%J hold mgs of . 20 cattle du the period “ Î 
1970-75 aud a corresponding number of ,5#5 thousand new units of the same, size 
in the second half of the 19703. In view of the past stagnation hut^bef of
units and of the cattle population# • there .may be hero in part a problem of , - ,
supply of entrepreneurship apart from supply of animal feeds and/of. loanable 
funds on easy tema# ' k

The mentioned decision of granting a definite amount, of freé money per model .
herd ^ does not define the ponCept of .a f̂ mOdel herd", a fact which may pause 7.
definite inconvenience to the stoPk-farraer and possibly/injustice in somë oases, ■ 
both restraining the offeotivenesB of this, measure on the sector# A prem 
condition for this once-and-for*all subbldy is l̂improvemeht or extension" of 
cowsheds and purchasing'equipment or concéhtrates, but it is not spo.pifled whether 
the .grant is quite- indepondcnt of the size of improvement# and who is ^ihg; .to/'/;/̂ . 
assess # whether some minimum investmen'# has ; actually been made to /get the subsidy# 
For the cattle particularly the subsidy is .1,000 drsa./per head for %odel" herd of 
5 to 20 heads of cattle# This maximum actually disfavours; the old and new, 
small ahd, large scale hpldings#// -

In/faoty; thO/hboye measure / was ? taken (in June 1969) to favour the stock famers 
to; expand, after late' récognition- of difficulties- of inducing hew entrepreneurship 
despite the Optimism /of the/Pian, :. particularly in the -..case" of battlet/'yi'The-/- ; / / 
minimum of five heads per holding for ; getting tho sub.sidy /means that in view of 
the distribution of, cattle holdings by size,the majority Of the. cattle owners 
will not get this subsidy# Therefore# the,s-Gock-farmers of small sizé who have 
likely.greatly contributed in the postwar expansion of the sector are left out 
of this Subsidy# 'This' might ' be/- justified -in economic terms if the big holdings ? 
were expected, -'io.-bo/more- llkejÿ/t̂ ^̂  "^hiqh-iS '-hardly guai^teed^ih/'view-bf
thè/experience.-so'far; /■,; / - 7-

The maximum of twenty heads foa;̂ .the last /subsidy seems to be particularly a 
restraining factor for -a/r^hdiiate new istock fa,rmer with ambitious plans for 
production/ i ;. /.: ' - -
15+'8eemapter'7III#l';//':^'';-'/'/^ /:/'/ '
16* The ,:problcm involved;'in such ah assessment seems apparent/from the 

fact that the;decision fixes a maximum total, amount (drs. 29 million)
. to be used for 'these .subsidies* See,'’̂Eoonomikos TahydromosU, '
5*6,69. ' -■'/./■/ : :
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production of calves through, relatively large units, in view of thé .likelihood 
of relatively large economies of scale in this kind of meat*

Moreover, this onoe-and-for-all subsidy does.not eeora to ensure fthit a; large, 
proportion of the subsidy will be actually inveeted in stables to expand their 
capacity* It is supported here that this could; be relatively more easily . 
a,chieved If the existing subsidy of 30 percent of borrowed.capital for stable 
construction would inqrease for any livestock holding old.-hnd new, "model" or
not' ■ - - / . ■'. . , .? ./ '■ /; ' • .

It should be stressed that the proposed changemay not secure full employment 
of the stable capacity induced to expand,;; Particularly if the rate of; the sub 
sidy in view is going to rise as much as .one .hiahdred;percent of the investment* 
The rise in the rate of this subsidy should ,bé however extended also to' the 
purchase ;of improved cattle: as eui ;incentive for acceleration of the process of 
f\.irther improvement of cattle population (still abox'it ,one-third{.uhimproved)*  ̂
This inclusion seems & necessary"but not a,sufficient condition for improve
ment or further ripe in cattle .population up to the. fixed targets. Thus,there 
can bo a good business for thé farmers to buy calves at quite frequent times 
and sell off after small or ndt fattening, so as to get the subsidy again by 
purchase of a new cattle* . This phonomonon seems actually to have happened to 
a certain extent since 1964, when the 3P percent subsidy was introduced, if 
one takes account of the pervasive stability of cattle production* However, 
the rate of substitution of traditional breeds by selected ones has been 
increased somewhat*

It may ba, therefore, suggested tliat the percentage of this subsidy should . 
increase temporarily and the increase in the subsidy be granted only on the 
condition that the cattle bought will be kept for over a year or otherwise the 
amount of subsidy bo given back* A practical way of application of this might 
be marking of the cattle, bought, through the Increased, subsidy scheme, by a 
coffimon mark for each year* Any dealer who buys cattle with the mark of this ; 
year or the previous one from a stock farmer//will bé obliged to witlîïiold. some 
definite percontâ je of the total value of the cattle, (possibly somewhat lower 
than the difference of the peroehta^^ of the new subsidy from tho 3p percent, of 
the existing one, because of fattening iii.the memtlme)*

IT* In other words, if any stable investment is free, there may 
bo an,extension of.the capacity beyond that justified by 
marginal cost cpheiderations, and consequently waste of capital .■ 
and possibly undezMtllisation of i.tv " .
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A pactioulor problem; for the ,subsidy differential oyer tho; 30 percent, if . the . - _ 
bought: improved oattle are held for longer than a year*0 time, is due to the 
fact that the price of veal is fixed by.the market. 20-30 percent oyer tho beef 
price, .Therefore, the increase in subsidy for improved calves to leave them 
for oattle must be somewhat higher than 60 ,percent to be sucoossful (30 percent 
for purchase of Improved calf plus anptlier 30 .percent for the higlier price of 
veal than that of beef)* :■ - /

Moreover, there is a case for increase in oattle population from'the.existing . 
stook-farmer*3 herd by leaving new born calves for. expending the size of his 
holding; they should attract therefore ' the same subsidy, if the' breeds which . 
are held are improved* .. For. this purpose, the stock farmer should.register tlie, 
calves to be held with the agriculturalist of the Agricultural Bank of Greece ;. 
and mark them exactly as those bought outside, for the same purppse^^*

It must be further* noticed that neither the target of rise in cattle population 
in the seventies, nor the longer-run policy of expansion of veal production is 
expected to succeed, if measures are not also taken for improving the fodder 
' marketing*. Thus# as the production of fodders-expands, (Appendix B)> there will 
be an imperative need for securing regular supply of them to stock farmers  ̂
living sometimes in long distance from fodder production .placesI;;while the new 
holdings Iiave to be established ̂ hd&by fodder holdings* Briefly speaking,-/'. 
transport and marketing Organisation are to be considered us two sides of the 
same problem# ie* the distribution of fodders to the stock farmer at minimum 
ehargeaUi ;.. . y ; / ; / { / :  . ' '  ..

A further problem Seems, to' be tho,t the subsidies or the farmers* training ; / 
programme do not give particular attention to the improvement in tho production ; 
methods and practices used in, the battle sector and all over the livestock Sector, 
There seem 10 be available numerous small-scale Diàchinery, which might be 
possibly applied by the prevailing small holdings for feeding the animals, 
cleaning the sables, ventilating them,/ etc* : These sn̂ all scale instruments 
might be^necessarj^compared. with the capital intensive’/techniques used in the / / 
United Kingdom o;r in other .Western countries* . : ;

The above smadl-scale^ machinery is expected to increase its"importance in the

18, The agriculturalist should register and imrk the animal after application 
by the stock farmer., who: will, be pold presenting the registration qard to 
.the Agricultural Bank*

19* For more detailed discussion of marketing problems in, cattle,and livestock 
sector, see E.N* Carpenter, Abattoirs and Marketing, 0,E,C,D, (1969)*.
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future, as thé limits of expansion in the cultivated fodder area by extension of 
I'tei&i'gatioh'i ? works and at the same; time in the whole cattle population (in the 
level areas of Macedonia, Thrace and. Thessaly), are going to appear by the late 
, seventies; Allowing for the case of radical technological innovations in the 
future, further expansion of cattle/ produotion. without rapidly rising marginal 
cost will he largely left to minor improvements in the production practices, when 
the oattle:population will reach the level of 1*7-1*8 millions against 1*2 mill, 
in' 1 9 7 0 . : /  ' ' / \ . .

By that time., therefore, the already discussed subsidy may be abolished, althou^ 
the subsidy of increase in weight may still prevail as on inducement for fattening 
of calves. It is recollected that this latter subsidy was in the period I965- 
1969 2 drs, per kg. liveweight of cattle over 250 kgs. and now is {PL 139/26-3-69) 
1,5 drs. per kg. of liveweight paid to farmer for cattle marketed between 3OO-40O 
kgs. and 2 drs* per kg. for those marketed with over ,400 kgs. liveweight. Tliis 
liveweight seems to correspond to oyer the net weight of slaughtered calf, (I60 kg) 
and of heifers (200 kgs.) in 1970 (given a rou^ly 2»1 relationship between .live
weight and net weight)* , This subsidy was apparently introduced to favour the 
expansioncf cattle population and may have therefore to disappear by the late 
seventies* . '

Assuming that the potential mxpansion of oattle population is going to be achieve^, 
any policy in favour of beef will disappear and therefore the market price 
differential in favour of veal is going to become again effective* Keeping, on 
the other hand, a single subsidy for fattening will induce the former to exploit 
all the production capacity and its possible marginal changes due to further 
teclmologib'al improvements* .If then it is possible to fatten more baby calves 
than those produced,domestically, it will be appropriate to import them and to 
dispose ..of them: to demanding, stock/farmers*, it .would possibly bo a .waste to , 
introduce by then as/;#̂  the further establishment of new holdings
in mountainous areas# at increasing mafgihal c0st per. unit of cattle;' meat pro- "'te;
auction. -, /;'::'::/te;/te/'/

In oonciusion^ by the late 1970* s/when use of more fertile/land ,:for animal; feeds 
will become .limited the possibilities for expansion have to/turn to tliis kind of 
cattle which has more économies of scalê  as veal likely seems/-to have* In this 
way thé substitution of land for capital and possibly feeds/and to a compleraen- 
,tary extent veal-by/imports may : take the/most efficient combination under Greek 
'oiroumstandea. -' . -/ te;,. '---' "/ - 7 '



Measures for Production of Animal Feeds

(1) Abolishing.of the Import duty (about 10 percent) for imported animal ; 
foods of iii^ nutritive value for animais (oattle cake and meal)*

(2) -Increase of subsidies already in operation especially of alfalfa in 
the irrigated land in order tWt the revenue may induce fodder producers to . 
increase this production rather than cotton: which competes for the irrigated 
land ( enjoying higher subsidy per stremma)*

(3) Demonstrations of methods of making bom silage, green chopped corn, and 
green chopped alfalfa to increase its vaîué as a feed*

(4) Studies of the costs of raising two crops (wheat and com or/barley and 
com) in a year on irrigated land and the. estimating of, the relative returns from 
the double crop system*/ '.■ ■ ■/•. '; /"'/. ./ /

(5} A study in the economic feasibility of establishing an alfalfa'dehydrating 
Industry in Greece.

(6) Improved pasture management to raise .the amouiit of feed/livestock obtained 
from grazing. / - ..•/ / '

(7) Feeding practice demonstrations to Greek farmers by the agriculturalists * ;

(8) Increase in the number of feed mills for mixing and preparing grain.
Those mills should add protcih ond feed .additives to provide the farmers with
the proper rations to get the best possible returns.

(9) Research to continue on the results of various grain mixtures, particularly 
wheat and barley. These mixtures should Include protein supplements and feed 
additives.

(10) Reseacch to be made on the .costs of and returns from feeding and caring 
for livestock in groups as compared to individual stall feeding and care* As . 
the cost of labour increases, the costs of and returns from enterprises that
make Intensive use of labours must be examined closely and compared with those
of establishments that use labour-less intensively.



■ Measures for -Marketing of Meat

;̂ "-'fhe"followxUg:.liqt'.p̂ otpe3tê  hnomvthe; marketing conditions of meat/in':te:/ .
/. V : ■Qreeqe.and outlines only the problems which.seek to. bé,at- the present more of 

an urgent natwze in. Greecei ’ ' ' / . te' ;/-, . ' -,

(1) Livestook should be purchased on the bsisis of their weight * Permanent
. scales to :wei# liyestock should be installed at all locations where enou^ / 
livestock are sold to m#e it practical. The Hinistry of Agriculture should V 
check and test the accuracy of these Scales periodically. /

(2) Regiilar informatioh on .market pricep to: villages by local newspapers-and 
radio in order that expioitation and disappointments be minimised. Go#operation 
Of humerous small stock farmers to put them in a. .stronger,, position in negotia# 
tiens with the purchasers seems difficult to be effective under Greek oiroum- 
stances in the. shortrrnn* Improvement ih the information mechanism promptes

- market: forcés and seoms indispensable to reduce some spurces of uncertainty of 
the stock farmers which may have a restraining effect on their investment plans.

(3) Enoourâging and legalizing the establishment of' privately initiated
■ and managed meat?»paoking firms at places where they can pperate.all the year 
round (Thessaly, Macedonia, Thrace, etc.). This can be done along with 

. promotion: of new retailing techniques. It might be combined with changes in 
laws and réflations to permit the establishment of privately operated 
slaughterhouses, which may include intograted .meat-packing business. ?'

(4) The market police to establish a separate' and .distinct set of regulations : 
for the control of prices on meat that is previously cut and sold packed.
(These regulations should apply only to those places which sell meat in.such a ■: 
manner. / ' */ ' '. / ' vk/■ / - te/te/

20. : This proposal was made in the Oonference of O.IO.O.D. in 
Dubrovnik, for Mediterranean .O.àttle, See :E.M. Garpenter, 
Abattoirs and Marketing,' lért VIX,/ O.E.G.D., (1969). /
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Foreoagtihg Cultivated AgrioulturaX. Land

The total cultivated agricultural land of Greece is estimated to be 37,500 
thousand atremmas in 1970, fiom whicdi 7,052 irrigated land ô . 18,8 percent of 
the total and,30»448 dry land or 81,2,percent of the total land.

TOTAL AGRlOULTUmL lAHD/ ' IN . ..: THOUM'J) SITOMS

.. w
Irri^ted Land;/7*052 
Dry Wid-:/:'"f--;30,448.
TQ&Lte'te-V.

i.:
18,8
81*2

/..8p350::"'/21..6,; / 9#68q/ : . 24.8 
30,170 : 78.4 29,3# ^  ;7

37*500 ,:;ioq,o , '38,500 ?; 100.0 :39,000 100,0

/,'te- *■'/Provisional'estimates'
Sources; For estimates of the Year 1970, Ministry of Agriculture 

, - / Draft of Agricultural Development Plan 1968-72# Athens
/te: ,.te' .iÿ6e, p*49;..tete/Æ:te:.''/"'̂ ^̂  . .

Thé irrigated land: in 1967 has. .been /éfSÔQ th* atremmas*; : -Until then the oonr
struoted large /scale irrigation works haye begun to supply water in the late
Sixties* . According to the /Ministry/ of Agriculture the /average annual Increase
of irrigated land for the period 1967^70 has been about 284 th, stremmas. per
year and for the period 197W72 is expected to, be 337 th* atremmas annually*
According to our estimates of increase in irrigated land, we have assumed that
for thé period 1970-75 the irrigated land will increase by 337 th* stremmas
annually,for the period 1971*72 and 200 th; stremmas annual.ly for the remaining
years till 1975* Thus, the. irrigated land in 1975 is forecast to be 8*330 th.

. .. : 'te WXthstremmas or, 21,6 percent of the total/docrease of the dry land by 278 th*
stremmas. This reduction in dry land is assumed to be a shift into irrigated
area* ..'.

Given tliat the Plan 1968-72 provides the"construction of a number of new large 
scale irrigation works # the latter is assumed to yield considerably in the late 
seventies. The irrigated land is expected to be 9*680 th* stremmas in 1980 or 
24*8 percent of the total cultivated , land, Tiie total cultivated land in 198O 
has been estimated on the. assumption tliat the irrigated land will increase by 
200 th./ ■■
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200 th# Qtrormïias ; in 1976* by 250 -th. stremmas % in : 1977 ; 3Ô0 ' th # s trenimas
annually during the period I978-I98O .'/\-./'Al80#\''the/ aasumptlon was made tlmt : 
decrease of/dry land between 1975«^0 by 850 th# stremmas will be shifted into 
- irrigated/land* /-/://'/ 'te.,-///, //'te'.:.'
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Potential Produotioxi of Animal Pèods . ■

OJÎiQ cultivated fodder areas are estlmatea to be 10,300 thè atrCJims 1970 
against 9*634 th. strernmas in 1966# land consists of irrigated land,
S2 percent, and dry, land 7B percent of the total area. jt bas been also 
estimated that the yield per stremma of the. Irrigated land Jias ,been 530 hgs. 
of starch equivalents (s.ei) and the dry land 136 kgs. of starch equivalents^* 
Supposing that improved fodder varie tics will be planted, fortillser used, 
weed killer and mechcinisatioh will be appliéd, the assumption has bech made 
tlmt their yields will rise to‘410 kgsi; of c.o./str* in 1975 apd 4^0 kgs, of 
c.e./str*: in I98O regarding the Irrigated land, and 165 kgs,. of s.e./str. In.
1975 and 170'kge. of s*e#/str, in ,1980 as regards the dry , land (liable B.l)

Assuming tliat the whole increase in total irrigated land (%ble A.l) will be
shifted into fodder piquetion^ the total cultivated land by. fodders in 1975 ia 
expected to be 11,500 th, stremms and 12,650 thé stremmas in I98O. ; This 
assumption is based on the consideration of a future rise in meat production ’ - 
without substitution for other products, which may involve high opportunity
ooHt.; ■■ v: ■ , t  ' ■ ■■ ' ^ ' : / ' -

There is also expected'a dèoreabe in land planted v/ith wheat (about 400 thistrs.)
to shift to cultivation of vineyards, garden fruits, cotton, etc., as the Plan 
1968-72 refers to (p.62), #iis is expected to bo roalised up to 1975, Also 
on area about , 350 th, , strsè ..is expected to swing away from wheat to other crops 
or plantations during 1975’-1980 périodi. ■

’̂urthormore, dry land, as it decreases, (Table A.l) is assmic^ to be transformed 
into irrigated lond& y :

On the grounds of the,areas expected tp.be cultivated by fodders in 1970, 1975 
and I98O,. end the corresponding yields peU-stremma, we'estimate'the fodder 
production for these years (Table B,l) As is set forth in Table D.l, tlio aver
age annual rate,of increase,of fodder production is expected to be about 4*0 
percent/ , ..

1* These estimations of yields have derived "froift the projoctiona of the 
Oentor of Pianning and Bconomip Reeeârphÿnre^rding the required feeds 
for livestock'in;'1972,
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QumiVATim FODDms A i m . 10*300 100^00 :̂ ii*5oo : 100.0 12.650 100.0
(in Thouaand' Stremmaa) / : : ,'
Irrigated;'Land :. ' ^
Dry land i

#  W  p m  8 # m m  m
. s.d.X, / . -

Irrigated, land 
Dry land ;

pboddction op poddbrs (1)

(1)PEODOGÇtON. OP BY-PHODUCTS

TOTAD, PHODUQTIOÎT OP MBIAL
m œ - ' . . . y : /^v

2*270 •; 22.0 ; 3,270 28.9 4,620
8,030 78.0 8,030 71,1 8,030

. 330 ; ■ 410 426
■:■; 136 165 170

1*842 ' 2,665"'- 35,9 3,310
750 .. 12,3 ; ■ 1,340 18.0 1,940

i»092 , 18.0 1,325 17,9 1,370

3,200 ■ ' 52,4'/ ; 3*200 2.t2po

1,060; " : A i _ :■■ 1,555 21.0. - 2,290

6,102 106,0 ':\;7,420- 100.0 8#800

Irrigated Land ■ 750 : 12,5 : , 1,340 18.0 1,940 V 22.0
Dry Land

PRODUCTION OP.GMKINO' ,' 
2/ PROM PASTURES,. ' (ij 

(in thousand tons of e.el

(i)y\8tarph equivalents 
* Pro^iohai estimates *
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percent during the period 1970-75 and 3«5 during the period 1975*̂ 80•

The production of graaing from paaturoa is not expected to change in the futitre,
as Table B.l* indicates* Althbu^ a of .pàstiü̂ eB Is ; expected to transform 
Into irrigated land the grassing production is expected to not fall, in the future 
given that 'in the meanwhile fertiliser, weed killer, etc. will increase oomewliat 
the. yield per otremma. of the remaining : pastures. ;

The production of by^producta of factories for animal foeda is expected to be.
1,00 th* tons of otarcĥ êqt̂ lvalents in 1970# ' ' Taking- into 'considération, the ■
: average annual rate of fncreaaé of m  olive oil, cotton (their hy-̂  ' .
products are fed. to ,ahi^4s) aince I967 theTa^ rate of increase of the . 
secondary sector provided by tbe ; 1968'̂ 72 (11-12̂ 5), weiadopt thô  assuntption 
that the animal feeds from by-products are ^ing to increase by !8 peroent 
annually. . On this basis, their production is going to be 1,555. th. tons of 
starch equivalents in 1975 und 2,290 th. tons In I960.

Under the mehtiohed assumptions, the.total production of .fohimal; feeds is expected 
to bo 6,102 tons of starch equivalents (s#e*) in 1970, 7,420 th, tons of s.e. 
in 1975 (average ahnuG^ rate of increase 4#0 percent 1970-75) and 6,800 th. tons 
Cf s.e. in I98O (avèracie annucil rate of increase 3,5 percent during the 1975-'00 
period#) - ' \ -7!— -

On the as8umi)tion that there was a fairly stable relationship of the average 
annual rates of increase in the production of animal feeds and production of 
total meat in the past and varied each other by about 2-5 percent (Table B.2), 
we give a pictiire of these relationships in the following Table B.2 and the . ‘
projected ones for 1975 und 1900.



TABLB B.2.

BimTioNsHip OP moBUCTioB OF m im i mms
m . ë m  TOTAL ' mm ' ipROBUCHOH

Year
‘ Brpduotioh 

Of Animal Feeds 
(in th.tons of a.e.

Average 
; Amiml 
Percentage 
Ohanm

Production 
Of Meat 

(in th. tons)

Average
Annual
Percentage

1961/2 4,454 182*9 )) 4*2 ) 6.8
1965/6 ; -5,245'.:':. : ! 233*2 }
1970 : 6,102 ) 3.9 300,0 ) 5.9

'■ '40'/X'\ ) 6.1
1975 VV ' 7,420 ' 405.0 )

: .\3*5:r:v- 6*0
1960, . ; ;V: 8,800 436.0 )

aourceos: For thé yeara l$ 6l/62, 1965/66 T̂ables VI,3,
. ; IX,3, of this study : have, beeh uaedi ■ for the . 

remaining years 1970, 1975* 1980, Tables 
A.i., B.i., and XI.6 have been used.
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